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ABSTRACT 
The assessment of load carrying capacity under applied loads is an important goal in 
designing mechanical components and structures. Limit analysis is carried out to 
determine the load at which uncontained plastic flow occurs in the component under 
consideration. Lower bound limit loads are vital from the structural integrity standpoint 
and are germane to fitness-for-service assessments. 
The existing lower bound limit load determination methods using elastic modulus 
adjustment procedures (EMAP) such as the classical and ma -multiplier methods have a 
dependence on the maximum equivalent stress. These methods are therefore sensitive to 
localized plastic action, which occurs in components with thin or slender construction, or 
those containing notches and cracks. The lower bounds obtained using the present 
methods have an oscillatory behavior during successive elastic iterations. 
The mp -multiplier method developed in this thesis is obtained by considering a 
distribution of stress rather than a single maximum equivalent stress. As a result, good 
limit load estimates can be obtained especially for shape-sensitive structures and 
components with cracks and notches. 
The applicability of the m fJ -multiplier method is extended such that the method can 
determine limit loads of pressure components exhibiting anisotropy. As a result, collapse 
11 
load analysis can be performed for perforated heat exchanger tubesheet that is currently 
modeled as an equivalent solid plate with anisotropic properties. 
Simplified procedures for fitness-for-service assessment, suitable for use by plant 
engineers, is also developed. A variational formulation in plasticity is used to develop 
these procedures. The concept of "integral mean of yield" is utilized to problems 
involving locally thinned areas and local hot spots in the context of industrial pressure 
vessels and piping. 
The lower bound limit loads obtained by the m/3 -method and the fitness-for-service 
assessment methods are compared with corresponding results of inelastic finite elastic 
analyses. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Limit Analysis 
In designing a mechanical structure or a component, a designer must ensure that its 
design is safe and durable while simultaneously giving importance to its performance and 
economy. The aspects of mechanical design philosophy predominantly include selection 
of material of construction, determination of potential modes of failure and the method of 
stress analysis adopted. The material selection is primarily based on the operating 
environment and its cost. While the process of identifying the failure modes has the 
ability to avert the structure from catastrophic failure, they have to be judiciously 
assessed by an appropriate method of stress analysis. 
This thesis concerns applications of generic pressure components, which finds its use in 
oil and gas, chemical, fertilizers and power generation industries. Pressure vessels entail 
complex shapes that are sources of stress concentration problems and therefore confine 
the choice of materials to ones that possess enough ductility. Furthermore, pressure 
vessels are subject to eight possible modes of failure. However, the exposition in this 
thesis is restricted to failure mechanism associated with gross plastic deformation. As the 
failure mechanism is inelastic, ideally, a structure's behavior should be assessed by limit 
analysis. The primary area of research conducted in this thesis is on limit analysis, which 
addresses the failure mechanism associated with gross plastic deformation. 
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For many years, pressure component design was based on elastic analysis. In elastic 
design, the stress in the structure is not allowed to exceed yield. However, it is evident 
that the structure will safely carry its intended load even after the stress at a point in the 
structure exceeds the yield stress. Moreover, local plastic flow occurs at locations of 
stress raisers and geometric discontinuity and thus the design based on elastic analysis 
renders an uneconomical design. 
In fact, limit analysis is concerned with the determination of load-carrying capacity of 
structures. The load at which uncontained plastic flow occurs in a structure is termed as 
the limit load. The advantage of limit analysis is that it takes into account the post-yield 
strength of structures that can generate an economical design. The knowledge of limit 
loads is also vital from the structural integrity standpoint. 
Limit loads can be estimated using analytical techniques, classical bounding theorems 
and non-linear analysis, which is primarily based on finite element analysis. Analytical 
limit solutions are obtained with ease for structures with simple geometry and loading. 
However, it is mathematically intractable to obtain collapse loads for complex structural 
configurations. With advanced computer technology, opportunities are available to 
perform inelastic analysis using non-linear finite element analysis. Nevertheless, non-
linear analysis has its own limitations, as the analysis is involved and requires careful 
interpretation of results and designer's expertise. 
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Therefore, there is an incentive to develop alternate limit analysis techniques that are 
simple, approximate and efficient. The technique termed elastic modulus adjustment 
procedures (EMAP) is based on linear elastic analyses and have been adopted in this 
thesis to estimate lower bound limit loads. 
1.2 Integrity Assessment of Structures 
Structural and Mechanical Integrity assessment is one of the principal tasks that has been 
implemented by the aerospace, fossils, mining, petrochemical, nuclear power generation 
and the oil and gas industries. It plays a major role in preserving safety and economy of 
the plant, equipment and system operation. The integrity assessment is a 
multidisciplinary effort and with regard to the oil and gas industries, it involves 
interactions of diverse fields such as process chemistry, process engineering, 
thermofluids, mechanics, materials, applied physics and computational technology. The 
assessment activities are carried out in three phases - design, construction and post 
construction. The post construction activity is further subdivided into operations, 
inspection, maintenance and restoration activities. 
Integrity evaluations encompass a thorough knowledge of the working loads, material 
behavior and operating environment of the plant's aggregate life. During the continued 
service of the plant, the equipments are exposed to several ageing issues such as crack 
formation and growth, corrosion and erosion, fatigue, elevated temperature effects, blister 
formation, neutron irradiation, creep deformation etc. Therefore, the structural integrity 
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assessment is often based on systematic and proactive identification of failure modes in 
the structure and characterization of the deterioration processes. 
A pragmatic approach to devising the failure modes is by groupmg them into (1) 
immediate failure - failures that occur without warning on a single application of loads 
and (2) delayed or progressive failure - failures that occur due to repeated application of 
loads, or time-dependent effects. The repeated application of loads is usually attributed to 
startup-shutdown occurrences or severe thermal transients. Stringent design limits are 
placed on the first category since the failures occur without warning and intervention is 
not possible. Less stringent design limits are placed on the second category since 
incipient damage can be detected, and planned intervention is possible through timely 
inspections and repairs. 
In addition to identifying the potential failure modes, periodic inspection is carried out in 
the ageing equipment and deterioration checks are made. By characterizing the observed 
defects, fitness-for-service methodology can be developed thereby devising the 
acceptance criteria and evaluation procedures that establish the suitability of the 
structure's continued service. 
Structural integrity assessment in an operating plant is practiced at three levels: 
• Level 1 - This level of assessment is excessively conservative and based upon 
inspection data. 
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• Level 2 - Such an assessment possesses simplified conservative screening criteria 
adopted in conjunction with a minimum quantity of inspection data. As well, this 
level of assessment is intended for use by facilities or plant engineers, although some 
owner-operator organizations consider it more suitable for a central engineering 
evaluation. 
• Level 3 - This type of assessment reqmres sophisticated analysis or advanced 
computational procedures executed by experts. 
By periodically assessing the integrity of structures, their remaining life can be estimated 
and the operating parameters of the plant are controlled effectively. 
1.3 Robust Methods in Pressure Vessel Design 
Pressure vessels are usually designed according to the guidelines furnished in the Boiler 
and Pressure Vessels Code (ASME, 2001). Over the years, the Code has undergone 
significant changes and the latter part of Code rules are based on stress categorization 
approach. The approach is a direct consequence of using elastic analysis and guards 
against the inelastic failure mechanisms of gross plastic collapse under static loading and 
ratcheting under cyclic loading. 
The stress categorization approach in conjunction with the interpretation of finite element 
analysis (FEA) results has been found to be difficult (Hechmer and Hollinger, 1991). The 
fundamental barriers in stress categorization made researchers to move away from design 
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based on elastic analysis to that based on inelastic analysis that directly addresses the 
inelastic failure modes. 
Inelastic FEA is an elaborate technique in which the load is applied in increments and the 
equilibrium for each load increment is established by satisfying certain convergence 
criteria. The disadvantage of inelastic analysis is that it requires greater computing 
resources to perform iterative analysis, storage of intermediate results, proper definition 
of material models, selection of appropriate elements, careful control of load increments 
and designer's knowledge in performing the analysis. 
The indicated disadvantages of inelastic analysis have directed the researchers to 
determine limit loads using simplified, robust and efficient design methods based on 
elastic analysis. Robust methods are less demanding and require minimum computational 
resources. It has been demonstrated that carrying out a linear elastic FEA with elastic 
modulus modification can simulate the plastic stress distribution in a structure (Seshadri, 
1991a). Several robust methods have been developed during the past two decades to 
estimate lower bound limit loads. These methods include GLOSS R-node (Seshadri and 
Fernando, 1992), Elastic Compensation method (Mackenzie and Boyle, 1993a) and the 
rna -method (Seshadri and Mangalaramanan, 1997). 
Lower bound limit load estimates are relevant for pressure component design and are 
acceptable quantities for ascertaining primary stress limits. Essentially, the robust 
methods attempt to find the most efficient distribution of primary stresses for a given set 
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of loads. This is obtained by subsequently modifying the uniform elastic modulus of a 
structure at various locations. 
These methods have their own limitations. It has been argued that r-node method is 
difficult to apply for three dimensional structures. In elastic compensation method, there 
is no criterion that assures the maximum stress in the structure will converge after several 
iterations. The problem of convergence is prevalent for shape-sensitive structures with 
notches and cracks. For such structures, the maximum stress in an iterative elastic 
analysis technique "moves around" leading to poor lower bounds. The lower bounds of 
the rna -multiplier have been questioned after few iterations and there is no guarantee that 
the method estimates lower bound limit loads at initial iterations for structures subject to 
local plastic collapse. 
1.4 Objectives of the thesis 
The objectives of this thesis are: 
1. To develop a lower bound limit load determination method called mp- multiplier 
method that accounts for the entire stress distribution in a structure rather than a 
maximum elastic stress in a structure. 
2. Apply the mp - method to typical pressure component configurations and cracked 
components and verify the results with those of conventional analysis techniques. 
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3. To extend the mp -method to anisotropic components that obey Hill's yield criterion 
and to investigate its application to heat exchanger tubesheets that obey fourth-order 
yield criterion. 
4. To develop Level 2 integrity assessment methods, that evaluate the "Remaining 
Strength Factor (RSF)" of pressure vessels and piping containing locally thinned 
areas (LTA) and hot spots. These simplified procedures perform "fitness-for-service" 
assessments and are suitable for use by plant engineers. 
1.5 Organization of the thesis 
This thesis is organized into 8 chapters. In Chapter 1, various facets associated with limit 
analysis and the role of reduced modulus methods in evaluating primary stresses in 
pressurized components are discussed. The significance of limit analysis in integrity 
assessment of mechanical structures is also illustrated. The objectives and the original 
contributions to research are further enumerated. 
In Chapter 2, theoretical aspects pertaining to plasticity theory and limit design are 
discussed. Conventional techniques of limit analysis such as analytical techniques, lower 
and upper bound theorems and inelastic finite element analysis are described. An 
overview of simplified methods called the reduced modulus methods that estimate limit 
loads using linear elastic analysis are furnished. 
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Chapter 3 provides a detailed derivation of Mura's variational formulation, which is an 
alternate approach to classical limit analysis. Several limit load multipliers such as m0, m' 
and rna are derived from Mura's variational approach and their upper and lower 
boundedness are explored in detail. 
The classical lower bound multiplier rn L and rna - multiplier are based on a maximum 
elastic stress in a structure. A multiplier, rn fJ that relies on an entire stress distribution in 
a structure is derived in Chapter 4. Simple examples are worked out to demonstrate the 
evaluation of upper and lower bound limit load multipliers and the results are compared 
with the exact limit multiplier. 
In Chapter 5, the rn fJ -multiplier method is applied to structures that are subjected to local 
plastic action. The concept of reference volume is useful for such applications in which 
the stress distributions obtained from EMAP do not converge to near limit type 
distribution is exemplified. The rn fJ -method developed in this chapter is applied to 
typical pressure vessel and cracked component configurations and is compared with the 
results of inelastic finite element analyses. 
The applicability of the rn fJ -method to anisotropic components is investigated in Chapter 
6. The application of rn fJ -method to heat exchanger tubesheets that obey fourth-order 
yield criterion is also explored. Further details relevant to fourth-order yield criterion 
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such as compressibility and 60 degree rotational symmetry of tubesheets are also 
illustrated. 
In Chapter 7, Level 2 "fitness-for-service" methodology pertinent to plant engineers is 
developed. Simplified methods that evaluate "Remaining Strength Factor (RSF)" of 
pressure vessels and piping containing locally thinned areas and hot spots are also 
presented. The methods are validated using the results of inelastic finite element analyses. 
Chapter 8 summarizes the overall evaluation of the m f3 -method. The thesis concludes by 
providing recommendations on areas of future research. 
1.6 Original Contributions 
The contributions of the thesis are listed as follows: 
• A lower bound limit load determination method called m f3 - method that accounts for 
the entire stress distribution in a structure is developed. The method is derived from 
Mura' s inequality and is used in conjunction with EMAP and a sequence of linear 
elastic finite element analyses. 
• The concept of reference volume is developed for structures in which the stress 
distributions obtained from EMAP do not converge to a near limit-type distribution. 
• A systematic method is established to evaluate the deviation of stress distributions 
obtained from EMAP to limit-type distribution. 
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• The application of m f3 -method is investigated for typical pressure component 
configurations and cracked components. The lower bound limit loads obtained using 
the m f3 -method are shown to be better than the classical lower bound limit loads. 
• The m f3 -method is extended to determine the limit loads of anisotropic components 
that obey Hill's criterion. 
• Collapse load of tubesheets, which are modeled as equivalent solid plate and obey 
fourth-order yield criterion is estimated using the m f3 -method. The fourth-order yield 
criterion incorporates compressibility and 60 degree rotational symmetry of 
tubesheets. 
• Simplified Level 2 Fitness-for-Service assessment methods suitable for plant 
engineers are developed. These methods evaluate "Remaining Strength Factor" of a 
thin cylinder containing locally thinned areas and hot spots. 
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CHAPTER 2: THEORETICAL CONCEPTS AND REDUCED 
MODULUS METHODS 
2.1 Introduction 
The theoretical concepts pertaining to limit analysis and different methods of estimating 
limit loads are discussed in this chapter. It is unwieldy to obtain limit load solutions using 
analytical techniques. Therefore, a pragmatic approach is to evaluate limit loads by using 
limit load theorems. Lower bound limit loads are useful from a perspective of safe design 
approach whereas upper bound limit loads are useful in estimating power requirements 
for metal cutting and forming processes. 
Some of the reduced modulus methods related to the present research are also discussed 
briefly in this chapter. The reduced modulus methods are robust methods that emerged as 
an alternative to inelastic analysis. These methods are simplified, and provide acceptable 
results at minimum time and cost, and useful during the initial stages of the design 
process. The modulus adjustment techniques were initially developed to assess the 
inelastic effects in mechanical components and structures and were later used to estimate 
limit loads on the basis of linear elastic analysis. 
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2.2 Plasticity Theory and Limit Design 
The theory of elasticity deals with solid bodies, which return to their original shape upon 
removal of external forces. On the other hand, plasticity theory deals with solid bodies, in 
which the deformation does not disappear completely when the external forces are 
removed. The behavior of bodies that the theory of plasticity deals with is characterized 
as elastic-plastic. 
The objective of performing stress analysis is to find the distribution of stress and strain 
that satisfies the equilibrium conditions, compatibility conditions and the constitutive 
relationships. For a given structure subjected to prescribed loads and displacements, the 
conditions of equilibrium and compatibility do not change whether the state of stress or 
strain is elastic or plastic. The main and distinct ingredients of elasticity and plasticity 
theories are listed further. 
The fundamental aspects of linear elasticity theory are: 
(1) The stresses and strains are related by the appropriate form of Hooke's law. For an 
isotropic material the elastic strains are related to the stresses according to the 
following relationship: 
(2.1) 
(2) In an external loading process, a complete reversibility of deformation is reached. 
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(3) The final strains depend on the end stresses, and not upon the stress history or the 
strain path. 
The underlying principles, mathematical interpretations and physical significances of 
elastic-plastic constitutive relationships relevant to the theory of plasticity and its basic 
applications can be found in a number of references (Calladine, 1969, Mendelson, 1968, 
Hill, 1971, Johnson and Mellor, 1983, Chen and Han, 1988). The key features of 
plasticity theory are: 
(1) Permanent deformations are induced as the stress at a certain location exceeds the 
yield strength of the material. The onset of plastic flow is characterized by the 
appropriate use of yield criteria. For instance, the von-Mises yield criterion is given 
by, 
(2.2) 
(2) The final strains depend on the history of loading. Therefore, to find the final strain, 
incremental strains must be summed over the entire strain path. 
(3) The stress-strain relationship in the plastic range is given by Prandtl- Reuss equation, 
and is characterized as flow rule. It considers that the plastic strain increment is, at 
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to collapse. The load at collapse is termed as the limit load and the design based on 
limit load is called the limit design. 
In the design based on elastic analysis, the elastic stress at any point in the structure is not 
allowed to exceed the allowable stress of the material. The allowable stress is usually the 
yield strength of the material divided by a factor of safety. 
It is apparent that the ductile materials can withstand strains much larger than those 
corresponding to the elastic limits. As the plastic flow occurs beyond the yield limit, 
redistribution of stresses occurs and therefore, reserve strength inherent in the material 
can be made use of. The argument is that the structure will carry the intended loads safely 
even after certain parts of structure experiences the onset of plastic flow. Therefore, the 
design based on elastic analysis can be highly uneconomical when compared to the limit 
design. 
In limit analysis, an idealized elastic-perfectly-plastic material model is assumed whereas 
a strain-hardening material model as shown in Figure 2.1 represents a more accurate 
plastic behavior. The strain-hardening model replicates a real life structural response. 
However, an elastic-perfectly-plastic model would be more appropriate for design as the 
model is simple and implicitly incorporates a failure mechanism. 
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2.3 Classical Limit Load Theorems 
2.3.1 Analytical Limit Solutions 
In analytical elastic-plastic analysis, stress and strain distributions at any point in the 
structure are determined for loads from initial yield until collapse. Such limit load 
solutions for practical applications like beams (Popov, 1990), frames (Home, 1979), 
plates (Save and Massonet, 1972), and simple pressure vessel configurations like thick 
cylinders (Chakrabarty, 1987), dished ends (Gill, 1970) etc. are currently available. 
Complete elastic-plastic solutions are generally more involved and cumbersome. The 
complexities arise from the irreversibility of plastic flow, its dependence on loading 
history, and the necessity of carrying out an analysis in an incremental manner. 
Furthermore, most of the engineering structures are complex and it may be difficult or 
impossible to obtain closed form solutions except for relatively simple structures. Certain 
approximating assumptions are made to obtain such analytical solutions, that in the end, 
prove unrealistic. 
Lower and Upper bound theorems are recourse to obtain approximate limit solutions. 
The "bounding" theorems establish lower and upper bounds to the collapse load. The 
intent of limit analysis is to determine the load-carrying capacity of structures. Therefore, 
using these theorems the intermediate elastic-plastic stages are circumvented and collapse 
state of the structure is investigated directly. 
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2.3.2 Statically Admissible Stress Fields 
A stress field CY iJ 0 is said to be statically admissible if it satisfies, 
in Vr, (2.4) 
(2.5) 
in Vr, (2.6) 
where 
(2.7) 
0 1 
(J = -(Jkk. 
3 
(2.8) 
The proportional constant m0 defined m equation (2.5) IS termed as the statically 
admissible multiplier. 
2.3.3 Lower Bound Theorem 
If any stress distribution throughout the structure can be found which is everywhere in 
equilibrium internally and balances certain external loads and at the same time does not 
violate the yield condition, those loads will be carried safely by the structure (Calladine, 
1969). This is the lower bound theorem and it provides a lower bound on limit load. 
The theorem merely states that the structure carries the applied load by rearranging the 
internal stresses to its best advantage, if at all possible. The lower bound approach is an 
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"equilibrium approach" as only statically admissible stress distributions are considered 
and without placing any restrictions on the mode of deformation. The best statically 
admissible stress distribution considered gives the maximum lower bound, which is the 
best estimate of the limit load. 
2.3.4 Kinematically Admissible Velocity Fields 
A velocity field V; * is said to be kinematically admissible if it satisfies, 
on Sv, 
v/ = 0 on Sv, 
The kinematically admissible multiplier m * is defined as, 
k f(2& .. * &..* )112 dV lj lj 
m * = _v ______ _ 
f1f v/ dS 
ST 
The strain rate fields & iJ * are derived from the velocity fields V; * as, 
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(2.9) 
(2.1 0) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
2.3.5 Upper Bound Theorem 
If an estimate of the plastic collapse load of a body is made by equating internal rate of 
dissipation of energy to the rate at which external force do work in any postulated 
mechanism of deformation of the body, the estimate will be either high, or correct 
(Calladine, 1969). This is the upper bound theorem and provides an upper bound on limit 
load. 
The upper bound theorem basically specifies that if a path of failure exists, the structure 
will take that path. The upper bound approach is a "geometric" approach as only the 
mode of deformation or the kinematically admissible velocity fields are studied without 
satisfying the equilibrium equations. Of all the possible kinematically admissible velocity 
fields the one, which gives the least upper bound, is the limit load. Furthermore, it is vital 
to state that residual or thermal stresses or deflections have no influence on the limit load. 
2.4 Thick-Walled Cylinder 
A thick walled cylinder with inner radius a and outer radius b subjected to uniform 
internal pressure p , as shown in Figure 2.2, is considered to demonstrate the application 
of lower and upper bound theorems to estimate the collapse load. 
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Figure 2.2 Thick Walled Cylinder under Internal Pressure 
2.4.1 Lower Bound Limit Pressure 
According to lower bound theorem, any statically admissible stress distribution, which 
satisfies the equilibrium condition and does not violate the yield criterion, estimates a 
lower bound limit load. In case of a thick cylinder, the equilibrium condition is: 
dcrr eYe - O'r 
= _.:;__--'-
dr r 
(2.14) 
The stress boundary conditions are 
at r =a, (2.15a) 
at r = b, (2.15b) 
and, in the longitudinal direction, 
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b 
p~ra2 = f2~raz rdr. 
a 
(2.15c) 
According to the lower bound theorem, any statically admissible stress distribution can 
be considered to estimate a lower bound limit load. As illustrated in Figure 2.3, the actual 
elastic stress distribution that satisfies equilibrium and the boundary conditions, is given 
by, 
(2.16a) 
pa2 [ b2J 
ae = 2 2 1 + 2 · b -a r 
(2.16b) 
The yield criterion is assumed to be governed by the Tresca's yield criterion, which is 
expressed as 
(2.17) 
Figure 2.3 Stress Distribution in a Thick Walled Cylinder 
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A lower bound limit pressure p L can be determined by substituting the stress 
distributions in equations (2.16) in the yield criterion in equation (2.17) as, 
(2.18) 
Instead of the stress distribution in equations (2.16), we consider an arbitrary distribution 
for CYr as, 
CYr = Alnr +B. (2.19) 
The constants A and B are evaluated by substituting CY r in the boundary conditions in 
equations (2.15) and therefore, 
CYr = (Pb) (lnr- b). 
ln -
a 
(2.20) 
Substituting equation (2.20) for CYr in the equilibrium equation (2.14), we obtain eYe 
distribution as, 
eYe = (pb) (1 + lnr- b). 
ln -
a 
(2.21) 
If CY r and CY e obey the Tresca yield criterion (2.17), we obtain the lower bound limit 
pressure p L , 
(2.22) 
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2.4.2 Upper Bound Limit Pressure 
An upper bound limit pressure can be determined for the thick walled cylinder under 
internal pressure by assuming kinematically admissible velocity fields. For instance, the 
radial displacement u can be assumed as, 
c 
U -- . 
r 
At the inner surface r =a, u = ua. 
Therefore, 
u 
u =a____!!_. 
r 
The strains can be expressed in terms of radial displacements as, 
du 
lir = -, 
dr 
u 
li(J = -. 
r 
(2.23) 
(2.24) 
(2.25) 
(2.26) 
As well, axial strain c z = 0 for the case of long cylinder due to the assumption of plain 
strain. 
Substituting equation (2.24) in equations (2.25) and (2.26), the &r and c0 are expressed 
as, 
Ua 
lir =-a2, 
r 
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(2.27) 
(2.28) 
It is verified that sr and s8 , in equations (2.27) and (2.28) respectively, satisfies the 
incompressibility condition, 
(2.29) 
The internal work of dissipation per unit volume, D, is expressed as 
(2.30) 
Since the stress distributions a r and a e lie on the yield surface, and application of 
Tresca yield criterion gives, 
(2.31) 
The external work done by the internal pressure per unit length is given by, 
(2.32) 
Equating the internal energy of dissipation in equation (2.31) and the external work done 
in equation (2.32) we obtain an upper bound limit pressure as 
(2.33) 
This is the same as the lower bound limit pressure in equation (2.22), therefore the limit 
pressure obtained in equation (2.33) is exact. Furthermore, the lower bound limit pressure 
obtained by considering the stress distribution in equation (2.16a) and equation (2.16b) is 
less than that given in equation (2.21) and (2.22) for b>a thereby validating the lower 
bound theorem. 
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2.5 Pressure Vessel Design 
Pressure vessels are usually designed according to the criteria given in the ASME Boiler 
& Pressure Vessel Code (ASME, 2001). The first edition ofthe code was issued several 
decades ago and has periodically incorporated significant changes since then. The earlier 
editions of code design rules pursued "design by rule" approach, which is based on 
relatively simple mechanics. Such design rules were re-examined (Cloud, 1972) such that 
they can accommodate more stringent safety requirements suitable for nuclear radiation 
hazards and to reduce over-conservatism in previous code rules. 
Essentially, the changes in the code guidelines are intended to guard against three specific 
failure modes - gross plastic deformation, incremental plastic collapse and fatigue 
(ASME, 1972). These failure modes are precluded by failure criteria based on limit, 
shakedown and fatigue theories. The fundamental idea behind the changes in design rules 
is to indirectly address the inelastic failure mechanisms by simply performing elastic 
analysis. 
The latter part of the code design philosophy is based on "design by analysis" approach. 
According to the approach, the designer is required to perform a detailed elastic stress 
analysis and categorize the calculated stress into primary, secondary and peak 
constituents and apply the specified allowable stress limits. Primary stress is an 
equilibrium stress field associated with gross plastic deformation under static loading. 
Secondary stress arises from compatibility requirements and is associated with ratchetting 
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under cyclic loading. Peak stress is highly localized and is associated with fatigue failure 
under cyclic load. 
The design by analysis procedure was principally based on thin shell discontinuity 
theory. The stress distribution obtained from shell discontinuity analysis is in the form of 
membrane and bending stress and therefore, the code stress categories and stress limits 
are also in the same format. It is therefore difficult to equate the calculated stresses and 
code categories unless the design is based on shell analysis. 
Currently, most of the design by analysis is performed using FEA. It is obvious that 
pressure vessel geometries are preferred to be modeled using shell type finite elements so 
that the post-processed results are obtained in the form of membrane and bending stresses 
used in the code. However, presence of pressure vessel assembly details such as 
reinforcements, fillets etc impose difficulty in using shell elements and require solid 
elements to be used. Now the problem with solid element type models is categorizing the 
calculated stress, which is not in the membrane plus bending format used in the codes. 
Especially with three-dimensional solid models, stress categorization becomes 
cumbersome (Hechmer and Hollinger, 1986). 
One way of overcoming this problem is by using stress linearization technique (Kroenke, 
1973). Stress linearization is a technique in which a stress classification line is chosen 
where the shell type deformations (plane sections remain plane) are expected. Along this 
line the calculated stresses through the thickness of the elements are linearized in order to 
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classify membrane and bending components. However, this procedure was found to be 
difficult in interpretation and the general validity of stress linearization has been 
questioned (Hechmer and Hollinger, 1991). This has led many workers to propose an 
approach away from design based on elastic analysis to a more fundamental approach in 
which the inelastic failure modes are assessed by performing inelastic analysis. 
2.6 Inelastic Finite Element Analysis 
The finite element method is a numerical technique, which can be applied for a wide 
range of engineering structures and continua. Generally, engineering structures are 
complex in geometry and loading. Such problems are mathematically intricate to be 
solved by classical analytical methods. FEA is a discrete analysis technique in which a 
large structure is divided into a number of simpler regions for which approximate 
solutions are ready-made. The procedure results in a large number of simultaneous 
algebraic equations, which are effectively solved using a computer. 
With the recent advancements in computer technology, non-linear finite element methods 
make inelastic analysis a viable approach for many engineers. If non-linear analysis can 
be performed, application of code rules is considerably simpler than the elastic stress 
categorization approach. Inelastic analysis is often performed using commercially 
available software packages (ANSYS, 2000, ABAQUS, 2002). 
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Structures with linear elastic response are comparatively easier to solve than those 
expenencmg inelastic deformation. In linear elastic analysis, the load-displacement 
relationship is linear. The problem is solved in a single-stage solution procedure. In 
inelastic analysis, the load-displacement relationship is non-linear and therefore, the total 
load is applied in increments. The problem is solved in an iterative manner, and is based 
on a piecewise linear or incremental solution method. For each load increment, the 
stiffness matrix is updated to take account of changes in material properties of the elastic-
plastic region. Moreover, each load step must satisfy certain convergence criteria, thereby 
balancing the calculated internal forces and moments and the applied load. 
Inelastic FEA is elaborate and provides considerable information about the constitutive 
behavior between the yield stress and collapse state of the structure. The analysis is 
complex and requires greater computing resources in order to perform several iterations 
to find the equilibrium displacements of load increments and store the intermediate 
results. With the abundant availability of computing memory in gigabytes, the restrictions 
on computing resources to perform non-linear FEA have significantly diminished. 
However, the non-linear FEA poses certain drawbacks. The definition of material models 
and the control of load increments to define the material properties have to be done 
precisely. Knowledge of available non-linear techniques is mandatory to achieve 
convergence. Convergence failure often occurs for the load steps when the plasticity 
spread is significant and near collapse states thereby underestimating the limit loads. 
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Selection of appropriate element and its mesh density greatly affects the inelastic analysis 
results. The designer's experience and expertise also plays a major role in deciding the 
solution control process. 
It is clear from the discussions made so far that the inelastic FEA is involved than the 
elastic analysis. Therefore, the selection of non-linear analysis has become subjective and 
there is a significant need to develop a relatively simple analysis procedure, which 
pressure vessel designers may use to utilize the inelastic design rules without having to 
become involved in complex inelastic analysis. 
2. 7 Development of Reduced Modulus Methods for Pressure Component Design 
Reduced modulus methods are robust approximate methods, which are simple, reliable 
and based on linear elastic analysis. Robustness in this context implies the ability to 
provide acceptable results on the basis of less than reliable input, together with 
conceptual insight and economy of computational effort (Seshadri and Marriott, 1992). 
An established robust method the called reduced modulus method, primarily developed 
for stress categorization has been proven to be useful. 
2.7.1 Methods based on Partial Elastic Modulus Modification 
The development of reduced modulus methods is an attempt to aid the designer by 
identifying the distinction between primary and secondary stresses according to Code 
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rules. The method was initially developed by Jones and Dhalla (1981, 1986) to classify 
clamp-induced pipe stress in Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor plants. They proposed 
that if the local stress developed by pipe/clamp interaction is redistributed, then the stress 
may be considered secondary. An inelastic analysis may be required to show how this 
redistribution proceeds, since it occurs only after yield. In the past, non-linear analysis 
was simply impracticable and so, an approach called the elastic secant modulus 
procedure was proposed. 
The procedure is based on the concept that the local inelasticity can be simulated by 
reducing the elastic modulus of highly loaded elements. The proportion of stress at a 
location in a structure is adjudged primary or secondary if the 'trend in relaxation' 
(Dhalla, 1984) follows a load-controlled or deformation-controlled line. The 
characteristic of load-controlled stresses is that they are in equilibrium with the applied 
forces and moments and are statically determinate, whereas, the deformation controlled 
stresses occur in statically indeterminate locations. 
Subsequently, Marriott (1988) showed instances of pressure vessel configurations where 
a designer could be misled in determining the stress classification as primary or 
secondary by inspection alone. He further proposed a reduced modulus procedure that 
utilized a series of iterative elastic analysis. According to the procedure, a linear elastic 
analysis is first performed and the elements with stress intensity S that exceeds the code 
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allowable stress, Sm are identified. The elastic modulus E0 of those elements are then 
modified according to the equation 
(2.34) 
It is evident that the change in the stress intensity after the second iteration indicates 
whether the stress component at any particular location is dominantly primary or 
secondary. Using the procedure for stress classification, Marriott illustrated that by 
obtaining equilibrium stress states for each iteration, lower bound limit loads can be 
evaluated. In his approach, a lower bound solution exists if the maximum stress after a 
number of iterations is less than the yield stress. The approach satisfies the lower bound 
theorem, which states that if a stress state is in equilibrium with the applied load and 
nowhere exceeds the yield stress then the applied load is a lower bound limit load. 
A simple and systematic reduced modulus method called Generalized Local Stress and 
Strain (GLOSS) Analysis was proposed by Seshadri (1991a). The GLOSS method is 
based on two linear elastic FEA in which the first analysis is done with homogeneous 
material properties with mechanical and thermal loads applied to the structure. A second 
linear elastic FEA is performed by artificially reducing the elastic modulii of the elements 
that exceed the yield stress according to the equation 
(2.35) 
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The 'relaxation modulus' is then evaluated in a GLOSS diagram, which is a plot of 
normalized equivalent stress and strain based on two linear elastic FEA. A simplified 
procedure to simulate the inelastic analysis of pressure components, that was 
demonstrated by Seshadri and Kizhatil (1990, 1991) proved effective for stress 
classification (Seshadri, 1990a). Other applications of GLOSS include multiaxial 
relaxation and creep damage (Seshadri, 1990b, 1991 b), and, elevated temperature 
component design (Vaidyanathan et al. 1989). 
In the ASME stress classification framework, pnmary stresses are load-controlled 
stresses. This is indicated as a 90-degree follow-up angle on the GLOSS plot (Figure 
2.4). Load controlled stresses are statically determinate and are insensitive to inelastic 
constitutive relationships. 
2.7.2 Gloss r-node Method 
2.7.2.1 Concept of r-nodes 
A simple method for determining the plastic collapse loads of mechanical components 
called GLOSS r-node method was proposed using the concept of r-nodes (Seshadri and 
Fernando, 1992). The method relies on identifying the "redistribution nodes" (r-nodes) in 
a structure. The r-nodes are described as skeletal points and can be thought of as nodes of 
redistribution of stresses. 
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The concept of redistribution of stresses is akin to simulating the inelastic behavior of 
mechanical components. When the stresses in a given structure reach yield, redistribution 
occurs throughout the structure except at the load-controlled locations that are identically 
r-node locations (Figure 2.5). Therefore, the stress at r-node is called as the reference 
stress, which does not change throughout the inelastic redistribution process. Since the 
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stress at r-node, (a e) r-node is load controlled, it is linearly proportional to the applied load 
(P) or load-combinations (P, M) and can be expressed as 
(ae)r-node =y, P 
(ae)r-node =r2 (P,M) (2.36) 
where y1 and r 2 are the proportionality constants that depend on geometry and loading. 
As the r-node stress reaches yield at plastic collapse, equation (2.36) becomes, 
ay=yiPL 
ay =y2 (P,M)L 
(2.37) 
Therefore, combining the equations (2.36) and (2.37), the collapse load is obtained as, 
(2.38) 
~ ~ 
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DISTRIBUTION 
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Figure 2.5. r-nodes in a Beam subjected to Pure Bending 
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2.7.2.2 r-nodes and Multiple Plastic Hinges 
If a structure is statically determinate and inelastically deformed, only one plastic hinge 
forms prior to collapse of the structure. If a structure is statically indeterminate, a series 
of plastic hinges form and collapse occurs until the structure transforms itself into 
statically determinate, thereby developing a collapse mechanism. For statically 
indeterminate structures, the combined r-node effective stress is expressed as 
N 
LO'nJ 
o= = -'--/=_! -
n N 
and the collapse load is given by 
(2.39) 
(2.40) 
The formation of two plastic hinges in an indeterminate beam subjected to uniformly 
distributed load and its equivalent two-bar model is shown in Figure 2.6. 
2.7.2.3 Procedure to Determiner-nodes 
The procedure to identify r-nodes is straightforward. A linear elastic analysis is first 
performed and a pseudo-elastic stress distribution is obtained. A second linear elastic 
analysis is then performed by modifying the original elastic modulus Eo, according to the 
equation 
(2.41) 
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Figure 2.6. Indeterminate Beam subjected to Uniformly Distributed 
Load and the Two-Bar Model 
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where (ae) 1 is the equivalent stress at any given location} in the structure. The r-node 
locations are identified as the locations where the stresses remain unchanged for the two 
elastic analyses and the equivalent stresses at r-nodes reach yield at collapse load. 
In r-node analysis, distinct r-node peaks may form that could represent well-defined 
plastic hinge locations or hinge contours. A reasonably good estimate of limit loads was 
obtained by carefully identifying the r-node peaks. Several aspects pertaining to proper 
identification of r-nodes from simple structures such as beams, frames, plates and 
complex structures like typical pressure vessel configurations were discussed by Seshadri 
(1997). The r-node stress peaks can be considered as a multi-bar model and the physical 
understanding of the redistribution and collapse process was depicted as conceptual 
model ofr-node theory (Mangalaramanan, 1997a) 
2.7.2.4 Applications of the r-node Method 
Structures of applications in space are designed to possess minimum and optimal weight. 
The concept of r-nodes was utilized in designing the component with minimum weight 
(Mangalaramanan and Seshadri, 1997) so that the structure can perform its intended 
function with an optimal shape. The geometry of the structure was modified in such a 
way that uniform r-node stresses throughout the structure were achieved and it further 
collapses as a result of gross plastic deformation. 
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The fundamental concepts of r-nodes, reference stress, limit load and ASME stress 
classification framework were unified by Seshadri and Marriott (1992). The r-node stress 
was treated as reference stress and the limit load was arrived from the reference stress 
equation 
Ciref =(;) Ciy (2.42) 
It is essential to note that the equations (2.38) and (2.42) are identical and err-node is used 
as crref in the above equation. Using the r-node method, Seshadri and Kizhatil (1995) 
showed that the determination of limit loads for cracked components is useful in the 
determination of elastic-plastic energy release rate, J and creep growth parameter, C *. 
2.7.3 Elastic Compensation Method 
2.7.3.1 Determination of Lower Bound Limit Loads 
A simplified reduced modulus method called elastic compensation method to estimate 
limit loads for pressure vessel design was proposed by Mackenzie and Boyle (1993a). In 
this method, several equilibrium stress fields were generated in an iterative elastic FEA 
and the lower bound theorem was invoked to obtain conservative limit loads. 
The statically admissible stress fields obtained in an iterative manner were achieved by 
adjusting the elastic modulus of each element and such elastic modulus adjustments 
simulate inelasticity. It was observed that the method arrived at stress distributions 
similar to limit type stress distribution. A typical convergence of maximum elastic stress 
in iterative elastic FEA is as shown in Figure 2.7. Since only linear elastic analysis was 
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performed, any linear solution can be simply scaled to obtain the limit load of the 
component. 
The procedure to obtain lower bound limit load in elastic compensation method is 
outlined here. Initially, a conventional linear elastic FEA is performed for an arbitrary 
load. A second linear elastic FEA is then performed by adjusting the elastic modulus of 
each element according to the equation 
E,.,~(:}, (2.43) 
a 
cro max 
cr3 max 
cro min ----------------------- -~-~-~----~--....------ 0'5 max 
0 1 2 3 4 5 ITERATION 
Figure 2. 7 Convergence of Maximum Elastic Stress in an Iterative Elastic FEA 
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where ai is the maximum unaveraged nodal equivalent stress for an element in a finite 
element discretization. The significance of modifying the elastic modulus is to 
redistribute the stress in the component. The iterative procedure is carried out until the 
maximum stress reaches the lowest possible value thereby effectively minimizing the 
maximum stress in the component. 
The lower bound limit load is identified by invoking the lower bound theorem, which 
states that, for a given load if the statically admissible stress exists in which the stress 
nowhere exceeds the yield stress of the material, then the load is a lower bound limit 
load. The limit load is determined from the equation 
(2.44) 
where Pd is applied load and a min is the lowest possible maximum stress obtained after 
several iterations. It was emphasized that the method can be automated in any finite 
element software. The user simply solves the initial elastic model and then invokes the 
macro to obtain the limit load. 
2.7.3.2 Determination of Upper Bound Limit Loads 
As well as deriving lower bounds, upper bound limit loads were estimated (Mackenzie et 
al., 1993b) using the elastic compensation method. Essentially, in order to invoke the 
upper bound theorem, compatible sets of displacement and strain increments need to be 
defined. In elastic compensation method, the iterative procedure results in a solution 
similar to an anisotropic inhomogeneous state. The compatible displacements and 
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kinematically admissible strain fields consequent to each iteration were used to define the 
geometrically possible mode of deformation in a structure. 
Using the principle of virtual work, the upper bound theorem may be expressed as 
(2.45) 
where P is the applied load. In the elastic compensation method, for an applied load Pn , 
the strain energy Un and energy dissipation Dn can be calculated for each iteration i. 
Therefore, the upper bound limit load is obtained as 
P u = Dni p L1 n • 
uni 
(2.46) 
The best upper bound limit load is 
(2.47) 
The elastic compensation method was demonstrated to estimate lower bound limit loads 
for nozzle-sphere interactions under internal pressure and radial loading (Nadarajah et 
al., 1993), torispherical heads under internal pressure (Shi et al., 1993) and axisymmetric 
thin shells under internal pressure (Boyle et al., 1997). 
2.7.3.3 Features Relating to the Elastic Compensation Method 
The key factors affecting the limit loads estimated by the iterative finite element 
procedure illustrated in elastic compensation method were studied in depth (Mackenzie et 
al., 1994). The parameters considered were mesh density and element order as they lead a 
major role in restricting the computing resources. It was found that the mesh density and 
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the element order could significantly affect the accuracy of the method. Best results are 
obtained when higher order elements with a fine mesh density are used. However, 
designers often restrict themselves with fairly course meshes especially when modeling 
3D elements due to limitations in computational grounds. The use of averaged (nodal) 
stresses to estimate approximate limit loads was proposed when dealing with course 
meshes. Such an analysis might violate the lower bound theorem, as the nodal stresses are 
not equilibrium stress fields. However, the justification is appealing when 3-D pressure 
vessel configurations are modeled. 
The method was used to analyze a branch pipe tee connection (Planq and Berton, 1998) 
subject to internal pressure with end axial load effect or out-of-plane moment. Mohamed 
et al. (1999) also applied the method to determine limit and shakedown loads. The 
technique was first applied to thick spherical and cylinder shells subjected to combined 
pressure and thermal gradient. Besides applying to thin spherical shells with cylindrical 
nozzle under internal pressure, suggestions were made for more analysis and verification 
for thermal loading cases. 
Apart from limit loads, shakedown loads were also estimated for pressure vessel 
components (Mackenzie and Boyle, 1993c) and for axisymmetric nozzles (Mackenzie et 
al., 1995). 
The progress of the elastic compensation method was reviewed by Mackenzie et al. 
(2000). It was noted that the analytical solutions of beam problems achieved accurate 
results than the finite element solution due to the use of discontinuous stiffness 
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modification in the finite element model. This resulted in an apparent over-conservatism 
in the lower bound solution. Therefore, it was suggested that modification of stiffness in a 
continuous varying form, that is, element level stiffness modification, may produce 
reasonably accurate results. 
Moreover, the performance of elastic compensation method was studied for nozzle-
cylinder intersections. The limit and shakedown interaction diagrams of nozzle-cylinder 
intersections subject to combined internal pressure and in-plane nozzle moment loading 
were obtained, and were found to be useful for sizing nozzles in cylindrical vessels. 
Practical issues in a complex pressure vessel configuration such as cylinder's 
representative length, which participates in the overall behavior and effect of fillet radius, 
were considered in the analysis. 
2.7.3.4 Theoretical Justification for the Upper Bounds 
The theoretical facets of elastic compensation method were established by Ponter and 
Carter (1997). They found that the collapse load of a von Mises yield criterion can be 
simulated by incompressible linear elastic stress distribution with a spatial variation of a 
shear modulus. It was further proved that the upper bound trajectory decreases 
monotonically in an iterative elastic analysis and converges to the collapse solution. 
However in most of the practical problems, the upper bound solution decreases 
monotonically to the least upper bound. It was also emphasized that the proof for the 
lower bound is lacking or possibly does not exist. Ponter et al. (2000) showed that the 
incompressibility in an iterative elastic analysis could be replicated by choosing 
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Poisson's ratio close to 0.5. Such a choice produces stress distribution, which converges 
to the yield surface. 
2.8 Limitations of the Reduced Modulus Methods 
The reduced modulus methods elaborated in this chapter are simplified methods to 
evaluate limit loads, which are related to primary stress. ASME Task Group (Pastor and 
Hechmer, 1997) was set up to discuss the methods for calculating the primary stress, the 
ASME limits on primary stress and use of Code stress classification table in pressure 
vessel design. The use of state-of-the-art analysis techniques to design pressure vessels 
was illustrated and the guidance of satisfying Code primary stress limits to the analysis 
results was provided. The report acknowledged the use of both GLOSS r-node method 
and elastic compensation method in pressure vessel design to satisfy primary stress 
limits. 
However, these methods have their own drawbacks. It may be straightforward to identify 
r-nodes for simple structures whereas it has been argued that the identification of r-nodes 
is complex for general three-dimensional components. Seshadri (1997) has provided 
guidelines for identifying r-nodes nevertheless designers have to depend on practical 
experience to guess the r-node locations. 
The lower bound limit loads estimated using the elastic compensation method, rely on the 
maximum equivalent stress in a structure. The maximum stress does not converge even 
after several iterations and there is no criterion that guarantees its convergence. The 
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criteria for convergence have been established for upper bound limit loads. However, 
their applicability to safe design may be confronted as they converge to the least possible 
upper bound and not the exact limit load. Furthermore, there is hardly any guidance to 
judge the difference between the least upper bound and the exact limit load. 
2.9 Closure 
The concepts inherent in the reduced modulus methods such as reference stress and load 
controlled stress are related to the lower bound theorem. The advantage of reduced 
modulus methods is that they are simple, based on linear elastic analysis and are 
applicable to complex components. However application of inelastic analysis to complex 
components especially three-dimensional structures may be laborious and time-
consuming. Lower bound limit load estimates are obtained from a sequence of linear 
elastic analyses and the techniques have replaced the utilization of non-linear finite 
element analysis. 
Mura and co-workers (1965) introduced the extended lower bound theorem usmg 
variational principles and have replaced the application of lower bound theorem to 
determine lower bound limit loads. Further explanations and investigations on the Mura' s 
variational formulation and other successful methods that are based on Mura's 
formulation are presented in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER 3: VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES IN LIMIT ANALYSIS 
3.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, a detailed discussion on Mura's variational formulation (Mura et al. 
1965), which is an alternate approach to the classical limit theorems, is presented. By 
making use of statically admissible stress distributions and kinematically admissible 
strain distributions and invoking the integral mean of yield, pseudo elastic distributions of 
stress that exceed yield were utilized for determining upper and lower bound limit loads. 
It was realized that lower bound limit load determined using Mura's extended lower 
bound theorem, are no better than classical lower bound limit load. In an attempt of 
improvement, Seshadri and Mangalaramanan (1997) proposed ma -method, which is 
used in conjunction with EMAP. Further explanations and discussions on the methods 
developed from Mura's variational formulation are presented in this chapter. 
3.2 Mora's Variational Formulation 
Consider a structure made of elastic-perfectly-plastic material that is in equilibrium under 
surface traction Tj applied on surface Sr, and on surface Sv, constraint vi = 0 is 
applied as shown in Figure 3 .1. It is assumed that the surface traction is applied in 
proportional loading, that is, external tractions is assumed to be 77Ti , where 17 is a 
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monotonically increasing parameter. For small values of 17, the structure will be in a 
purely elastic state. As 17 is gradually increased, plastic flow starts to occur at a point and 
spreads to several parts in the structure. When the load of mTi is applied where 17 = m , 
the structure will be in a state of impending plastic collapse. The set of loads mTi is the 
collapse load of a structure and m is the safety factor. 
T. I 
Figure 3.1. An Elastic-Perfectly-Plastic Body 
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At the state of impending plastic collapse, the following conditions are satisfied. 
where 
and 
CY·· · = 0 1),) 
2 
siJ siJ = 2k , 
in Vr, 
on Sr, 
where siJ siJ = 2k 2 , 
where siJ siJ < 2k 2 , 
1 
&·· = -(v· . +v. ·) I) 2 l,j j,l ' 
on Sv 
1 
a= -akk· 
3 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
Equations (3.1) and (3.2) are the equilibrium condition, (3.3) indicates that the stress state 
is on the yield surface, (3.4) is the plastic potential flow law for the stress state on the 
yield surface, (3.5) indicates that there is no plastic flow for stress state that lies within 
the yield surface, (3.6) is the definition for the strain tensor, (3.7) is the incompressibility 
condition, (3.9) is the definition for the stress deviator tensor and (3.10) is the definition 
for the mean stress tensor. 
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In the previous chapter, it was discussed that a stress field a iJ 0 is said to be statically 
admissible if it satisfies 
in VT, (3.11) 
on ST, (3.12) 
(3.13) 
where superscript "0" indicates statically admissible states. The proportional constant m s 
defined in equation (3.12) is termed the statically admissible multiplier. 
Furthermore, a velocity field vi* is said to be kinematically admissible if it satisfies, 
in VT, (3.14) 
in VT, (3.15) 
The kinematically admissible multiplier m * is defined as, 
f 0 * 0 * 112 k (2Bij Bij ) dV 
* VT m = -=---------
fTi v/ dS (3.16) 
ST 
According to the limit theorems, it can be stated that 
(3.17) 
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Using the calculus of variations, Mura and Lee (1963) have shown that for a perfectly 
plastic material, the safety factor, m is the extremum value of the functional, 
(3.18) 
subject to constraint conditions, 
(3.19) 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
J p{f(siJ )+(¢)2 }dV =0. (3.22) 
Vr 
In order to find the extremum value of the functional F in (3 .18), it is transformed into 
F1 (siJ, vi) by employing a point-function Lagrangian multipliers cr, Ri, 11 and a 
constant Lagrangian multiplier m as follows. 
Setting the variation of the functional Fi equal to zero yields the following conditions, 
m (3.24) 
p?.O, 
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(siJ +8iJa),1 =0 m Vr, (3.25) 
(siJ +8iJa)n1 =mTj on Sr, (3.26) 
(siJ +8iJa)n1 =Ri on Sv, (3.27) 
f(siJ) + rp 2 = 0 m Vr, (3.28) 
f.Jrp=O m Vr, (3.29) 
8iJ vi,J = 0 in Vr, (3.30) 
vi = 0 on Sv, (3.31) 
f Ti vi dS = 1. (3.32) 
Sr 
Equation (3.24) is the plastic potential flow law, (3.25) to (3.27) are the equilibrium 
conditions and (3.30) to (3.32) define a kinematically admissible velocity field. Equations 
(3.28) and (3.29) define the admissible domain of the stress space, i.e., 
if JJ>O, (3.33) 
if JJ=O. (3.34) 
Apparently, equations (3.25) to (3.32) are the conditions of the incipient plastic flow 
which are the same as (3.1) to (3.8). It should also be noted that equation (3.32) is no 
more than restrictive than the requirement 
Setting the integral equal to unity only determines the scale of the otherwise arbitrary size 
of the velocity vector. 
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3.3 The Extended Lower Bound Theorem 
Mura et al. (1965) developed an extended lower bound theorem, in an attempt to develop 
an alternative approach to classical limit analysis. In classical limit analysis, the statically 
admissible stress field cannot lie outside the hypersurface of the yield criterion and the 
stress field obtained from the kinematically admissible velocity field should lie on the 
hypersurface. Mura and coworkers circumvented such a criterion and replaced it by the 
'integral mean of yield criterion'. Mura's extended lower bound theorem is stated as an 
inequality 
m' = (3.35) 
holds for any set of siJ 0 , a- 0 , m0 , flo and rp 0 satisfying 
(3.36) 
0 s: 0 0 (siJ + uiJ O" )n1 = m Ti on (3.37) 
f fl 0 [f(s/)+(¢0 ) 2 ] dV = 0, (3.38) 
Vr 
(3.39) 
where the "0" indicates statically admissible states and the condition (3.38) is the integral 
mean of yield criterion. 
Mura's lower bound theorem is proven as follows. Consider the arbitrary arguments, 
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(3.40) 
Substituting the arguments (3.40) in the functional F1 in (3.23) and with regards to 
conditions (3.24) to (3.32), F1 is modified to F2 as 
(3.41) 
Integrating second and third term by parts and using conditions (3.25) to (3.27), (3.36) 
and (3.37) and setting, 
on (3.42) 
equation (3.41) can be further simplified to 
Also, integrating equation (3.23) with arbitrary arguments vi 0 , siJ 0 , o-0 , Ri 0 , m0 , 11° 
and rp 0 subject to constraint conditions (3.36), (3.37) and (3.42) gives 
F = m0 - f 11° [f(siJ 0 )+(¢0 ) 2 ] dV . (3.44) 
Vr 
Using equation (3.38), (3.43) and (3.44) yield 
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m
0 ~ m- I 8p[f(s!i 0 )+(¢0 ) 2 ] dV (3.45) 
VT 
smce 
1 2 I JL[ 2&!i &!i + ( &p) ] dV is positive definite. Constraint condition (3.38) can Vr 
be rewritten to give 
- I 8p [ f ( s / ) + ( qJ 0 ) 2 ] dV = I Jl [ f ( s / ) + ( qJ 0 ) 2 ] dV (3.46) 
VT Vr 
smce p 0 = Jl + 8p. Substituting equation (3.46) into (3.45) and taking the maximum 
value of the integrand we have 
m 
0 ~ m + max [ f ( s /) + ( qJ 0 ) 2 ] I Ji dV 
Vr 
Using equation (3.32), it is observed that, 
m = m I 1f vi dS = 2k 2 I Jl dV , 
Sr Vr 
which upon rearranging yields, 
I pdV =% 2 
Vr 2k 
(3.47) 
(3.48) 
(3.49) 
Substituting (3.49) into (3.47) proves the Mura's lower bound theorem defined m 
equation (3.35). 
It is evident from Mura's variational formulation that the formulation is limited to 
structures with elastic-perfectly-plastic material and does not account for the strain 
hardening effect. Furthermore, the strain distribution in equation (3.6) is limited to small 
deformation and does not include large deformations. 
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3.4 Finite Element Implementation of Mora's Formulation 
Mura et al. (1965) have shown that m0 , flo and ¢0 can be determined by setting the 
variation of functional, 
(3.50) 
with respect to m0 , flo and ¢0 to zero. i.e., 
(3.51) 
Making use of equation (3.13), equation (3.50) can be further expanded as 
F = mo - f flo [ ~ (mo)2 st/ s/ -k2 + (¢0)2 ]dV. 
Vr 
(3.52) 
where siJ 0 = m 0 siJ 0 and siJ 0 corresponds to the applied traction Ti. The von-Mises 
equivalence for a uniaxial state of stress can be written as 
and 
0 2 1 ~ 0 ~ 0 ( CTe ) 
-S·· S·· =....:.._:::........:.._ 2 lj lj 3 
2 
2 CTy k =-3 . 
Substituting equations (3.53) and (3.54) in (3.52), we get, 
(3.53) 
(3.54) 
(3.55) 
By setting the variation of F to zero, Seshadri and Mangalaramanan (1997) obtained an 
upper bound multiplier m 0 as 
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In a finite element discretization scheme, equation (3.56) is written as, 
m 0 = --;==O"='y=)V;=V=T== 
N 2 I (a ek ) ~ Vk 
k=l 
(3.56) 
(3.57) 
where N is the total number of elements, aek and ~Vk are the effective stress and 
volume of the eh element respectively. Likewise, Mura's lower bound multiplier can 
expressed as, 
(3.58) 
where aM is the maximum effective stress in a structure. 
Using EMAP in concurrence with linear elastic FEA, statically admissible stress 
distributions and kinematically admissible strain distributions can be generated. For 
successive iterations, the elastic modulus is modified according to the equation, 
£ =((]"arb Jq £ 
1+1 I 
(J"e 
(3.59) 
where the subscript i is the iteration number and q is the modulus adjustment parameter 
and is usually taken as unity. A typical variation of m0 and m' with iteration ; for well 
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designed components will be as shown in the Figure 3.2. For the sake of comparison, the 
classical upper bound mu and lower bound m L are also shown in the figure. 
It is noted that m 0 is an upper bound and m' is a lower bound and their proofs are 
presented in the forthcoming sections. Essentially, such bounds are obtained from 
statically admissible states and they do not have to lie within the yield surface. 
Exact 
multiplier, m 
Iteration variable, s 
Figure 3.2. Variation of m 0 and m' with iteration ~ 
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3.5 m-alpha Multiplier Method 
It is seen from the previous section that the Mura' s lower bound multiplier m', produce 
lower bounds that are no better than m L. In an objective of achieving a superior lower 
bound, Seshadri and Mangalaramanan (1997) proposed the ma -method. The method is 
akin to the reduced modulus method in which, ma , a statically admissible multiplier, is 
determined on the basis of two linear elastic finite element analyses by leapfrogging to 
the limit state. The first linear elastic FEA corresponds to conventional linear elastic 
analysis whereas in the second linear elastic FEA, the elastic modulus of each element is 
modified according to the equation (3.59). The derivation of ma -multiplier is discussed 
below. 
The ma- method is proposed to be used in conjunction with EMAP. Therefore, to start 
with, it is convenient to express m' in terms of an iteration variable ~ . Rewriting 
equation (3.58), 
(3.60) 
In the above equation, the multipliers m 0 , m' and the maximum stress aM are expressed 
in terms of~. Differentiating equation (3.60) with respect to ~, 
dm' am' am0 am' aaM0 
-=----+--::-_ ___.:_:.::..._ 
d~ am 0 a~ aaM O a~ (3.61) 
Equation (3.61) can be expressed in terms of finite differences as 
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(3.62) 
where r; = r; i corresponds to the i th iteration. Although equation (3 .62) holds good for 
any iteration, it is intended to estimate ma only from two iterations. In other words, the 
multipliers m 0 and m' are expected to converge to ma at the subsequent iteration. 
Therefore, the following quantities can be defined. 
and 
!::..m'=m -m·' a z (3.63a) 
(3.63b) 
(3.63c) 
Substituting equations (3.63) in (3.62) results in a quadratic equation to be solved for 
ma. The greatest root of the quadratic equation is adjudged as the solution for ma, which 
is expressed as 
(3.64) 
With reference to the equation (3.64), it is seen that ma depends on quantities, m0 and 
m 
0 I m L and it is also evident that we get imaginary roots for m 0 I m L > 1 + .fi . This is 
typically the case for the components that contain sharp cracks or notches. 
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The procedure involved in the determination of rna multiplier is straightforward. For a 
prescribed loading, a linear elastic FEA is performed. Subsequent iterations can be 
carried out by adjusting the elastic modulus of each element according to the equation 
(3.59). 
_ .!.. ___ ..::::,- ______ ,:-:_::-:_::-::_~-~-:::~==..,_~E~x~a~c~t 
1 , multiplier, m 
I 
s· 1 
' 
m - multiplier 
a 
m' (s) 
\:"~eapfrogging of iterations 
Iteration variable, s 
Figure 3.3. Leapfrogging to the Limit State 
It was suggested by Seshadri (2000) that rna can be determined from the successive 
iterations in an elastic modulus adjustment procedure (EMAP) and the estimate was 
found to be better as the iterations proceed. The multiplier rna is determined from 
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partially converged stress distribution and therefore the convergence rate of rna is faster 
than the classical limit multiplier. The idea of leap-frogging of iterations is shown in the 
Figure 3.3. The rna determination procedure can be automated by a subroutine built into 
commercially available finite element software. 
3.6 Upper Bound Multiplier- m0 
For components that undergo localized plastic collapse, the method was found to produce 
overestimated rn° (upper bounds) and underestimated rnL and rn' (lower bounds) when 
the calculations were based on the total volume. In such cases, the concept of reference 
volume was proposed to be effective. 
3.6.1 Local Plastic Collapse- Notion of Reference Volume (VR) 
The concept of reference volume is useful to identify the "kinematically active" portion 
of the structure that participates in the plastic action. If VR is the reference volume, such 
that VR ~ V, then rn°- multiplier in equation (3.57) is expressed as 
R 
where VR = L(dVk) and R < N. 
k=l 
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(3.65) 
To identify the reference volume, first the elements are arranged in descending order of 
energy dissipation, i.e., 
(3.66) 
For any given iteration, the value of m0 in equation (3.65) will increase with the addition 
of volumes. The variation of m 0 for the first and second iteration is shown in the Figure 
3.4. The volume corresponding to the intersection of two curves is adjudged the reference 
volume VR. 
0 
E I 
I 
L I (!) I 
0.... I I 
......... I 
::J I 
~ I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
tVR Vr 
Volume,V 
Figure 3.4. Identification of the Reference Volume, V R 
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The notion of reference volume enables better bounds by identifying the kinematically 
active volumes separated from the total volume of the structure. The introduction of 
reference volume facilitates the narrowing of the spread between the upper and lower 
bounds m0 and m' respectively. It is apparent that the sub-volumes are also in static 
equilibrium as long as internal forces and moments are in equilibrium with the external 
tractions. Although, the reference volume concept was found to give better bounds for the 
first two iterations, the performance is not guaranteed for successive iterations. 
3.6.2 Plastic Flow Parameter 
Using the concepts of Mura's variational formulation, Pan and Seshadri (2002) derived 
an upper bound multiplier by distributing the plastic flow parameter throughout the 
structure. The formulation is based on the fact that the plastic flow differs at locations at 
the state of collapse. Therefore, the plastic flow parameter p 0 is distributed to the degree 
of plastic flow at a given location, that is, for a highly plastic region, higher flow 
parameter is allotted and vice versa. Conceptually, the secant modulus of each element in 
a finite element discretization is adjusted in a weighted average sense. 
In order to derive an upper bound multiplier by distributing the flow parameter, consider 
the integral mean of yield criterion, 
f fi 0 { f ( s / ) + ( ¢0 ) 2 } dV = 0 . (3.67) 
Vr 
Realizing that, 
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0 1 0 2 2 f(siJ )=-(m ae -ay ) 
3 
equation (3.62) is expanded as 
(3.68) 
(3.69) 
It is implied that ¢0 is zero if the stress state lies on the yield surface and ¢0 > 0 for 
stress states that lie within the yield surface. As the flow parameter 11° is very low in the 
elastic regions and it is reasonable to neglect the product 11° ¢0 in equation (3.69). 
Equation (3 .69) can be rewritten to evaluate the multiplier m 0 , re-defined as m2 ° 
In the above equation m 0 is re-defined as m2 ° . 
Identifying that, 
0 c 
11=-
Es 
(3.70) 
(3.71) 
where C is a constant whose value depends on the geometry and loading on the 
structure. Substituting equation (3.70) in (3.71), the upper bound multiplier m2 °, which 
is based on distributed flow parameter is expressed as 
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(3.72) 
Unlike the constant flow parameter formulation, expressed in equation (3.57), the upper 
bound multiplier m2 ° was found to converge close to the exact solution with successive 
iterations in modulus adjustment scheme. Furthermore, the ma -multiplier can be 
determined using the notion of leap-frogging to the limit state. The method was applied 
to generic pressure vessel configurations and it was noted that the convergence rate of 
m a was faster. 
For any stress distribution other than limit state, the flow parameter is p 0 and at the limit 
state it is f.1 . It is vital to note that for successive iterations, the stress distribution 
converges to limit state stress distribution. Therefore the distribution of plastic flow 
parameter p 0 will be closer to the distribution of the actual flow parameter f.1 at the limit 
state. 
3. 7 Bounds on the Limit Load Multipliers 
Reinhardt and Seshadri (2003) examined the theoretical proofs for m 0 as an upper bound 
multiplier (based on both constant flow parameter and distributed flow parameter 
formulation), m' as lower bound multiplier and bounding nature of ma as a lower bound 
multiplier. The details of the proofs are presented below. 
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3.7.1 Mura's Lower Bound Multiplier- m' 
Mura's lower bound multiplier, m', in equation (3.58) can be shown to be equivalent to, 
(3.73) 
The following variables can now be defined by normalizing them with the exact collapse 
load multiplier, m . 
R - mL r--, 
m 
R - mu u--, 
m 
m' R' =-and 
m 
By the definition of limit load theorems, it is realized that, 
Therefore, using equations (3.74), (3.73) can be expressed in normalized form, 
(3.74) 
(3.75) 
(3.76) 
Since Ro ~ 1, it is realized that Mura's lower bound multiplier, m' is a lower bound. 
Rr 
Furthermore, it can be shown that m' :s; mr by assuming that the L.H.S of equation (3.76) 
is less than or equal to R L . That is, 
(3.77) 
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Therefore, it is verified that R' ::; R L ::; 1, whether or not R0 is an upper bound. At the 
limit state, R' = RL = 1. 
3.7.2 Upper Bound Multiplier- m1 ° 
It is shown below that the multiplier m1 ° , is greater than m L , that is, 
(J y .jV; f1 2 dV 
(Jy .jV; -- Vr 0 CYmax VT ~ mL . ml = = = mL 
J((Jeq )2 dV 1 r 1 r (J (J eq dV eq dV VT VT CYmax VT CYmax 
(3.78) 
The term in the square root is always greater than one as CY eq ::; CY max = max ( CY eq ) , and 
therefore f 12 dV ~ f ( CYeq ) 2 dV. The multiplier m1 ° may not converge to limit 
Vr Vr (Jmax 
multiplier m , R1 ° ~ 1 and the equality holds at the limit state. It is vital to note that 
R1 ° = 1 can occur as long as the stress distribution in all parts of the structure reaches the 
CY max . In other words, the condition CY eq = CY max must be satisfied everywhere in the 
structure. 
It can also be shown that m1 ° is an upper bound. Use is made of the Schwarz inequality, 
according to which the inner product of linear operators of a fairly general class satisfies 
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( x, Y) ~ llxiiiiYII (3.79) 
where ( x, y) is the inner product of x and y, and llxll is the norm of x. Integrals for which 
the integrand is bounded are operators suitable for the application of the Schwarz 
inequality, and (x,y) = Jxydz, llxll = ~ fx 2 dz. Therefore, using Schwarz inequality, 
the following relationship can be written. 
(3.80) 
Substituting the right most expression from equation (3.80) into equation (3.56), it is 
shown that 
(3.81) 
For a homogeneous material, the elastic modulus is constant and therefore can be 
cancelled. Also, if the material is isotropic-elastic, the principal axes of stress coincides 
with the principal axes of strain, and therefore, CYeq &eq = CYiJ &iJ. Essentially, the 
rightmost expression of (3.81) equals mu, and it follows that m1 ° ~mu. 
3.7.3 Upper Bound Multiplier- m2 ° 
Applying the Schwarz inequality in a similar way as in the prevtous section, the 
multiplier, m2 ° is shown to be an upper bound. Only exception is that the linear operator 
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J-1- .. . dV is used, with the requirement 0<-1-<oo, which is always valid in practical 
v~ ~ 
applications. Therefore, applying the Schwarz inequality, 
1 
J-(Jeq dV 
f 1 2 J 1 ~ V Es - 1 dV ~ - 0" eq .1 dV <=> >--;::::::::r ==== 
V Es V Es s J 1 2 
r r - (Jeq dV 
V Es 
T 
f 1 2 - O'eq dV 
V Es 
T 
(3.82) 
Substituting the rightmost expression in (3.82) into equation (3.72) gives, 
O'y ~ O"y J-1-0'eq dV O"y J &eq dV 
0 ~~~-· ~~ ~ 
m2 =--;::::====== > = ---;::::=:=='===== 
f 1 2 J 1 2 dV J (J eq & eq dV -(Jeq dV -E (Jeq Vr E v s 
VT s T 
(3.83) 
In the above expression, the material is assumed to be inhomogeneous. In other words, 
the elastic modulus E s varies throughout the structure. Furthermore, for an isotropic-
elastic behavior, the equation (3.83) determines that m2 ° ~mu. In other words, the 
multiplier m2 ° is proved to be an upper bound. 
3. 7.4 Multiplier- m-alpha 
It is proposed that the multiplier ma was determined on the basis of two linear elastic 
FEA. This means that ma is evaluated as a final limit multiplier when stress distribution 
obtained by the EMAP is only partly converged to the collapse state of the structure. To 
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explore the confidence level of rna evaluated in this approach as a lower bound, it is 
convenient to express rna in a normalized manner as Ra = rna , and 
rn 
(3.84) 
By normalizing, it is obvious that Ra < 1 indicates that rna- multiplier is a lower bound, 
Ra > 1 indicates that rna- multiplier is an upper bound and finally Ra = 1, indicates that 
exact limit multiplier. Therefore, various curves for Ra can be plotted in a two-
dimensional space with axes Ro and R0 as shown in the Figure 3.5. 
RL 
It is realized from the equation (3.84) that real roots for rna are not possible for 
Ro > 1 + .fi . Therefore, the range for Ro varies from one (at limit state) and 1 + .fi . 
RL RL 
Similarly, for a given stress distribution, the possible values for R0 are RL and R0 . 
Hence a 45 degree line is drawn as shown in the Figure 3.5, connecting the points 
Ro R0 =land R0 =-. RL 
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With reference to the Figure 3.5, it is apparent that the probability of rna to be a lower 
bound is high for higher ratios of Ro and likelihood of overestimating rn with rna IS 
RL 
Ro high when is close to unity. For such cases, it is suggested that rna 11.05 gives 
RL 
acceptable estimates as a lower bound. 
2.S 
l.S 
l.S 
R"/R 
. L.. 
/ 
/ 
/ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Figure 3.5. Region of Lower and Upper Boundedness of rna 
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3.8 Closure 
The fundamental concepts relating Mura's variational formulation and methods that are 
based on variational concepts in plasticity have been presented in this chapter. Further 
explanations, investigations and related proofs for the m 0 , m' and ma mutipliers have 
also been discussed. 
It is well documented that the multipliers such as m L, m' and ma depend on the 
maximum elastic stress in a component or a structure. In EMAP, these multipliers can 
provide oscillatory and unsatisfactory lower bound limit load values. This is typically the 
case for components with cracks and notches. It is realized that if a lower bound 
multiplier can be evaluated by implementing the entire stress distribution of the structure, 
such oscillations can be avoided and may lead to quicker convergence to exact limit 
multiplier. In the following chapters, further explorations on such aspects have been 
made and a multiplier m p based on the entire stress distribution on the structure is 
determined. 
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CHAPTER 4: LOWER BOUND LIMIT LOAD DETERMINATION-
THEM-BETA MULTIPLIER METHOD 
4.1 Introduction 
The elastic modulus adjustment procedures are based on a series of linear elastic finite 
element analyses with non-homogeneous elastic properties, that is, spatial variations in 
elastic moduli. It was seen in Chapter 2 that using EMAP, numerous sets of statically 
admissible and kinematically admissible distributions can be generated and lower and 
upper bounds on limit loads can be obtained. 
The previous chapter dealt with Mura's development of alternate limit load determination 
methods that are based on variational principles in plasticity. As the method does not 
provide better lower bounds than the classical lower bound, Seshadri and 
Mangalaramanan (1997) extended Mura's variational procedure and developed rna-
method in which a multiplier rna is determined from partly converged stress 
distributions. 
It is recognized that both the classical and the rna -multipliers exhibit dependence on the 
maximum elastic stress in a component or a structure. For components with cracks and 
notches, these multipliers can provide unsatisfactory lower bound limit load values. For 
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slender or shape-sensitive components and structures, the maximum stress locations 
could "move around" leading to possible oscillatory behavior in the values of m L and 
ma with successive elastic iterations. 
In this chapter, a multiplier m fJ is determined, that relies on the entire stress distribution 
rather than the maximum stress, leading to good lower bound values for components and 
structures especially with notches and cracks. The method is applied to simple 
configurations and the results are compared with exact limit load solutions. 
4.2 Theoretical Considerations 
The theoretical considerations pertaining to Mura' s variational formulation and several 
limit load multipliers both classical and the ones based on variational formulation in 
plasticity are relevant in the development of the m fJ -multiplier method. These concepts 
are summarized in this section. 
4.2.1 Integral Mean of Yield Criterion 
In classical limit analysis, statically admissible stress states cannot lie outside the 
hypersurface of the yield criterion. Mura et al. (1965) circumvented such a requirement 
and allowed the elastically calculated stress fields to exceed the yield stress provided they 
satisfy the "integral mean of yield" criterion, which can be expressed as 
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f.u 0 [f(s/) + (¢ 0 ) 2 ]dV = 0 (4.1) 
Vr 
The superscript "0" corresponds to a statically admissible state, s iJ 0 is the deviatoric 
stress corresponding to impending limit state, whereby s iJ 0 = m 0 s iJ 0 . The deviatoric 
stresses sij 0 equilibriates the applied set of loads. ¢0 is a point function that takes on a 
value zero if s / is at yield and remains positive below yield. The function f ( s /) 
represents a yield criterion. For instance, the von-Mises yield criterion can be expressed 
as 
(4.2) 
The value of k is taken as CJ Y I .J3. 
The associated flow rule is expressed as, 
(4.3) 
where iu is the strain rate tensor and Jl is the flow parameter. 
4.2.2 Upper and Lower Bound Limit Load Multipliers 
Seshadri and Mangalaramanan ( 1997) derived an upper bound multiplier m1 ° , which is 
based on constant flow parameter formulation and is given by 
(4.4) 
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Pan and Seshadri (2002) derived an upper bound multiplier m2 ° in order to account for a 
variable flow parameter, p 0 , and is expressed as 
(4.5) 
where Es is the secant modulus at a given location in the component. 
The classical upper bound multiplier mu is defined as: 
(4.6) 
It is recognized that during initial iterations in EMAP, mu leads to upper bounds that are 
closer to the exact multiplier, m, than m2 °. Furthermore, Reinhardt and Seshadri (2003) 
proved that m1 ° and m2 ° are upper bounds, and m1 ° ~ mu and m2 ° ~ mu . 
The classical lower bound ( m L ) is defined as 
(4.7) 
where (ae)max is the maximum equivalent stress in the component under consideration. 
Mura's lower bound multiplier, m' can be expressed as, 
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(4.8) 
In the previous chapter, it was shown that m' ::::; m L . 
The ma- multiplier is given by the expression, 
(4.9) 
It can be verified that ma >mL for all iterations except at the converged state. Reinhardt 
and Seshadri (2003) discussed the issue of lower boundedness of ma, which was 
presented in the previous chapter. With reference to the equations ( 4. 7) to ( 4.9), it is clear 
that the multipliers mL, m' and ma depend on (ae)max which oscillates with iteration in 
EMAP. To avoid this problem, it may be useful to evaluate a lower bound limit load 
multiplier called m p- multiplier that incorporates the entire stress distribution. The 
derivation of m p -multiplier is carried out in the next section. 
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4.3 M-Beta Multiplier Method 
4.3.1 Derivation of m p- multiplier 
To obtain the m p- multiplier, consider the inequality derived by Mura et al. (1965) in 
equation (3 .4 7). If the maximum value of f ( s iJ 0 ) is not considered, the inequality can 
be rewritten as 
m 
0 ~ m + J ,u {t ( s /) + ( ¢ 0 ) 2 }dv . (4.10) 
Vr 
Equation ( 4.1 0) can be rewritten as 
(4.11) 
Multiplying and dividing the term JJ..l/ 0 dV by JJ..l dV in the right hand side of 
equation ( 4.11) and by making use of equation (3 .49), a lower bound multiplier ( m'') can 
be obtained from equation ( 4.11) as: 
J,u!o dV 
1 VT 
where G=-- -=~--
2k2 f,udV 
VT 
mo 
m"=--~m 
1+G 
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(4.12) 
In equation (4.12), 11 corresponds to the flow parameter at the exact limit state which is 
not known a priori. In order to decouple the effect of 11 , use is made of the Schwarz 
inequality in the numerator and denominator of the expression G as 
(4.13a) 
(4.13b) 
Equations (4.13a) and (4.13b) are substituted into equation (4.12), and the term G is now 
defined as 
G=-1-
2k2 
(4.14) 
Substituting equation (4.14) in equation (4.12), we can now evaluate a multiplier m" that 
accounts for the entire stress distribution in the structure. Due to the application of 
Schwarz inequality in equation (4.13), the multiplier m" may not be a lower bound. 
Therefore, a parameter f3 is introduced in G so that a multiplier m P is defined as 
1+fJG 
( 4.15) 
Using EMAP, for a particular f3, the multiplier mp can be evaluated using equation 
( 4.15) for a series of linear elastic analysis iterations. Also, evaluating equation ( 4.15) for 
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different fJ' s leads to a set of m p (~) trajectories as shown in the Figure 4.1. Here ~ is 
the iteration variable. 
Among the several fJ evaluated, it is necessary to choose a reference fJ = fJ R so that 
m fJ 5:. m . The "reference trajectory" corresponding to fJ = fJ R would concurrently satisfies 
the following requirements: 
(1) m0 ~m~mfJ forr;~o 
(2) dmfl forr; ~ 0 (4.16) --~0 
dr; 
(3) dm
0 
forr; ~ 0 --5:.0 
dr; 
and, (4) 0 m =mp =m as r; ~ r; L (limit state) 
In effect, fJ = fJ R would be the lowest possible value of fJ that would generate a m fJ 
trajectory that satisfies equations ( 4.16). 
4.3.2 Significance of G 
Identifying that f 0 =_!_[(m0 o-e) 2 -o-Y 2] and k 2 =o-/ /3, the parameter G in equation 
3 
( 4.14) can be expressed as 
J[(mo o-e)2 -o-Y 2 ]2 dV 
G = _!_ --'Vr'--------:-----
2 o-Y 4 Vr 
( 4.17) 
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Figure 4.1. m p- multiplier : Reference Curve (/3 = j3 R) 
0 
By defining R 0 = !!!__and substituting into equation (4.12), it can be verified that G ~ 0 
m 
since R 0 ~ 1. It is recognized that G depends on the statically admissible stress 
distribution in a structure, and G is always greater than zero except at the limit state. As 
the stress distribution converges to the state of impending plastic collapse, G equates to 
zero, i.e. 
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( 4.18) 
Consequently, m 0 = mu = mp = mr = m' = m. This infers that the limit load multipliers 
converge to exact multiplier as the stress distribution in entire volume of the structure 
converges to the limit type distribution. 
4.4 Numerical Examples 
The objective of the mp- multiplier method is to establish better lower bounds by 
incorporating the entire stress distribution in a structure. This is illustrated using two 
simple problems: a thick-walled cylinder subjected to internal pressure and a beam 
subjected to pure bending moment. The non-linear stress redistribution is carried out by 
systematically modifying the elastic modulus at various locations in the structure. 
4.4.1 Thick-walled Cylinder under Internal Pressure 
Consider a thick-walled cylinder with inner radius a and outer radius b subjected to 
uniform internal pressure Pi. The cylinder is assumed to be sufficiently long such that 
plain strain conditions apply. 
The equilibrium condition is: 
(4.19) 
The stress boundary conditions are: 
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I 
a =0 r 
at 
at 
r=a 
r=b (4.20) 
The elastic stress distribution that satisfies the equilibrium and the boundary conditions is 
given by 
( 4.21) 
(4.22) 
where a/ and a~ are the radial stress and the hoop stress acting on the cylinder and the 
superscript I indicates that the quantities correspond to the first iteration. 
The material constitutive law is given by 
(4.23) 
where a; and c; are the equivalent stress and the equivalent strain at the first iteration. 
The von-Mises equivalent stress that incorporates the plane strain condition and the 
incompressibility condition for the thick cylinder is given by 
(4.24) 
Substituting equations (4.21) and (4.22) in equation (4.24) gives 
(4.25) 
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The upper and lower bound multipliers for the thick cylinder under internal pressure are 
evaluated below using the equivalent stress 0': for the first iteration defined in equation 
(4.25). 
The upper bound multiplier m 0 is evaluated as 
0' Y (b2- a2) 
.J3 Pi ab 
where the denominator in equation (4.4) is estimated as 
2 b2 
f 2dV=3Jrpia (J'e 2 2 
v b -a T 
The classical upper bound multiplier mu is evaluated as 
where the term in the numerator in equation ( 4.6) evaluates to 
It is verified that m0 >mu as stated in Section 4.2.2. 
The classical lower bound multiplier m L is evaluated as 
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(4.26) 
(4.27) 
(4.28) 
(4.29) 
(4.30) 
where the maximum elastic stress a max can be obtained by substituting r =a in equation 
(4.25), 
Mura' s lower bound multiplier m' is evaluated as 
m0 b 
where the term -=- 0 
mL a 
( 4031) 
(4032) 
0 
Knowing !!!._ and m0 in equation (4.26), ma as in equation (409) can be evaluated from 
mL 
the expression 
m ~2m. H~r + (~)(~-~nl+Fz -m~-l+Fz) J 
a [(!)' +2-Fs ][(!)' +2+Fs J (4.33) 
It is noted that ma multiplier in equation (4033) does not provide a solution if mo =!!._ is 
mL a 
greater than 1 + J2 0 
The mp- multiplier derived in Section 403 can be estimated by evaluating the term G in 
equation ( 4017), as 
(4034) 
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where the term 
(4.35) 
Using the parameter G in equation (4.34), the multiplier mp can be evaluated using the 
equation, 
(4.36) 
The limit load multipliers (defined in Section 4.2) at the first iteration are evaluated for a 
thick walled cylinder with yield strength of 300 N/mm2 and an internal pressure of 50 
N/mm2. The variation of limit load multipliers with ~ ratio is plotted in Figure 4.2. It is 
a 
seen from the figure that the m p -multiplier is a better lower bound multiplier than the 
other lower bound multipliers. Also, it is seen from equation ( 4.28) that the mu-
multiplier evaluates the exact limit multiplier and therefore the curves of mu and exact 
multiplier are embedded into one curve in Figure 4.2. 
In order to simulate the inelastic behavior of the thick cylinder, second linear elastic 
analysis is carried out by systematically modifying the elastic modulus that is based on 
the stress distribution obtained in the first iteration. The inelastic redistribution of a thick-
walled cylinder using EMAP has been demonstrated by Mangalaramanan and Reinhardt 
(200 1) and the same procedure is adopted here. 
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Figure 4.2. Variation of Limit Load Multipliers- Thick Walled Cylinder 
The elastic modulus in the second iteration is modified as 
Ell ~EI( ~; r (4.37) 
where the superscript II indicates the quantity corresponding to the second iteration. 
Substituting equation (4.25) in equation (4.37) gives 
( 
2 2 Jq 
E ll =EI _1_ I b -a 2q r;:; (j arb 2 2 r v~ -pib a 
(4.38) 
which, for the sake of simplicity, can be expressed as 
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The material constitutive relationship is given by 
where the equivalent strain &11 is given by 
Substituting equations (4.24) and (4.41) in equation (4.40) gives 
Substituting the above equation into the equilibrium condition ( 4.19) gives 
d II Ci r _ 4 .I' 2(q-1)-l 
----1u ..... 1r dr 3 
( 4.39) 
(4.40) 
( 4.41) 
(4.42) 
(4.43) 
The radial stress corresponding to the second iteration is obtained by integrating equation 
(4.43), 
II 4 r2q-2 
err =-KC~--+C2 
3 q-2 
(4.44) 
Applying boundary conditions defined in equation ( 4.20) evaluates the constant C1 , 
(4.45) 
Using equations ( 4.19), ( 4.43) and ( 4.45), the equivalent stress for the second iteration 
can be evaluated as 
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(4.46) 
Imposing q = 1 , equation ( 4.46) becomes, 
r:; b2(1-q) a2(1-q) r:; 
l. II 1. .Y.JPi(l-q) ...;3pi lm (J' = lm = ------7~ q~l e q~l r2(1-q) b2(1-q)- a2(1-q) 2ln(!) (4.47) 
using L' Hospital's rule and represents limit stress distribution, which is constant through 
the thickness of the thick walled cylinder. When CJ';1 reached the yield value, the applied 
pressure (Pi) would equal the collapse pressure, i.e., 
m 
0 
= mu = m fJ = m L = m' = m = 2 CJ' Y ln (k) . J3 Pi a (4.48) 
4.4.2 Beam under Pure Bending 
Consider a beam of rectangular cross-section with depth t and unit width subjected to 
pure bending moment M as shown in Figure 4.3. The bending moment can be expressed 
in terms of equivalent stress distribution as 
t 12 
M= J CJ' 1 zdz (4.49) 
-t/2 
where CJ' 1 is beam axial stress in the first iteration and for this case is the equivalent 
stress and z is the position through the beam thickness as shown in Figure 4.3. The 
material constitutive relationship is expressed as 
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(4.50) 
where EI is the elastic modulus and &I is the axial strain in the first iteration. The axial 
strain &I can be expressed in terms of curvature k as 
(4.51) 
y 
Figure 4.3. Beam Subjected to Pure Bending 
Substituting equations ( 4.50) and ( 4.51) in equation ( 4.49) gives 
(4.52) 
Making use of constitutive and strain-displacement relationships in ( 4.50) and ( 4.51 ), 
equation ( 4.52) defines the elastic stress distribution, 
I Mz 
(J' =--
/ 
(4.53) 
where I is the moment of inertia of the beam cross-section shown in Figure 4.3. 
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The lower and upper bound limit load multipliers (defined in Section 4.2.2) for a beam 
subjected to pure bending moment is estimated next using the stress distribution a.I for 
the first iteration, defined in equation (4.53). 
The upper bound multiplier m0 is evaluated as 
o O" y I .J12 
m =----=---
Mt 
where the denominator in equation (4.4) is estimated as 
f O"z dV =_!_(M t)z 
e 12 1 Vr 
The classical upper bound multiplier mu is evaluated as 
30"yl 
m =-...:.__-
u Mt 
where the term in the numerator in equation (4.6) evaluates to 
Mt fO"e dV=-. 
v 41 T 
It is verified that m0 >mu as stated in Section 4.4.2. 
The classical lower bound multiplier m L is evaluated as 
(4.54) 
(4.55) 
(4.56) 
(4.57) 
(4.58) 
where the maximum elastic stress O" max can be evaluated by substituting z = Ji m 
equation ( 4.53), 
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Mt 
O"max = 21 · 
Mura' s lower bound multiplier m' is evaluated as 
mo 
where the term - = J3. 
mr 
mo 
m'=-
2 
0 
Knowing !!!_ and m0 in equation (4.54), ma in equation (4.9) is estimated as 
mr 
(4.59) 
(4.60) 
The m fJ- multiplier derived in Section 4.4 can be estimated by evaluating the term G in 
equation ( 4.16), as 
(4.62) 
where the term 
f o-4 dV =-1 (M t)4 
e 80 I Vr 
(4.63) 
Therefore, the multiplier m fJ in equation ( 4.15) is evaluated as 
(4.64) 
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In order to simulate the inelastic behavior of the beam, second linear elastic analysis is 
carried out by systematically modifying the elastic modulus that is based on the stress 
distribution obtained in the first iteration. The bending moment M in terms of equivalent 
stress at the second iteration is expressed as 
t /2 
M = f a- 11 zdz (4.65) 
-t/2 
with the constitutive relationship, a-Il =Eli &II and strain-displacement relationship, 
&II =Kif z. The superscript II in the above relationships indicate the quantities 
corresponding to the second iteration. Therefore the bending moment is rewritten as 
t/2 
M= f Kif Eli z 2 dz (4.66) 
-t/2 
The second elastic analysis is carried out by modifying the elastic modulus E 1 in the first 
iteration as 
(4.67) 
where a-arb is the arbitrary stress and q is the iteration index. Substituting equations 
( 4.53) and ( 4.67) in equation ( 4.66), and after performing necessary integration and 
algebraic manipulations, the curvature Kif can be obtained as 
(3-q)M(q+l) 
(4.68) 
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Using the constitutive and strain-displacement relationships for the second iteration and 
equation ( 4.67) in equation ( 4.68), the redistributed stress corresponding to the second 
iteration, crll can be obtained as 
II (3-q)z(l-q) M 
(J' = ....;.___;;;_'------
2 (~)(3-q) (4.69) 
Imposing q=l, equation (4.69) becomes, 
II 4M 
(J' =--
t2 
(4.70) 
which is a constant through thickness stress distribution, independent of z , and hence 
limit type stress distribution. Therefore, the limit load multipliers defined in Section 4.2, 
are evaluated to be equal to the exact multiplier, i.e., 
0 , 3cryl 
m = mu = m f3 = m L = m = m = M t (4.71) 
It is interesting to note that the multiplier mu evaluates the limit multiplier in the first 
iteration itself. 
4.5 Discussions 
In this chapter, the mf3 -multiplier method is developed for limit load determination. The 
method is based on variational principles that make use of the "integral mean of yield" 
criterion. It takes into consideration the entire statically admissible stress distribution into 
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Mura' s lower bound formulation rather than simply the maximum stress, leading to 
improved lower bounds. 
It may be worthwhile to note that the simple examples dealt in this chapter correspond to 
structures exhibiting global collapse and the total volume contributed to the plastic 
action. In the first iteration, the parameter G > 0 as the converged stress distribution was 
not attained, whereas, in the second iteration, the stress distribution converged to the limit 
type and hence G = 0. Consequently, all the limit load multipliers converged to the exact 
limit multiplier. 
Practically, in most components, the total volume of the component does not contribute 
to the plastic action. For such components, the statically admissible stress distributions 
obtained from EMAP may not represent a converged limit type of distribution even after 
several iterations. Furthermore, the m fJ -multiplier when evaluated based on total volume 
may be overestimated and may not represent a lower bound. Effective means of 
evaluating a lower bound m fJ -multiplier for components do not undergo global collapse 
are dealt with in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 5: THEM-BETA MULTIPLIER METHOD FOR LIMIT 
LOAD DETERMINATION OF COMPONENTS WITH LOCAL PLASTIC 
COLLAPSE 
5.1 Introduction 
It is obvious that in most real life structures, plastic yielding occurs only in part of 
structure that results in local plastic collapse. Pressure vessel assemblies constructed with 
cylinders, ellipsoidal or torispherical dished ends, flat heads, nozzles with reinforcing 
pads etc. are subjected to local plastic collapse. Pressure vessel components with defects 
such as pipes and vessels with circumferential or longitudinal flaws are also typical 
applications that involve local plastic action. The integrity assessment of such 
components is often performed to ascertain safety and to prevent them against 
catastrophic failure. 
Knowledge of load carrying capacity of cracked components is of immense importance in 
assessing the component's serviceability. The characteristics of limit loads of cracked 
components are as below. 
• The information of limit loads becomes relevant in order to estimate the inelastic 
fracture parameters such as the inelastic energy release rate, J - Integral and the 
creep crack growth parameter, C*. 
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• A survey of limit loads for structures with defects was carried out by Miller 
(1988). In United Kingdom, Milne et al., (1988) performed a two-criteria failure 
assessment of the R6 method that addresses components that are subjected to both 
fracture and plastic collapse. 
• Webster and Ainsworth (1994) used the reference stress method to evaluate 
inelastic fracture parameters such as J or C*. In the reference stress approach, an 
estimate of elastic-plastic fracture parameter solution is obtained from known 
elastic and fully plastic fracture parameter solutions. Consequently, fully plastic 
fracture parameter solutions are related to limit load solutions. 
• The characteristic of reference stress is a load controlled stress and is similar to 
primary stress in ASME stress classification framework. As the fundamental 
concepts of reference stress, limit loads and redistribution nodes (r-nodes) can be 
related, Seshadri et al. (1990, 2001) evaluated inelastic fracture parameters using 
the concept of r-nodes. 
It is evident from the formulation of the m fJ - multiplier method that the method requires 
a converged stress distribution in order to evaluate a value of G close to zero. However, 
for structures subjected to local plastic collapse, the stress distributions obtained from 
EMAP will not converge to a limit type distribution. Therefore, it becomes difficult to 
attain a value of G close to zero if it is evaluated by taking into account the total volume 
of the structure. The concept of reference volume, discussed next, will be useful to 
explore the methods of obtaining suitable values of the parameter G . 
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5.2 Concept of Reference Volume 
For structures that exhibit local plastic collapse, plastic action may be confined only to a 
sub-region of the total volume, called the reference volume (refer Figure 5.1). In the 
context of local collapse, the concept of reference volume is useful in identifying the 
'kinematically active' portion that participates in plastic action. 
Total Volume (Vr) 
Reference Volume ( V R) 
Figure 5.1. Total and Reference Volumes 
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For components subjected to local plastic collapse, the multipliers, m1 ° and m" are 
overestimates of the limit load (Figure 5.2) if they are based on the total volume. This is 
due to the fact that only part of the total volume contributes to local plastic collapse and 
taking into account the total volume in evaluating the multipliers results as an 
overestimate. Therefore, it is reasonable to base their evaluation on the reference volume 
concept. 
m"(s) 
----------------------"· 
""-- Inelastic 
Iteration variable, s 
Figure 5.2. Overestimation of m1 °, m" 
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As well, it is clearly seen that the parameter G depends on m1 ° and the statically 
admissible stress distribution, a e 0 . When evaluating G for components subjected to 
local plastic collapse, the multipliers m1 ° and a e 
0 has to be based on the reference 
volume VR, instead of total volume Vr. 
It can be shown that the upper bound multiplier m2 ° is implicitly based on the reference 
volume concept even though it mathematically integrates the total volume of the 
structure. It was indicated in the Chapter 3 that m2 ° is estimated by identifying the extent 
of plastic flow at each point in a structure. In other words, the highly stressed location is 
considered to posses a higher degree of plastic flow by reducing the secant modulus and 
v1ce versa. 
The inclusion of the concept of reference volume in the multiplier m2 ° is explained as 
follows. On the basis of Figure 5.1, the structure can be divided into a reference volume 
VR, which is the 'kinematically' active volume and a dead zone VD, which does not 
contribute to plastic flow. i.e., Vr = VR + VD . Therefore, the multiplier m2 ° in equation 
( 4.5) is rewritten as, 
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(5.1) 
Recognizing that the secant modulus Es is lower in the regions of plastic flow and much 
higher in the dead zone, the equation (5.1) can be simplified as 
f dV 
vR 2 = mP (VR) 
J O'e dV 
(5.2) 
VR 
In the above process of simplification, it is assumed that the degree of plastic flow is 
constant over the reference volume VR. It is useful to note that the difference in 
magnitude of the multipliers m1 ° (Vr) and m2 ° will enable an analyst to obtain insight 
into relative proportion of the reference volume and the total volume. 
Furthermore, G (V R) is expressed as 
f[(mo ae)2 -a/ ]2 dV 
VR 
Therefore, the multiplier m'' (VR) can be further calculated using 
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(5.3) 
(5.4) 
The procedure to identify the reference volume using m2 ° is straightforward. 
• In EMAP, the stress distribution corresponding to the least m2 ° is chosen. 
• The stress distribution obtained from a finite element analysis is arranged in the 
following sequence 
Corresponding to the stresses O'eP O'ez, ...... O'eN are the volumes 
• The multiplier m1 ° (V R) is now estimated by accumulating the volumes ~ Vk as per 
R 
the previous step. The sum of accumulated volumes I~Vk is adjudged as reference 
k=l 
Having identified V R, G (VR) can be calculated and the resulting m" (VR) evaluated 
using the equation (5.4) would be a lower bound. It can be verified that the value of 
parameter G (Vr) may be of higher magnitude whereas the value of G (VR) may be 
reduced to a significant lower magnitude; i.e., the lower the value of G the better. 
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Finally, the reference parameter fJ R is obtained by equating m" (VR) and right hand side 
of the equation (4.15). The purpose of evaluating fJR is to adjust the m" curve based on 
total volume by specifying fJ R , which is tantamount to estimating m'' based on reference 
volume. 
It is seen in the previous chapter that the m f3 - multiplier method provided better estimates 
of limit loads than the classical method for structures that exhibit global collapse. Given 
the significance of limit load solutions associated with components subjected to local 
plastic collapse, in this chapter, the performance of the method is verified for components 
subjected to local plastic collapse using the concept of reference volume. The m f3-
multiplier method is applied to typical pressure vessel and cracked component 
configurations. Furthermore, when analyzing cracks, it is important to note that the strain 
singularity lies at the crack-tip. The key aspects related to simulating crack-tip singularity 
using finite elements are considered next. 
5.3 Finite Element Modeling of Cracks 
While modeling the cracked components using FEA, it is necessary to use singular 
elements around the crack-tip to simulate singularity of the strain field at the crack-tip. 
Use of singular elements enhances numerical accuracy even when very few elements are 
used whereas a great deal of mesh refinement would be required when ordinary elements 
are used to capture the crack tip fields. 
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Figure 5.3. Singular Elements in FEA 
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In linear elastic fracture mechanics, the theoretical crack-tip singularity of 1/ ..Jr is 
achieved by using a six-noded isoparametric triangular elements and moving the mid-side 
nodes to the quarter points (Barsoum, 1976 and 1977) as shown in Figure 5.3. Such an 
element can also be obtained by collapsing one side of an eight noded quadrilateral 
element to a six-noded triangular element and nodes at the crack-tip are tied. 
An eight noded quadrilateral element with mid-side nodes moved to the quarter points 
can also be used to model the cracks. However, it is recommended to use triangular 
elements as it was shown that triangular elements give better results than quadrilateral 
elements, as stiffness is singular when integrated exactly. Furthermore, singularity exists 
within the element as well as on the edges for the triangular element whereas the 
singularity only exists on the element edges for the quadrilateral element. 
When the plastic zone forms, 1/ ..Jr singularity no longer exists at the crack tip. For 
elastic-perfectly-plastic behavior, Rice and Rosengren (1968) have shown that lfr crack-
tip singularity exists at the crack-tip. This is achieved by using triangular quadratic 
isoparametric elements, formed by collapsing one side and placing mid-side node near 
the crack tip at the quarter point. The plastic singularity of 1/ r is obtained by having 
multiple independent nodes or untied nodes at the crack tip (Barsoum, 1976 and 1977). 
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For three-dimensional cracked components, a 20-noded quadrilateral isoparametric brick 
element is collapsed to obtain a wedge with mid-side nodes near the crack front moved to 
the quarter points as shown in Figure 5.3 
5.4 Numerical Examples 
The m fJ- multiplier method in conjunction with the concept of reference volume 
described in Section 5.2 applied to benchmark pressure vessel and cracked component 
configurations. These include a thick unwelded flat head, welded-in flat head, plate with 
a center crack, a compact tension specimen, a plate with multiple cracks. The pressure 
vessel configurations are subjected to internal pressure loading whereas the cracked 
specimens are subjected to tensile loading. The problems are modeled using ANSYS 
(200 1) software (educational version). 
5.4.1 Elastic Modulus Adjustment Scheme 
Successive linear elastic finite element iterations are carried out by modifying the elastic 
modulus of the various elements as follows: 
(jref ( J
q 
Es,i+l = --;;: Es,i (5.5) 
where a ref is a reference stress, q is the elastic modulus adjustment parameter, and" i" is 
the iteration index. The limit load multipliers obtained from EMAP are compared with 
those of inelastic finite element analyses. 
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5.4.2 Evaluation of m-beta multiplier 
A procedure to evaluate a m p- multiplier for any given structure subjected to local 
plastic collapse is discussed in Section 5.2. Clearly, the procedure involves identification 
of reference volume at any given iteration by arranging the centroidal stresses of 
numerous finite elements in descending order. Due to computational efficiency, it is 
suggested that the m p - multiplier be evaluated when the stress distribution attains a 
converged state. A converged stress distribution may be attained when the upper bound 
multiplier mg reaches a converged state. Therefore, in this thesis, m p- multiplier is 
evaluated only at the last iteration and for convenience, the variation of m" ( m p-
multiplier J3 = 1 ) with each iteration is not plotted in the graphs. 
5.4.3 Thick Unwelded Flat Head under internal pressure 
A thick unwelded flat head configuration is as shown in Figure 5.4. It has a cylinder 
thickness tc = 101.6 mm, flat head thickness t 1 = 101.6 mm, overall length L0 = 406.4 
mm, fillet radius r 1 = 101.6 mm is considered. The modulus of elasticity considered is 
207,000 N/mm2 and the yield strength is 207 N/mm2. 
The finite element model of a thick flat head is modelled using four noded isoparametric 
plane element PLANE182 with axisymmetric option. The element has two translational 
degrees of freedom in the x and y directions at each node. The finite element mesh used 
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in analyzing the geometry is shown in Figure 5.5. The flat head part is meshed with 12 
elements through the thickness and 34 elements along its length. The cylinder part is 
meshed with 12 elements through the thickness and 36 elements along its length. The 
fillet region is meshed with 32 elements along the radius. The flat head is supported in 
the vertical (y) direction at the cylinder side and the internal pressure of 50 N/mm2 is 
applied as surface loads on the inside surfaces of the cylinder and the flat head. 
? 
Figure 5.4. Thick Unwelded Flat Head under Internal Pressure 
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Figure 5.5. FE Mesh of Thick Unwelded Flat Head under Internal Pressure 
The variation of limit load multipliers for ten iterations is shown in Figure 5.6. It is seen 
from the figure that the limit load multipliers does not converge even after ten iterations. 
The reference volume for the thick flat head under internal pressure is identified as per 
the procedure outlined in Section 5.2. At lOth iteration, for VR/Vr = 0.619, 
mP (VR) = m~ (Vr) (defined in equation (5.2)) is satisfied and the value of G is found to 
be 0.024. The best results of various limit load multipliers after 10 iterations with 
q = 1.0 (equation ( 4.23)) and the comparison with the result of inelastic FEA are tabulated 
in Table 5.1. A reference J3R for which mp = m"(VR) is estimated as 0.988. 
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Figure 5.6. Variation of Limit Load Multipliers- Thick Unwelded Flat Head 
5.4.4 Welded-in flat head under internal pressure 
A welded-in flat head configuration is as shown in Figure 5.7. The dimensions of the 
welded-in flat head are: cylinder thickness tc = 21.5 mm, flat head thickness t 1 = 43 
mm, overall length L0 = 243 mm and weld groove w g = 18 mm. The yield strength is 
300 N/mm2; and the modulus of elasticity is 200,000 N/mm2• 
A four noded isoparametric plane element PLANE42 with axisymmetric option is used to 
model the welded-in flat head. The PLANE42 element has two translational degrees of 
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freedom in the x andy directions at each node. Figure 5.8 shows the finite element mesh 
used to analyze the welded-in flat head. 
Figure 5.7. Welded-in Flat Head under Internal Pressure 
Figure 5.8. FE Mesh of Welded-in Flat Head under Internal Pressure 
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The flat head part is meshed with 9 elements through the thickness and 3 8 elements along 
its length. The cylinder part is meshed with 9 elements through the thickness and 38 
elements along its length. The groove region is meshed with 36 elements along the 
groove. The flat head is supported in the vertical (y) direction at the cylinder side and the 
internal pressure of 10 N/mm2 is applied as surface loads on the inside surfaces of the 
cylinder, flat head and the groove. 
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Figure 5.9. Variation of Limit Load Multipliers- Welded-in Flat Head 
The variation of limit load multipliers for ten iterations is shown in Figure 5.9. The 
reference volume for the welded-in flat head under internal pressure is identified as per 
the procedure outlined in Section 5.2. At lOth iteration, for VR /Vr = 0.653, 
mP (VR) = mg (Vr) is satisfied and the value of G is found to be 0.077. The best results 
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of various limit load multipliers after 10 iterations with q = 0.5 and the comparison with 
the result of inelastic FEA are tabulated in Table 5.1. A reference f3 R for which 
mp = m"(VR) is estimated as 1.225. 
5.4.5 Plate with a center crack 
A plate with a center crack shown in Figure 5.10, has a width W = 254 mm (10 inch), 
thickness B = 3.175 mm (0.125 inch) and crack length 2a = 50.8 mm (2 inch). The 
material properties are, Young's modulus E = 206.85 GPa (3x107 psi) and yield stress 
a Y = 174 MPa (25,000 psi) with a Poisson's ratio of v = 0.3. 
~--------w--------~ 
a 
Figure 5.10. Plate with a Center Crack 
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An eight noded isoparametric plane element PLANE82 with plane stress option is used to 
model the plate with a center crack. The PLANE82 element has two translational degrees 
of freedom in the x and y directions at each node. Only one quarter of the specimen is 
modelled due to its symmetry in geometry and loading. Figure 5.11 shows the finite 
element mesh used to analyze the center-cracked plate. The specimen is meshed with 12 
elements through the uncracked thickness portion and 5 elements through the cracked 
thickness portion. The crack tip region is meshed with eight crack tip elements. The 
center-cracked plate is constrained in the horizontal (x) and vertical (y) direction at the 
uncracked thickness portion and a tensile stress a = 137.90 MPa is applied as a surface 
load to the specimen. 
Figure 5.11. FE Mesh of Plate with a Center Crack 
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The variation of limit load multipliers for twenty iterations is shown in Figure 5.12. The 
reference volume for center-cracked specimen is identified as per the procedure outlined 
in Section 5.2. At 20th iteration, equation (5.2), which is defined as mP (VR) = mg (Vr) is 
satisfied for VR/Vr = 0.587 and G(VR) is found to be 0.031. The best results of various 
limit load multipliers after 20 iterations with q = 0.5 and the comparison with the result 
of inelastic FEA are tabulated in Table 5.1. A reference j3 R for which mp = m"(VR) is 
estimated as 0.963. 
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Figure 5.12. Variation of Limit Load Multipliers - Plate with a Center Crack 
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5.4.6 Compact Tension Specimen 
A compact tension specimen with width W = 100 mm, height H = 120 mm, thickness 
B = 3 mm and crack length a = 46 mm is considered as shown in the Figure 5.13. The 
Young's modulus E = 211 GPa and the yield stress a Y = 488.43 MPa with a Poisson's 
ratio of v= 0.3. 
p 
a 
H 
p 
Figure 5.13. Compact Tension Specimen 
The finite element model of a compact tension specimen is modelled using six noded 
isoparametric plane element PLANE2 with plane stress option. The element has two 
translational degrees of freedom in the x and y directions at each node. Only one half of 
the specimen is modelled owing to its symmetry in geometry and loading. The finite 
element mesh used in analyzing the geometry is shown in Figure 5.14. The specimen is 
meshed with 1 0 elements through the uncracked thickness portion and 6 elements 
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through the cracked thickness portion. The crack tip region is meshed with nine crack tip 
elements. The compact tension specimen is constrained in the vertical (y) direction at the 
uncracked thickness portion and a tensile load of P = 20 KN is applied to the specimen. 
Figure 5.14. FE Mesh of Compact Tension Specimen 
The variation of limit load multipliers for fifteen iterations is shown in Figure 5.15. It is 
seen that the limit load multipliers do not converge even after fifteen iterations. 
Therefore, reference volume concept is invoked for the compact tension specimen. At 
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15th iteration, for VR /Vr = 0.173, mf (VR) = mg (Vr) is satisfied and the value of G is 
found to be 0.073. The best results of various limit load multipliers after 15 iterations 
with q = 0.5 and the comparison with the result of inelastic FEA are tabulated in Table 
5.1. A reference f3 R for which mp = m"(VR) is estimated as 1.788. 
Compact Tension Specimen 
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Figure 5.15. Variation of Limit Load Multipliers- Compact Tension Specimen 
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5.4. 7 Plate with Multiple Cracks 
A plate with multiple cracks as shown in the Figure 5.16 has a width W = 100 mm and a 
height H = 200 mm. The plate has one horizontal crack (length 2a = 20 mm) at the 
center, and four 45 degree inclined cracks (length 2b = 21.2 mm) symmetrically located 
on both sides of the horizontal and vertical center lines. The crack tips are separated 
horizontally by 20 mm (dimension c) and vertically by 40 mm (dimension d). The plate 
is subjected to a tensile stress of a Y = 300 MPa. The elastic moduls E = 210 GPa, yield 
strength a Y = 480 MPa with a Poisson's ratio v= 0.3. 
--d----1 
c 
1--------w------t 
(J 
Figure 5.16. Plate with Multiple Cracks 
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The finite element model of a plate with multiple cracks is modelled using six noded 
isoparametric plane element PLANE2 with plane stress option. The element has two 
translational degrees of freedom in the x and y directions at each node. Only one quarter 
of the specimen is modelled owing to its symmetry in geometry and loading. The finite 
element mesh used in analyzing the geometry is shown in Figure 5.17. It can be seen that 
smaller sized elements are used to model the region near the three crack fronts than 
region away from the cracks. Each of the crack tip regions is meshed with twelve crack 
tip elements. The plate with multiple cracks is constrained in the horizontal (x) and 
vertical (y) direction at the uncracked thickness portion and a tensile stress of a Y = 300 
MPa is applied as a surface load to the specimen. 
Figure 5.17. FE Mesh of Plate with Multiple Cracks 
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The variation of limit load multipliers for thirty iterations is shown in Figure 5.18. The 
reference volume for center-cracked specimen is identified as per the procedure outlined 
in Section 5.2. At 30th iteration, equation (5.2), which is defined as m? (VR) = mg (Vr) is 
satisfied for VR/Vr = 0.064 and G(VR) is found to be 0.036. The best results of various 
limit load multipliers after 30 iterations with q = 0.5 and the comparison with the result 
of inelastic FEA are tabulated in Table 5 .1. A reference f3 R for which m p = m" (VR) is 
estimated as 2.496. 
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Figure 5.18. Variation of Limit Load Multipliers- Plate with Multiple Cracks 
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Table 5.1. Values of V R jV T , m1 ° / m2 ° and G for Cracked Components 
Application 0 mu 0 VR G mp mL Inelastic m2 ml 
0 Vr FEA m2 
Thick 1.991 1.989 1.061 0.619 0.024 1.943 1.938 1.967 
Unwelded Flat 
Head 
Welded-in Flat 2.772 2.759 1.069 0.653 0.077 2.574 2.061 2.642 
Head 
Plate with a 1.187 1.185 1.104 0.587 0.031 1.150 1.122 1.171 
Center Crack 
Compact 0.825 0.819 1.419 0.173 0.073 0.766 0.728 0.780 
Tension 
Specimen 
Plate with 0.865 0.864 1.608 0.064 0.036 0.834 0.726 0.840 
Multiple 
Cracks 
5.5 Closure 
In this chapter, the behavior of m f3 -multiplier method is applied for typical pressure 
vessel and cracked components configurations. The concept of reference volume is 
invoked for the investigation of such components as they are subjected to local plastic 
collapse. 
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It is realized that for structures that are not subjected to global collapse, the statically 
admissible stress distributions obtained from EMAP may not represent a converged limit 
type of distribution even after several iterations. For such problems, the concept of 
reference volume is introduced and the m P -multiplier is evaluated by taking into account 
the elements that contributes to plasticity. Furthermore, a parameter G is evaluated that 
acts as a convergence criterion and is indicative of the deviation of any statically stress 
distribution from limit type. 
It was found that the m" - multiplier when estimated using the total volume of the 
structure, evaluated a higher G , thereby significantly overestimating m'' . When the 
concept of reference volume was invoked for such problems, a significantly lower G 
was obtained, thereby evaluating a m"- multiplier that was better than the classical lower 
bound multiplier and compared well with the inelastic analysis results. 
For the problems considered, as low as 0.08 is obtained for the parameter G. This 
indicates that an improved convergence of stress distribution is achieved using the 
concept of reference volume, thereby estimating limit loads that are in good comparison 
with the inelastic analysis results. 
For the problems considered so far, the mp-multiplier using the concept of reference 
volume is found to be a lower bound. Since more than one stress is accounted for in the 
estimation of m p, the results are better than the classical lower bound multiplier m L . 
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CHAPTER 6: LIMIT LOAD OF ANISOTROPIC COMPONENTS 
USING THEM-BETA MULTIPLIER METHOD 
6.1 Introduction 
Anisotropic properties are usually exhibited by materials due to the dependence of their 
material properties with respect to the orientation. Components with anisotropic 
properties such as rolled steel plate, layered cylinders, composites etc. are commonly 
used in pressure vessel construction. Low cost, lightweight, good stiffness and strength 
and satisfactory product design are some of the key factors that demand the use of 
anisotropic materials. 
The previous two chapters demonstrated that mp -multiplier method estimated good 
lower bounds for typical pressure vessel and cracked component configurations with 
isotropic material behavior. It may be observed that the formulation of mp -method to 
limit analysis is such that it is applicable to a general class of yield criterion. Therefore, in 
this chapter, attempts are made to investigate the applicability of mp -multiplier method 
to anisotropic materials. Of several anisotropic yield criteria, emphasis is oriented 
towards Hill's yield criterion and the "fourth-order" yield criterion, which is suitable to 
characterize the plastic behavior of perforated heat exchanger tubesheets. 
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Limit analysis of heat exchanger tubesheet also addresses the use of repeated elastic 
analyses technique by implicitly incorporating the fourth-order yield criterion in 
commercially available FE softwares. The tubesheet material is of isotropic, however its 
anisotropic model arises in a different manner. For computational efficiency purposes, it 
is customary to model large, ordered pattern of perforated heat exchanger tubesheets and 
tube support plates as having equivalent solid material properties. 
The perforated tubesheet example considered in this chapter is analyzed as an equivalent 
solid with anisotropic properties, as it is not feasible to represent a large number of 
perforations ( ~ 12000) explicitly in FE model. Hill's yield criterion is often used to 
characterize the anisotropic plastic behavior. However, the compressibility and rotational 
symmetry requirements of a triangular perforations pattern makes the use of Hill's 
criterion problematic. Reinhardt (1998) addressed these problems by deriving a fourth-
order yield criterion. Furthermore, approximate associated flow rules were developed by 
Reinhardt (1999) that led to a complete perfectly plastic model for perforated tubesheet. 
In this chapter, the limit analysis of the tubesheet is carried out using the mp -method, in 
conjunction with both Hill's and fourth-order yield criteria. 
Details on Hill's yield criterion and the associated anisotropic constitutive relationships 
suitable for EMAP are discussed first. Explanations on the limit analysis of heat 
exchanger tubesheet using fourth-order yield criterion are provided next. 
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6.2 Anisotropic Constitutive Relationships 
6.2.1 Hill's Yield Criterion 
An anisotropic yield criterion suggested by Hill (1971) is given by 
(6.1) 
where cijkl is the symmetric material tensor and aij is the stress tensor. 
Due to symmetry ofthe material tensor, the equation (6.1) can be rewritten as 
(6.2) 
where aK is the stress "vector" composed of the three normal and three shear stresses. 
For a general anisotropic material the matrix M has 21 independent constants. For an 
orthotropic material, M can be reduced to have 9 independent constants, and can be 
expressed as 
Mn Ml2 M13 0 0 0 
Ml2 M22 M23 0 0 0 
M13 M23 M33 0 0 0 MJK= 0 0 0 M44 0 0 
(6.3) 
0 0 0 0 Mss 0 
0 0 0 0 0 M66 
Shih and Lee (1978) have shown that assumption of zero volumetric strains in plasticity 
leads to additional relationships for off-diagonal elements, i.e., 
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(6.4) 
Therefore, the diagonal elements can be determined by performing three uniaxial tests in 
the x, y and z directions, and three corresponding pure shear experiments. 
6.2.2 Non-Dimensionalized form of Hill's Yield Criterion 
Valliappan et al. (1976) have described the Hill's criterion in a non-dimensional 
coefficient form as 
(6.5) 
where a is the reference effective stress, x, y and z are three orthogonal axes of 
anisotropy. The non-dimensional anisotropic parameters aiJ can be related to the 
uniaxial yield stresses as 
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-2( 1 1 1 J a12 =cro --2 +--2 ---2 ; 
CTox CToy CToz 
-2( 1 1 1 J a23 =CTo ---2 +--2 +--2 ; 
CTox CToy CToz (6.6) 
- 2( 1 1 1 J a3I =cro --2 ---2 +--2 
CTox CToy CToz 
-2 ( 1 J a44 = CT~ --2 ; 
roxy 
-2 ( 1 J ass = cr~ --2 ; 
'Z"oyz 
-2 ( 1 J a66 = CT~ --2 
'Z"oxz 
where CTox, CToyand CToz are the tensile yield stresses in x, y and z directions 
respectively, r 0xy, royz and 'Z"oxz are the shear yield stresses in xy, yz and xz planes 
respectively and cr0 is the reference yield stress which is adopted as one of the six yield 
stresses. The parameters aiJ, i :t j, are the off-diagonal elements in equation (6.3) and 
therefore, equations (6.4) and (6.6) are similar. 
6.3 M-Beta Method for Anisotropic Materials 
6.3.1 Integral Mean of Yield Criterion 
The variational approach in limit analysis was extended to anisotropic materials by Mura 
et al. (1968) and Rimawi et al. (1966) in which the integral mean of yield criterion is 
given by 
f,u 0 [f(s!,.0) + (¢0 ) 2 ]dV = 0 (6.7) 
Vr 
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The above equation is similar to equation (4.1) except that f(s/) is replaced by a 
suitable form of the anisotropic yield criterion. 
6.3.2 Flow Rule 
The associated flow rule can be expressed as 
where d)., is a proportionality constant, and using equation (6.5) 
8f 1 
a12 (o-x -o-y l+a31 (o-x -o-z) 
a12 (o-Y -o-x +a23 (o-Y -O"zl 
a31 (o-z -o-J+a23 (o-z -O"y 
6a44 r .xy 
6ass r yz 
6a66 Tzx 
6.3.3 Upper Bound Multiplier- m0 
(6.8) 
(6.9) 
Pan and Seshadri (2003) have derived an expression for m0 usmg the concept of 
distributed anisotropic flow parameter Jl . The anisotropic flow parameter Jl 0 in each 
iteration of repeated elastic finite element analyses was considered to be a function of the 
secant modulus in the reference direction of each element. The upper bound multiplier, 
m 
0 
, can be expressed as 
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0 
m =O'ox (6.10) 
where f is the equivalent stress, Esx is the secant modulus in x-direction and xis taken 
as the reference direction. The classical upper bound multiplier, mu, defined in equation 
( 4.5) can be used to estimate upper bound limit loads for anisotropic materials by 
substituting E sx for the secant modulus and f for the equivalent stress. 
The derivation for m fJ -multiplier described in Chapter 4 applies to anisotropic materials 
as well, except that the yield function f(s/) has to be replaced by an anisotropic yield 
criterion. 
6.4 Numerical Examples Based on Hill's Criterion 
6.4.1 Elastic Modulus Adjustment Scheme 
The repeated elastic finite element analyses for orthotropic materials are carried out by 
modifying the elastic modulus of various elements, after each iteration (elastic solution) 
as follows: 
(6.11) 
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where Eij is the elastic modulus of the material in three orthogonal directions, CJ'arb is an 
arbitrary stress, J is the effective stress of an element, q is the modulus adjustment 
index, and i is the iteration number. 
6.4.2 Initial Elastic Properties 
When implementing EMAP, the stress distributions obtained from successive linear 
elastic FEA iterations should follow the orthotropic yield surface. This is done by 
selecting the initial elastic parameters in a proper proportion that is derived from the 
associated flow rule (Reinhardt and Mangalaramanan, 1999, 2000). Therefore, the initial 
elastic modulii and Poisson's ratios are determined by comparing the elastic and plastic 
strains. The elastic stress-strain relationship is given by 
{s}=[C] {(J'} (6.12) 
where {&} is the strain tensor, {CJ'} is the stress tensor and [c] is the compliance matrix 
which is given by 
1 -Vyx 
-Vzx 0 0 0 
Ex Ey Ez 
-vxy 1 -vzy 0 0 0 
Ex Ey Ez 
C= 
-vxz -Vyz 1 (6.13) 0 0 0 
Ex Ey Ez 
0 0 0 Gxy 0 0 
0 0 0 0 Gyz 0 
0 0 0 0 0 Gxz 
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Comparing equations (6.8) and (6.12), the elastic properties of initial elastic analysis are 
given by 
(6.14) 
To assure the positive definiteness of stiffness matrix, a factor of 0.47 instead of 0.5 is 
used for Poisson's ratio in the present analysis. 
The mp -multiplier method for anisotropic materials using Hill's yield is investigated for 
an orthotropic cylinder under internal pressure, and a transversely isotropic Bridgman 
notch specimen under tensile load. The problems are modeled using ANSYS (2000) 
(educational version). The multipliers m0,mu,mL,m',ma and mp are calculated 
automatically using ANSYS APDL language. The results obtained are then compared 
with inelastic finite element analysis. 
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6.4.3 Orthotropic Cylinder under Internal Pressure 
An orthotropic cylinder under internal pressure with an inner radius is 30 mm and outer 
radius is 40 mm. The material properties considered are as follows: 
O"ox = 579.2 MPa; O"oy = 472.3 MPa; O"oz = 630.9 MPa; To.xy = 262.9 MPa; 
Ex = 100993 MPa; Ey = 95793.6 MPa; Ez = 100593 MPa; 
Gxy = 36147.6 MPa; V.xy = 0.361; Vyz = 0.345; Vxz = 0.341; 
The finite element model of an orthotropic cylinder is modelled usmg four noded 
isoparametric plane element PLANE42 with axisymmetric option. The element has two 
translational degrees of freedom in the x and y directions at each node. The cylinder is 
meshed with 30 elements through the thickness. In order to simulate the plane strain 
condition, all the nodes are constrained along the axial direction. An internal pressure of 
250 MPa is applied as surface loads on the inside surfaces of the cylinder. 
The repeated elastic analysis is carried out with the material properties according to 
equation (6.14) using the yield stress values listed above. The variation of limit load 
multipliers with iteration and their comparison with non-linear analysis is plotted in 
Figure 6.1. It is seen that all the multipliers converge to the limit state value of 0.905. The 
mp trajectory shown in the figure corresponds to fJ R = 1 solution and converges to the 
limit state at the third iteration. 
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6.4.4 Transversely Isotropic Bridgman Notch Specimen under Tensile Load 
A Brigdman notch specimen subjected to a tensile load has a maximum diameter of 
26.416 mm and a minimum diameter of 21.082 mm and a notch radius of 6.858 mm. The 
specimen is transversely isotropic in the x-z plane. The material properties considered are 
as below: 
<Jox = 579.2 MPa; <Joy = 472.3 MPa; <7oz = 579.2 MPa; 
"oxz = 262.9 MPa; royz = 366.6 MPa 
Ex = 100993 MPa; Ey = 95793.6 MPa; Ez = 100993 MPa; 
Gxy = 36147.6 MPa; Vxy = 0.361; Vyz = 0.361; Vxz = 0.341; 
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A four noded isoparametric plane element PLANE 182 with axisymmetric option is used 
to model the bridgman notch specimen. The PLANE 182 element has two translational 
degrees of freedom in the x and y directions at each node. Only one half of the specimen 
is modelled due to its symmetry in geometry and loading. The specimen is meshed with 
20 elements through the thickness and 24 elements along its length. The notch region is 
meshed with 24 elements along the radius. The bridgman notch specimen is constrained 
in the horizontal (x) direction along its axis and vertical (y) direction due to symmetry. A 
tensile stress of 500 MPa is applied as a surface load to the specimen. 
The repeated elastic analysis is carried out with the material properties according to 
equation ( 6.14) using the yield stress values listed above. The variation of limit load 
multipliers for twenty iterations and their comparison with non-linear analysis is plotted 
in Figure 6.2. It is realized that the specimen is subjected to a local plastic collapse. 
Therefore, the concept of reference volume is invoked for this problem. 
The reference volume for the bridgman notch specimen is identified as per the procedure 
outlined in Chapter 5 for isotropic components. At 20th iteration, for VR /Vr = 0.459, 
mP (VR) = mg (Vr) (defined in equation (5.2)) is satisfied and the value of G is found to 
be 0.013. Corresponding to VR/Vr = 0.428, the mp -multiplier estimates a value of0.803 
whereas the best value of mL- multiplier is estimated as 0.795. The mp -multiplier has a 
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very good comparison with the inelastic analysis value of 0.807. A reference PR for 
which mp = m"(VR) is estimated as 1.008. 
Bridgman Notch Specimen 
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Figure 6.2. Transversely Isotropic Bridgman Notch Specimen 
6.5 Heat Exchanger Tubesheet 
Heat exchanger tubesheets are often analyzed as an idealized solid (equivalent solid) 
plate with anisotropic properties, since it is impractical to model the detailed geometry of 
all perforations. The large number of perforations renders the equivalent solid to exhibit 
anisotropic properties. 
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Furthermore, due to presence of perforations, the tubesheet acts as a compressible solid. 
The inherent assumption of incompressibility in Hill's yield criterion does not predict an 
accurate response under biaxial loading. Sullivan et al. (1997) investigated the behavior 
of a tubesheet ligament under a positive biaxial stress state. It was observed that the 
response was too stiff in the out-of-plane direction, and led to the suggestion that the 
actual out-of-plane yield stress be replaced with equibiaxial yield stress. As well, the 
tubesheet with a triangular perforation pattern has a 60° rotational symmetry, and the 
Hill's criterion does not reflect the 60° symmetry of mechanical properties in the in-plane 
direction. 
6.5.1 Fourth-order Yield Criterion 
Reinhardt (1998) derived a fourth-order criterion, and demonstrated that the fourth-order 
criterion is the lowest order collapse function that describes the behavior required by 60° 
symmetry of the equilateral perforation pattern. The fourth-order criterion is obtained by 
squaring the Hill's quadratic yield criterion, and is given by the equation 
4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1/2 (Ps1 +Q (s2 +s3 ) +Rs1 (s2 +s3 )+Ts1s2 (s 2 -3s3 )) 
+ Yi a 2 zz- Y2 (a xxazz +a ;yazz )+ Y3 (a2 xz + a 2 yz) = 1 
(6.15) 
In the above equation, the terms associated with the coefficients P, Q, Rand T describe 
60° rotational symmetry in the tube sheet plane and the terms associated with Yi, Y2 and 
Y3 allow compressibility of the perforations. 
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The in-plane coefficients P,Q,Rand T, and the out-ofplane coefficients fi,Y2 and Y3 
are defined as: 
1 1 (1 1] 1 1 
P= Syb 4 ;Q= Sy/; R = 8 Syxx 4 + Sy.Y.Y 4 - Syb 4- Sy/; 
T=8(-1-4 - _1_4]; Yi =Y2 1 2; y3 =-1-2 
Sy XX Sy Y.Y Sy zz Sy OS 
(6.16) 
where Sy b is the equibiaxial yield stress, Sy sis the in-plane yield stress in shear, Sy xx is 
the tensile yield stress in x-direction, Sy.Y.Y is the tensile yield stress in y-direction, Syzz is 
the tensile yield stress in z-direction and Sy0 s is the out-of-plane yield stress in shear. 
The fourth-order criterion in equation ( 6.15), can be rewritten to represent the Hill's yield 
criterion for a transversely isotropic material with incompressibility assumptions as 
(6.17) 
In the above equation, the coefficients in equation ( 6.15), P, Rand Tare set to zero and a 
term CY xx CY zz is added to the out-of-plane terms. The coefficients Q1, Q2 , Q3 , Yi and 
Y2 are defined as 
(6.18) 
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In the next section, the mp- method is applied to estimate the limit load of a typical 
tube sheet configuration with Hill's and fourth-order yield criteria. It is revealed that 
incorporation of compressibility and 60° rotational symmetry of ligaments in the fourth-
order function affects the collapse loads. The properties of the tubesheet are listed in the 
next section. 
6.5.2 Geometric Properties 
ASME Code Equivalent Radius (R*) = 72.2549 in (1835.27 mm) 
Tubesheet Thickness (t) = 21.4375 in (544.51 mm) 
Hole Pattern= Equilateral triangle (60 deg.) 
Hole Diameter= 0.758 in (19.25 mm) 
Hole Pitch= 1 in (25.4 mm) 
Ligament Efficiency ( 17) = 0.242 
6.5.3 Base Material Properties 
Young's Modulus= 30E6 psi 
Yield Strength = 45E3 psi 
Poisson's Ratio= 0.3 
Equivalent solid properties are obtained by analyzing a basic ligament model subjected to 
six basic loading conditions. Jones and Gordon (2001) obtained collapse surfaces for the 
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fourth-order yield function for thick perforated plates containing triangular perforations 
for a range of ligament efficiencies, and suggested that the collapse function is reasonable 
for ligament efficiencies between 0.15-0. 50. Therefore, for any ligament efficiency 
between 0.15-0.50, the in-plane and out-of-plane fourth-order function coefficients can 
be obtained from the results of Jones and Gordon by linear interpolation. For a 
considered ligament efficiency of 0.242, the constants are listed as below thereby 
evaluating the yield stresses in their respective uniaxial loading. 
p = 0.515 
Q = 14.394 
R = 5.256 
f = 10.311 
where the coefficients P, Q, R and f are the coefficients P, Q, R and T normalized with 
respect to the base yield stress. 
Yield stresses for Equivalent Solid (EQS) 
Sy x = 9.271 ksi 
Sy z = 12.296 ksi 
Sy Y = 21.552 ksi 
Syb = 12.853 ksi 
Sy s = 5.591 ksi 
Sy as = 6.287 ksi 
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It is presumed that x is the pitch direction, x-z is the in-plane axes of the tubesheet and y 
is the out-of-plane direction. It is also presumed that the tubesheet is transversely 
isotropic in x-z plane. 
Uniform pressure on the 
Secondary Shell side surface 
Uniform pressure on the 
Primary Shell side surface 
Figure 6.3. Equivalent Solid Model of a Tubesheet 
6.5.4 Repeated Elastic Analysis- Hill's Criterion 
The finite element model of a heat exchanger tubesheet is modelled using eight noded 
isoparametric brick element PLANE185. The element has three translational degrees of 
freedom in the x, y and z directions at each node. Only one quarter of the tubesheet is 
modelled owing to its symmetry in geometry and loading. The tubesheet is meshed with 
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20 elements through the thickness, 22 elements along half the diameter and 22 elements 
along the circumference. The tubesheet thickness face is constrained in the xy and yz 
planes and is also constrained radially along the outside surface of the circumference. The 
primary shell side pressure of 2500 psi and secondary shell side pressure of 250 psi are 
applied as surface loads. 
Since Hill's criterion does not reflect 60° rotational symmetry of perforations, 
Syx =Syz =min(Syx,SYz )actual is considered. Furthermore, as suggested by Sullivan et al. 
(1997), the out-of-plane yield stress ( Sy Y) is replaced with the equibiaxial yield stress 
(Syb) to obtain a more accurate behavior of in-plane plastic behavior under biaxial 
loading. The elastic constants for the initial elastic run are set according to equation 
(6.14) so that the stress fields follow the orthotropic yield surface and for the subsequent 
iterations, the elastic modulii are modified according to the equation (6.11). 
The analysis is carried out for 20 iterations. The variation of limit load multipliers with 
iteration is plotted in Figure 6.4. It is seen that the limit load multipliers almost converge 
with the inelastic analysis result. In order to assess their nature of convergence, the 
parameter G is evaluated in conjunction with the concept of reference volume. At 20th 
iteration, for VR/Vr = 0.900, equation (5.2), mP (VR) = mg (Vr) is satisfied and the 
value of G is found to be 0.005. The results of various limit load multipliers at the 20th 
iteration and the comparison with the result of inelastic FEA are presented in Table 6.1. 
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6.5.5 Repeated Elastic Analysis - Fourth Order Criterion 
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The equivalent solid tubesheet finite element model developed for the Hill's criterion is 
used for this case. An arbitrary internal pressure of 2500 psi on the primary side and 250 
psi on the secondary side is applied. The yield stresses for the equivalent solid derived 
from fourth-order constants are used except that the out-of-plane yield stress ( Sy Y) is 
replaced with the equibiaxial yield stress ( Sy b ). The elastic properties are modified 
according to the level 3 approximate flow rule derived by Reinhardt (1999). The elastic 
properties are 
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Figure 6.5. Tubesheet- Fourth Order Criterion 
(6.19) 
The analysis is carried out for 20 iterations. The variation of limit load multipliers with 
iteration is plotted in Figure 6.5. Similar to the case of the tubesheet analyzed with Hill's 
criterion, the upper and lower bound limit load multipliers almost converge with a small 
gap between them. In order to assess their nature of convergence, the parameter G is 
again evaluated in conjunction with the concept of reference volume. At 20th iteration, for 
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VR/Vr = 0.789, equation (5.2), mP (VR) = m~ (Vr) is satisfied and the value of G is 
found to be 0.007. The results of various limit load multipliers at the 20th iteration are 
presented in Table 6.1. 
Table 6.1 
Values of VR /Vr , m1 °/ m2 ° and G for Tubesheet 
Yield Criterion 
Hill's criterion 
Fourth-order 
criterion 
m2o 
1.303 
1.271 
6.6 Discussions 
mu 
1.303 
1.271 
mi 0 VR G mp 
0 Vr m2 
1.003 0.900 0.005 1.297 
1.009 0.789 0.007 1.262 
mr Inelastic 
FEA 
1.289 1.301 
1.242 
The limit loads for anisotropic components are determined using the mp -multiplier 
method and the applicability of the mp- method to a general class of yield criterion is 
established. 
The mp -method is applied to an orthotropic cylinder and a transversely isotropic 
Bridgman notch specimen that obey Hill's criterion. In case of orthotropic cylinder, the 
lower bound limit loads obtained using the mp- method are improved and converge 
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rapidly to inelastic analysis results. For the case of Bridgman notch specimen, the 
specimen collapses across the notch cross-section instead of the whole specimen reaching 
yield stress. Therefore, use of concept of reference volume evaluated the parameter G of 
0.013 and provides a limit load multiplier that is good agreement with the result of 
inelastic analysis. 
The proposed method is also applied to a heat exchanger tubesheet represented by 
equivalent solid model with anisotropic properties. Hill's yield criterion assumes plastic 
incompressibility and does not represent triangular perforation symmetry. The fourth-
order criterion is used to account for the compressibility of perforations. 
For the equivalent solid tubesheet, the mp -method estimates better limit loads than the 
classical lower bound multiplier using the Hill's criterion and fourth-order criterion. 
Since the fourth-order criterion exhibits compressibility, the results are 3% lower than the 
Hill's criterion. As well, the EMAP procedures are useful in implementing a plasticity 
model, which is not currently available in commercial FE softwares. 
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CHAPTER 7: FITNESS-FOR-SERVICE METHODOLOGY BASED ON 
VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES IN PLASTICITY 
7.1 Introduction 
Fitness-for-service evaluation is performed to ensure safety and economy of an in-service 
plant that possesses ageing equipments. It also aids in optimizing the maintenance and 
operation activities of older plants and enhance the long-term viability of the plant. 
Furthermore, fitness-for-service assessments demonstrate the ability of in-service 
equipment with defects in preserving the structural integrity of the plant. 
Integrity evaluations in the context of engineered facilities involve a systematic and 
proactive identification of potential modes of failure in engineering plant systems or 
engineered systems and devices, assessment of the likelihood and consequences of 
failures; and the devising of appropriate failure avoidance strategies through good design, 
operational, maintenance and restoration practices. 
Oil and gas production facilities, both land-based and offshore, are large financial 
investments that are valued at millions to billions of dollars. There are well-developed 
codes and standards in place for new engineered systems and associated equipment; 
however, there has been a general lack of guidance with respect to the mechanical and 
structural integrity assessment of aging facilities, although the situation is rapidly 
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improving (API 579, 2000). The challenge for the industry and educational institutions 
lies in the logical and effective development and implementation of integrity assessment 
practice. 
Structural integrity assessment in an operating plant is practiced at three levels. Level 1 
assessment procedures provide conservative screening criteria that can be used with a 
minimum quantity of inspection data or information about the component. Level 2 is 
intended for use by facilities or plant engineers, although some owner-operator 
organizations consider it more suitable for a central engineering evaluation. Level 3 
assessments require sophisticated analysis by experts, where advanced computational 
procedures are often carried out. 
In this chapter, Level 2 integrity assessment methods are developed to evaluate the 
"Remaining Strength Factor (RSF)" of pressure vessels and piping containing locally 
thinned areas (LTA) and hot spots. Use is made of a variational formulation in plasticity 
(Mura et al., 1965) in order to develop simple Level 2 procedures for fitness-for-service 
evaluation. 
7.2 Theoretical Considerations 
The integral mean of yield criterion explained in Chapter 3 is used effectively in this 
chapter to evaluate the RSF of a thin cylinder with LTA and hot spots. Three different 
damage measures are evaluated in this chapter. These are RSF1, RSF2 and RSF3 and are 
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based on m0 , mL and ma multipliers respectively. The theory pertaining to the above 
mentioned multipliers are mentioned again for the sake of clarity. 
The "integral mean of yield" is expressed as 
J,uo[f(s/) + (¢o)2]dV = 0 
VT 
The von-Mises yield criterion, for instance, can be expressed as 
The classical lower bound ( m L) is given by 
CYy 
m L = -----=---
(ae )max 
The multiplier ( ma) is given by the expression 
7.3 Integrity Assessment Method- Level2 
7.3.1 Reference Volume for a Thin Cylinder 
(7.1) 
(7.2) 
(7.3) 
(7.4) 
A thin-walled cylinder with a rectangular LTA is considered as shown in Figure 7.1. In 
this figure, the dimension 2a is the circumferential length and 2b is the longitudinal 
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length of the LT A. Practically, LTA occurs as an irregular shape and it can be 
represented by an equivalent rectangular L T A. The presence of discontinuities such as a 
LTA has a localized effect on the cylindrical shell, and such an effect has been discussed 
in detail by Seshadri (2004). The extent to which this localized effect acts is X c in the 
circumferential direction, and XL in the longitudinal direction. 
/ 
/ 
/ --
-
Rectangular 
Locally Thinned 
Area(LTA) 
-----~-------
1 
I/ 
/ 
I 
Figure 7.1. A Rectangular LTA in a Cylindrical Vessel 
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The quantities X c and XL can be expressed as: 
Xc =6.l(R3 t)I/4 
XL =2.5..jRi 
(7.5a) 
(7.5b) 
where R is taken as the outside radius of the cylindrical shell, and t is the thickness of 
the shell. 
The concept of reference volume suitable for a damaged cylinder has been introduced by 
Seshadri (2004). The reference volume identifies the 'kinematically active' portion ofthe 
cylindrical shell that participates in plastic action. During a local plastic collapse, plastic 
action is assumed to be confined to a local region of the cylinder as shown in Figure 7 .2. 
For example, the reference volume for a cylinder with a single hot spot can be expressed 
as 
(7.6) 
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Kinematically Active Volume 
or 
Reference Volwne 
Figure 7.2. Reference Dimensions for Localized Effects 
The application of the concept of integral mean of yield for assessment of damaged "local 
areas" of pressure vessels and piping is considered next. 
7.3.2 Locally Thinned Areas (LTA) 
A thin walled cylinder with aLTA is shown in the Figure 7.3. The von-Mises criterion, 
equation (7.2), can be rewritten as, 
(7.7) 
where a e 0 is the statically admissible uniform equivalent stress. 
The integral mean of yield criterion using von-Mises criterion can be expressed as 
(7.8) 
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a=n 
Corroded Thickness 
9=0 
Figure 7 .3. L T A in a Thin Cylinder 
where the suffix C refers to the L T A and suffix U refers to the region with undamaged 
thickness. 
If stresses are constant within V u and V c, integration of (7 .8) leads to 
(7.9) 
where ()eu is the equivalent stress of undamaged cylinder, and ()ec is the equivalent 
stress in the LTA region. Carrying out the necessary algebraic manipulations, md 0 1s 
expressed as 
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which in tum can be written as, 
0 
md RSF1=- = 0 
mu 
(j 
RSF1 is the remaining strength factor that is based on md 0 and mu 0 =~. 
creu 
(7.10) 
(7.11) 
Two additional damage measures, namely RSF2 and RSF3, based on multipliers rna and 
m L respectively, can be expressed as 
where 
RSF2=mad 
0' 
mu 
(7.12) 
(7.13) 
(7.14) 
In the similar manner, the various RSF can be evaluated by making use of the Tresca 
criterion. The Tresca criterion can be expressed as 
o I o o I f = m CYe -CYy =0 (7.15) 
where CY 8 ° is the hoop stress in the cylinder. 
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The integral mean of yield criterion using Tresca criterion can be expressed as 
(7.16) 
where a-rr 0 and a-eu 0 are the hoop stresses in the L T A and the undamaged sections, 
respectively. Assuming that the stresses are constant within V u and V c , integration of 
(7 .16) leads to 
(7.17) 
Carrying out necessary algebraic manipulations, the equation for md 0 and RSF1 can be 
derived as 
0 O'y VR 
md =----~-----­
a-eu Vu +o-rr Vc 
(7.18) 
(7.19) 
Replacing a-rr 0 and a-eu 0 instead of a-eC 0 and a-eU 0 , RSF2 and RSF3 can be evaluated 
using equations (7.12) and (7.13). 
7.3.3 Local Hot Spots 
Seshadri (2004) has formulated an assessment procedure for pressure vessels and piping 
with local hot spots that may undergo yielding. In this thesis, assessment of local hot 
spots that do not yield is considered. 
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For a thin cylinder with a single hot spot, for example, the integral mean of yield criterion 
for a reference volume VR can be expressed as 
(7.20) 
where the suffix H refers to the hot spot region and C refers to the uniform temperature 
away from the hot spot region. Also, md 0 refers to the m 0 - multiplier for the damaged 
pressure component. 
If the stresses are assumed to be uniform within the respective volumes, equation (7 .20) 
can be expressed as, 
(7.21) 
If the thickness is unaltered throughout the reference volume, then, 
(7.22) 
Using equation (7.22), equation (7.21) can be written as, 
(7.23) 
where V R is the reference volume, and VR = Vc + V H . Equation (7 .23) can further be 
written as 
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Substituting Vc = VR- V H, equation (7 .24) can be rewritten to define RSF 1 as, 
o cr yC 
where mu = --0 . Therefore, 
creu 
0 
RSFl=md = 
0 
mu 
(7.24) 
(7.25) 
(7.26) 
Proceeding as in the application of L T A, additional damage measures namely RSF2 and 
RSF3 can also be evaluated for hot spots as follows. 
where, 
RSF2=mad 
0 ' 
mu 
RSF3=mLd 
0 
mu 
O'yH 
mLd=--o. 
O'e 
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(7.27) 
(7.28) 
(7.29) 
Similarly, expressions for md 0 and RSF1 using Tresca criterion in equation (7 .15) can be 
derived as 
(7.30) 
(7 .31) 
Replacing the hoop stress a e 0 for a e 0 , RSF2 and RSF3 can be evaluated using 
equations (7.27) and (7.28). 
7.4 Numerical Examples 
Level 2 assessment procedures for hot spots and L TA are applied to a typical thin walled 
cylinder under internal pressure with the following specifications. The values given in the 
brackets are in SI units. 
ASTM Material = SA 516 Gr. 55 
Shell Inside Radius ( Ri) = 33 in. (0.838 m) 
Shell Overall Length ( L ) = 400 in. ( 1 0.16 m) 
Operating Pressure ( P0 ) = 180 psig (1.24 MPa) 
Design Pressure ( Pd) = 220 psig (1.52 MPa) 
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Operating Temperature ( T1) = 90 de g. F (32.22 de g. C) 
Design Temperature (T2 ) = 100 deg. F (37.78 deg. C) 
Allowable Stress ( S) = 13 700 psi. (94.46 MPa) 
Corrosion Allowance ( CA) = 1/16 in.= 0.063 in. (0.002 m) 
Joint Efficiency (E)= 1.0 
7.4.1 Required Shell Thickness Calculations 
Under Design Conditions: 
Design thickness: 
PdR. 
td 1 = 0.536 in. (0.014 m) 
SE-0.6Pd 
Shell Thickness Us)= td + CA = 0.599 in. (0.015 m) 
Therefore, use 5/8 in. (0.016 m) plate. 
Using equations (7.5a) and (7.5b), the local parameters X c and Xr are calculated as, 
Xc=6.10VR 3 t = 75.735in.(l.924m) 
XL =2.5jifi = 11.461 in. (0.291 m) 
7.4.2 Evaluation ofRSF for Locally Thinned Areas (LTA) 
Level 2 assessment procedure for L T A is demonstrated for a thin cylinder with the 
following specifications. 
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Outside Radius (R) = 33.625 in. (0.854 m) 
Shell Thickness ( t) = 0.625 in. (0.0 16 m) 
Corroded Thickness Uc) = 0.375 in. (0.01 m) 
Corroded Radius (Rc) = 33.25 in (0.845 m) 
Yield Stress ( CY Y) = 30 ksi (206.85 MPa) 
The dimensions of the LTA (Figure 7.3) are chosen such that, 
Be= 50.95 degrees 
BR = 180 degrees 
Therefore, 
a= 1f R- Xc = 29.9 in. (0.759 m) 
As well, we choose, b = 29.9 in. (Aspect Ratio of 1.0) 
Volume ofthe LTA: Vc =(2a)(2b)tc = 1341.02 in3. (0.022 m3) 
Uncorroded volume, 
Vu =[(2Xc +2a)(2X L +2b)-(2a)(2b)] t = 8687.88 in3.(0.142 m3) 
Stresses in the L T A: 
Hoop Stress, CYtc = pd Rc = 19506.7 psi (134.50 MPa) 
tc 
Longitudinal Stress, CYzc = pd Rc = 9753.4 psi (67.25 MPa) 
2 tc 
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Von-Mises Equivalent Stress, 
Stresses in the uncorroded cylinder: 
pd R. Hoop Stress, crt= --1 = 11616 psi (80.09 MPa) 
t 
Longitudinal Stress, cr1 = pd Ri = 5808 psi ( 40.05 MPa) 2 t 
Von-Mises Equivalent Stress, 
creu =~cr/ +cr/ -crt cr1 = 10060 psi (69.36 MPa) 
We have, 
cr 
m0 u = _Y = 2.9822 
creu 
cr 
Using equation (7.29), mLd =_L = 1.776 
crec 
Using equation (7 .4 ), 
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0 
Using equation (7.26), RSF1= mdo = 0.8968 
mu 
Using equation (7.27), RSF2= m~ = 0.7269 
mu 
Using equation (7.28), RSF3= mL~ = 0.5955 
mu 
A Level 3 elastic-plastic finite element analysis is carried out with a plastic modulus of 
50E4 psi. For 1% membrane strain limit, a RSF of 0.7286 is obtained. The proposed 
RSF2 when compared with inelastic FEA is conservative. 
As indicated before, RSF1 is based on m 0 - multiplier and is an upper bound, whereas 
RSF2 is based on ma- an improved limit load multiplier and is of interest from the 
structural integrity standpoint. From the above results, it can be seen that RSF2 is 
conservative. 
The Level 2 assessment method is applied to a thin cylinder with different sizes of L T A 
and 1/16", 118" and 114" thickness losses. The results are tabulated below. It is apparent 
that as the size of the L T A or thickness loss increases, the RSF of the structure reduces. 
Indeed, the proposed Level 2 results reflect this effect. The calculated RSF2 is found to 
be conservative and compares well with inelastic finite element analysis. 
For LTA, an allowable RSF of0.9 has been shown to be conservative for typical process 
equipment (API 579, 2000). 
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Table 7.1. 
LTA with 1116" Corroded Thickness 
Case No. ec eR Aspect RSF1 RSF2 RSF3 Inelastic 
de g. de g. Ratio 
1 10.22 139.27 1.0 0.9973 0.9622 0.8983 1.0000 
2 20.45 149.50 1.0 0.9925 0.9594 0.8983 1.0000 
3 30.67 159.72 1.0 0.9875 0.9564 0.8983 0.9999 
4 40.90 170.00 1.0 0.9827 0.9535 0.8983 0.9938 
5 50.95 180.00 1.0 0.9782 0.9508 0.8983 0.9907 
6 50.95 180.00 2.0 0.9828 0.9536 0.8983 1.000 
7 25.13 154.18 0.5 0.9872 0.9562 0.8983 1.000 
Table 7.2. 
L T A with 118" Corroded Thickness 
Case No. ec eR Aspect RSF1 RSF2 RSF3 Inelastic 
de g. de g. Ratio 
1 10.22 139.27 1.0 0.9943 0.9095 0.7970 0.9907 
2 20.45 149.50 1.0 0.9841 0.9050 0.7970 0.9389 
3 30.67 159.72 1.0 0.9736 0.9001 0.7970 0.9191 
4 40.90 170.00 1.0 0.9636 0.8954 0.7970 0.9038 
5 50.95 180.00 1.0 0.9543 0.8910 0.7970 0.8978 
6 50.95 180.00 2.0 0.9639 0.8956 0.7970 0.9237 
7 25.13 154.18 0.5 0.9730 0.8999 0.7970 0.9359 
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Table 7.3. 
L T A with 1/4" Corroded Thickness 
Case No. Be BR Aspect RSF1 RSF2 RSF3 Inelastic 
de g. de g. Ratio 
1 10.22 139.27 1.0 0.9864 0.7378 0.5955 0.9145 
2 20.45 149.50 1.0 0.9630 0.7360 0.5955 0.7728 
3 30.67 159.72 1.0 0.9391 0.7335 0.5955 0.7392 
4 40.90 170.00 1.0 0.9168 0.7303 0.5955 0.7316 
5 50.95 180.00 1.0 0.8968 0.7269 0.5955 0.7286 
6 50.95 180.00 2.0 0.9176 0.7304 0.5955 0.7469 
7 25.13 154.18 0.5 0.9377 0.7333 0.5955 0.7712 
7.4.3 Evaluation of RSF for Hot Spots 
A hot spot with dimension 2a is chosen such that X c subtends the entire cylinder in the 
circumferential direction. i.e., 
a= 1r R- Xc = 29.9 in. (0.759 m) 
Also choose, b = 29.9 in. (Aspect Ratio of 1.0) 
With reference to the Figure 7 .2, 
eh = 50.95 degrees 
BR = 180 degrees 
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Reference Volume, VR=(2Xc+2a)(2XL +2b) t = 10922.9 in3 (0.179 m3) 
Hot Spot Volume, VH =(2a)(2b)t = 2235.03 in3 (0.037 m3) 
Remaining Volume, Vc = VR -VH = 8687.88 in3 (0.142 m3) 
pd R-
Hoop Stress, CJt = --1 = 11616 psi (80.09 MPa) 
t 
. d" pd Ri . ( Longttu mal Stress, CJ1 =-- = 5808 ps1 40.05 MPa) 2 t 
von-Mises Equivalent Stress, 
CJ yC (@ Tc = 100 deg. F ) = 30000 psi ( 206.85 MPa) 
CJyH (@ TH = 400 deg. F)= 25700 psi ( 178.00 MPa) 
Using equation (7.29), mLd = CJyH = 2.5547 
(Je 
Using equation (7 .4 ), 
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= 2.7727 
0 
Using equation (7.26), RSF1 = md 0 = 0.9724 
mu 
Using equation (7.27), RSF2= m~ = 0.9297 
mu 
Using equation (7.28), RSF3= mLg = 0.8566 
mu 
A Level 3 elastic-plastic finite element analysis is carried out with a plastic modulus of 
50E4 psi. For 1% membrane strain limit, a RSF of 0.945 is obtained. The finite element 
analysis software ANSYS (2000) (educational version) was used to perform the inelastic 
analysis. 
7.4.4 Thermo-elastic Calculations 
The material properties of carbon steel for a temperature range of 1 00 - 600 degree F is 
listed in the table below. 
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Table 7.4. 
Material Properties of Carbon Steel 
Temp °F 100 200 300 400 500 
E (x106) psi 29.3 28.8 28.3 27.7 27.3 
a (x10-6) 5.53 5.89 6.26 6.61 6.91 
in./in. °F 
a Y (x 1 03) psi 30.0 27.3 26.6 25.7 24.5 
Temperature in the Hot Spot region ( T H) = 400 de g. F (204.44 deg. C) 
Temperature in the other parts of the cylinder (Tc) = 100 deg. F (37.78 deg. C) 
Average Temperature (Tavg) = 250 deg. F (121.11 deg. C) 
Elastic Modulus at Tavg (E)= 28.55 E6 psi (196.85 E3 MPa) 
Coefficient of Thermal Expansion at Tavg (a)= 6.08 E-6 in./ in. deg. F 
Temperature Gradient (11T) = 300 deg. F (148.89 deg. C) 
Eai1T 
Thermal Stress, ath = ---
2 
a 1 = pd Ri - E a !1T = -14422 psi (-99.44 MPa) 
t 2 
P R Eai1T . O"z = ___!}__j_ = -20230 ps1 ( -139.48 MPa) 
2t 2 
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600 
26.7 
7.17 
22.2 
von-Mises Equivalent Stress, ae =~a? +a/ -a1 a 2 = 18041.34 psi (124.39 MPa) 
which is less than 25700 psi, a yh@ 400 degree F. 
Therefore, the local hot spot does not yield and would remain elastic. No bulging will 
occur. 
7.5 Discussions 
Level 2 fitness-for-service assessment methods are developed to estimate the remaining 
strength factor of pressure vessels and piping with locally thinned areas, and hot spots. 
The procedure is based on variational principles that make use of the "integral mean of 
yield criterion". 
The Level 2 integrity assessment procedures are applied to rectangular L TA and hotspots, 
and sample calculations for evaluating the RSF is presented. The method is applied to 
L T A of a range of sizes and corroded thicknesses, and the results are compared with 
inelastic finite element analysis results. The RSF2 that is based on ma- multiplier is 
found to be conservative, and comparable with the inelastic FEA. Therefore, the use of 
RSF2 is recommended for "fitness-for-service" evaluations. 
In this thesis, the estimated remaining strength factors namely RSF1, RSF2 and RSF3 are 
based on the assumption of a single statically admissible stress distribution. Whereas an 
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estimation of a RSF based on m fJ- multiplier may not be possible in this fitness-for-
service assessment's present form as the evaluation of m fJ- multiplier involves several 
iterations to be performed. 
The proposed assessment method is a simple step-by-step procedure that should be 
attractive to plant engineers and designers, and is straightforward to program using a 
spreadsheet. The integrity assessment method, which is applied to a cylindrical shell, 
should provide the impetus for its applicability to other pressure vessel and piping 
configurations. 
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CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
8.1 Conclusions 
By performing limit analysis, the inherent redundancy found in structures like pressurized 
components, are made use of and therefore, an economic and safe design can be 
achieved. Plastic design method such as elastic plastic FEA has recently found its 
existence by the virtue of advanced computer technology. However, they may be 
perceived as laborious and exhaustive from the designer's viewpoint in estimating only 
the load-carrying capacity of a structure. 
EMAP, a technique predominantly adopted in this thesis, is simple, efficient and based on 
a series of linear elastic analyses. Using lower and upper bound theorems, in conjunction 
with EMAP, lower and upper bound multipliers are estimated, and for well-behaved 
structures, they tend to converge towards the exact multiplier. The procedures based on 
elastic modulus adjustments used together with linear elastic FEA represent "independent 
verification" methods of inelastic FEA results. 
m p- multiplier method, a lower bound limit load determination method, developed in 
this thesis is based on variational principles in plasticity that makes use of the "integral 
mean of yield" criterion. The entire statically admissible stress distribution is accounted 
for into Mura's lower bound formulation rather than simply the maximum stress in a 
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structure, thereby resulting in non-oscillatory bounds for structures with slender and 
shape-sensitive structures and components with notches and cracks. 
Evaluation of lower bound limit load multipliers such as m', m L or ma is based on a 
maximum elastic stress in a structure. Statically admissible stress distributions obtained 
from several iterations in EMAP result in maximum stress that moves around at several 
locations in the structure thereby leading to oscillatory bounds. After several iterations 
using EMAP, stress distribution in a structure leads to converged type therefore 
consideration of an entire stress distribution should reduce the tendency of oscillation and 
lead to quicker convergence to exact limit load. 
When components subjected to global plastic collapse are analyzed, the m f3- multiplier 
converges rapidly to exact limit multiplier and provides better lower bounds than the 
classical lower bound multiplier. For problems involving local plastic collapse, the 
parameter G is introduced in the m f3 - method formulation. The parameter G , in 
conjunction with the concept of reference volume, enables the identification of the 
"kinematically active" regions in a component or structure. Furthermore, parameter G 
serves as a magnitude in designating the deviation of any statically admissible stress 
distribution from a limit state. In general, for any given iteration, the ( m f3 , mu ) pair 
provides a minimum spread in terms of bounds on the limit load multipliers. 
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The applicability of the m p -method to a general yield criterion is established, thereby 
finding its use in the determination of limit loads for anisotropic components. 
Specifically, the advantage of the method is utilized in efficiently designing heat 
exchanger tubesheet, which is represented by equivalent solid model with anisotropic 
properties and its plastic behavior is appropriately characterized by the fourth-order yield 
criterion. While the implementation of fourth-order criterion in commercially available 
inelastic FE codes is difficult, the EMAP procedures provide an effortless way to perform 
tubesheet collapse analysis with fourth-order criterion. 
Besides employing the integral mean of yield criterion to determine the safety factor for 
as-built equipments, structural and mechanical integrity of operating equipments were 
also demonstrated. Level 2 fitness-for-service assessment methods suitable for plant 
engineers were developed to estimate the remaining strength factor of a thin cylinder with 
locally thinned areas, and hot spots. 
Through numerical examples, the efficiency of the m p- multiplier method to determine 
lower bound limit loads and its good comparison with inelastic finite element results has 
been established. Although, the investigation is carried out with a variety of pressurized 
component configurations with internal pressure loading, the method can be applied to 
any general configuration and the applicability of the m p -method to structures subjected 
to combined loading (for example pressure + moment) is also possible. The analysis can 
be performed in the same way as performed for heat exchanger tubesheet application that 
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is subjected to primary and secondary shell side pressures. While the method is proposed 
as an alternate method to performing inelastic analysis, it may also find its immense 
importance in the preliminary stages of design and life assessment activities. 
8.2 Future Research 
The primary advantage of elastic modulus modification technique is its simplicity and 
efficiency. The concept inherent in EMAP is that the plastic redistribution is simulated by 
modifying the elastic modulus at various locations in a structure using a series of linear 
elastic analysis. Each linear elastic analysis makes use of a statically admissible stress 
distribution and these intermediate statically admissible stress distributions lead to 
impending collapse state. Whereas an inelastic analysis is performed by applying the total 
load in increments. For each incremental load, an equilibriating stress distribution is 
obtained through several iterations. In effect, the total number of iterations performed and 
its corresponding computing time in an inelastic analysis would be quite more than those 
performed in EMAP. 
The savings in computing time may not be significant for two-dimensional problems, 
however, for three-dimensional problems, time-saving aspect of EMAP would prevail 
over the use of inelastic analysis. Therefore, future research should be devoted to 
applications involving complex three-dimensional pressurized component configurations 
and configurations involving cracks. 
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A procedure to identify the reference volume is presented in this thesis. The identified 
reference volume may not exactly match with the reference volume obtained from the 
inelastic analysis. It may be worthwhile to direct some research in obtaining a stress 
distribution that matches with that of inelastic analysis by varying the parameters, for 
instance, degree of modulus modification. Furthermore, as the parameter G is used to 
assess the nature of converged stress distribution obtained from EMAP, for comparison 
purposes, it can also be used to assess the final stress distribution obtained from inelastic 
analysis. 
The m f3- multiplier method in its present form cannot be utilized to analyze for 
applications involving layered structures or structures made of materials that exhibit 
isotropic and anisotropic properties. Therefore, extension of the present m f3 - method, to 
be suitable for analyzing such problems may be a valuable research area to pursue. 
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APPENDIX: ANSYS APDL MACROS 
Macro for Evaluating Limit Loads of Isotropic Components 
rejnew.txt 
! Enter number of iterations in EMAP 
iter=20 
! initial iteration: elastic solution 
niter= 0 
! Enter the ANSYS input file name 
/inp,file _name, txt 
finish 
/prep? 
/nopr 
nsel,all 
esel,all 
! Obtain the minimum and maximum number elements and nodes 
*get,emin,elem,num,min !get min element number as emin 
*get,emax,elem,num,max !get max element number as emax 
*get,nmin,node,num,min !get min node number as nmin 
*get,nmax,node,num,max !get max node number as nmax 
! Get material properties for the initial iteration 
*get,ex,ex, 1 
*get,nuxy,nuxy, 1 
! Arrays for iteration results 
*dim,itemp,iter ! for no.of iterations 
*dim,shake,iter ! for iterative stress 
*dim,1oop,iter ! for maximum centroidal stress 
*dim,lmult,iter ! for cl. ub results 
*dim,lb,iter ! for cl. lb results 
*dim,armon,iter ! for mo new results 
*dim,armop,iter ! for ponter's lamda results 
*dim,armoo,iter ! for mo old results 
*dim,armpn,iter ! for mp new results 
*dim,armpo,iter ! for mp old results 
*dim,armao,iter ! for rna old results 
*dim,arman,,iter ! for rna new results 
*dim,armpp,iter ! for mpn (mp) new results 
*dim,revol,iter ! reference volume for m" results 
*dim,ratio _old, iter ! ratio for mO-old 
*dim,ratio_new,iter ! ratio for mO-new 
*dim,tsl,iter !roots ofmO 
*dim,ts2,iter !roots of mO 
*dim,d3,iter !roots ofmO 
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! Array for Young's Moduli in each element 
*dim,arex,emax,iter+ I 
! Arrays for Reference Volume mO's 
!unsorted product 
! sorted product 
*dim,usor,emax 
*dim,sor,emax 
*dim,svol,emax 
*dim,rmo,emax 
*dim,rmon,emax 
*dim,rvol,emax 
*dim, volnum,emax 
*dim,cumvol,emax 
*dim,cumstrs,,emax 
*dim,ref_ratio,emax 
* dim,norm _ strs,emax 
*dim,mO _ num,emax 
*dim,mO _ din,emax 
!corresponding sorted volumes 
!reference mo's 
!reference new mo's 
!reference volume ratios 
!order of volumes 
!cumulative volumes 
!cumulative stresses 
!reference ratio for mO-old 
!normalized (with yield) stress 
!numerator of m02 for reference volume 
!dinominator ofm02 for reference volume 
! Reference Parameters for m" 
*dim,ref_si,emax ! Term sibar 
*dim,ref_s2,emax ! Term s2bar 
*dim, term _r,emax ! Term R(zeta) 
*dim,term_g,emax ! Term G(zeta) 
*dim,ref_mpp,emax ! Reference m" 
*dim,cum_si,emax ! Cumulative SI 
*dim,cum_s2,emax ! Cumulative S2 
! Elemental Stress Arrays 
*dim,cstrs,emax 
*dim,astrs,emax 
!eqv.stress at elem. centroids 
!eqv.stress at elem. centroids for malpha 
finish 
/postl 
etable,censtrs,s,eqv ! centroidal stress 
*vget,cstrs(l ),elem,etab,censtrs,,O 
etable,evoltab,volu ! table for element volume 
*vget,evol( I ),elem,etab,evoltab,,O 
*do,count, I ,iter, I 
*enddo 
itemp(count) =count 
shake( count)= IOOOOO 
lmult(count) = 100000 
! Initialize array "arex" with the initial iteration's Young's Moduli 
*do,count,emin,emax, 1 
arex( count, 1) = ex 
*enddo 
set, last 
! Max nodal eqv stress 
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nsort,s,eqv,O, 1, 
* get,elas,sort,max 
nusort 
finish 
niter=O !SETTING ITERATION NUMBER TO BE ZERO 
/postl 
set, last 
! Max nodal eqv stress again for 
! getting "smax" variable 
nsort,s,eqv,O, 1, 
*get,smax,sort,,max 
nusort 
! Evaluate limit load multipliers at the initial iteration 
/inp,mult_init,txt 
finish 
! Perform elastic modulus modification for each iteration and solve 
*do,niter, 1 ,iter, 1 
*enddo 
! read stresses and calculate new elastic modulus at each element 
! write new elastic modulus values to arex array 
/inp,mcen,txt 
/solu 
/nopr 
solve 
finish 
/postl 
/nopr 
set, last 
! Max nodal equivalent stress 
nsort,s,eqv,O, 1, 
*get,smax,sort,max 
nusort 
! Limit load multiplier evaluations 
/inp,multipliers,txt 
! Enter the iteration number in which the reference volume is to be calculated 
*if,niter,eq,20,then 
/inp,refr _ betastrs _ mO,txt 
*endif 
finish 
! write results out to file 
/inp,results,txt 
save 
/exit, all 
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tevol=O 
m=O 
prod1=0 
prod2=0 
prod3=0 
term11 =0 !product (term2) form" 
tprod=O !total product for new form m' 
den in1 =0 !din. term of old mo 
den in2=0 !din.term of new mo 
den in3=0 !din.term ofp's mo 
den fn1 =0 !fmal din. term of old mo 
den fn2=0 !fmal din.term of new mo 
num in=O 
num in2=0 
num fn=O 
/postl 
set, last 
!num.term of new mo 
!num.term of new mo 
etable,nstrs,s,eqv ! centroidal stress 
*vget,astrs( 1 ),elem,etab,nstrs,,O 
!Finding maximum elemental stress 
*do,nvol,emin,emax, 1 
*if,astrs(nvol),gt,m,then 
m=astrs(nvol) 
*endif 
*enddo 
loop1=m 
shake 1 =smax 
lb 1 =sm/loop 1 
mult init.txt 
! ------------------------------------------------------------
!Estimate old mO, m' and m-alpha multipliers 
!Dinominator for old mO 
*do,nvol,emin,emx, 1 
den _in1 =den _in1 +((astrs(nvol)**2)*evol(nvol)) 
tevol=tevol+evol(nvol) 
*enddo 
den_ fn 1 =sqrt( den_ in 1) 
!Estimate old mO 
armoo 1 =sm * sqrt( tevol)/ den_ fn 1 
!Estimate old m' 
mnum1=2*armoo1 *sm*sm 
mdin1 =(sm*sm)+((armoo1 **2)*m*m) 
armpo 1 =mnum 1/mdin 1 
!Estimate old m-alpha 
instr=rn!sm 
a1 =(armoo1 **4)*(instr**4)+4*(armoo 1 **2)*(instr**2)-1 
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b1=(-8*(armoo1 **3)*(instr**2)) 
cl=4*(armool **3)*instr 
dl=bl **2-4*al *cl 
*if,dl,gt,O,then 
armao1 =((-1 *b l)+sqrt(b 1 **2-4*a1 *cl ))/(2*a1) 
*endif 
! ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
!Estimate new mO, Ponter's mO, m' and m-alpha multipliers 
!Estimate dinominator for new mO 
*do,nvol,emin,emax, 1 
den_ in2=den _ in2+( astrs(nvol)* *2)*evol(nvol)/ex 
den_in3=den_in3+(astrs(nvol)**2)*evol(nvol)/ex 
*enddo 
den_fn2=sqrt(den_in2) 
!Estimate numerator for new mO 
*do,nvol,emin,emax, 1 
num _in=num _in+evol(nvol)/ex 
num _in2=num _ in2+(astrs(nvol)*evol(nvol)/ex) 
*enddo 
num _ fn=sqrt(num _in) 
! ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
!Estimate new mO, Ponter's lamda multiplier 
armonl=sm*num fn/den fn2 
- -
armop 1 =sm *num _in2/den _ in3 
!Estimate new m' multiplier 
mnum2=2*armon1 *sm*sm 
mdin2=(sm*sm)+((armonl **2)*m*m) 
armpn I =mnum2/mdin2 
!Estimate new m-alpha multiplier 
instr=m/sm 
a2=(armon1 **4)*(instr* *4)+4*(armonl **2)*(instr* *2)-1 
b2=(-8*(armonl **3)*(instr**2)) 
c2=4*(armon1 **3)*instr 
d2=b2 * *2-4 *a2 *c2 
*if,d2,gt,O,then 
arman1 =(( -1 *b2)+sqrt(b2**2-4*a2*c2))/(2*a2) 
*endif 
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
! ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
!Estimate new m' multiplier 
!Estimate dinominator for new m' 
*do,nvol,emin,emax, 1 
prod1 =(armonl *astrs(nvol))**2 
prod2=sm*sm 
prod3=prod3+((prodl-prod2)**2)*evol(nvol) 
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*end do 
tprod=sqrt(prod3 )/sqrt( tevol) 
mnum3=2*armonl *sm*sm 
mdin3=2*sm*sm+tprod 
armpp I =mnum3/mdin3 
mnum4=2*armonl 
mdin4=1 +(armonllarmool )**2 
armps I =mnum4/mdin4 
termll=tprod/(2*sm*sm) 
! ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
/post! 
set, last 
! Create an element table for centroidal stresses 
etable,censtrs,s,eqv ! centroidal stress 
*vget,cstrs(l ),elem,etab,censtrs,,O 
! Calculate elastic modulus modification ratio 
! Enter elastic modulus adjustment index 
index= 1.0 
*do,count,emin,emax, I 
me en. txt 
ecsf= (sm/cstrs(count))**index !evaluate reduction factor 
ecer = arex(count,niter)*ecsf !calc. new ex 
arex( count,niter+ I) = ecer !write ex in array 
*enddo 
finish 
/prep7 
/nopr 
! modify each element's elastic modulus 
*do,count,emin,emax, I 
*enddo 
finish 
mp,ex,count,arex( count, niter+ I) 
mp,nuxy ,count,nuxy 
mat, count 
emod,count 
multipliers. txt 
! Macro for evaluating lower and upper bound limit load multipliers 
tevol=O 
prod! =0 !product (term2) form' 
prod2=0 !product (term3) form' 
prod3=0 !product (strain energy) for new form m' 
m=O 
tprod=O !total product for new form m' 
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den inl=O 
den in2=0 
den in3=0 
den fnl=O 
den fn2=0 
den fn3=0 
num in=O 
num fn=O 
num in2=0 
/postl 
set, last 
!din. term of old mO 
!din.term of new mO 
!din.term ofponter's mO 
!fmal din. term of old mO 
!fmal din.term of new mO 
!fmal din.term ofponter's lamda 
!num.term of new mO 
!num.term of new mO 
!num.term ofponter's lamda 
etable,nstrs,s,eqv ! centroidal stress 
*vget,astrs( 1 ),elem,etab,nstrs,, 0 
etable,nstrn,epel,eqv ! centroidal strain 
*vget,estrn( 1 ),elem,etab,nstm,,O 
!Finding maximum elemental stress 
*do,nvol,emin,emax, 1 
*if,astrs(nvol),gt,m,then 
m=astrs(nvol) 
*endif 
*enddo 
loop(niter)=m 
shake( niter )=smax 
lb( niter )=sm/loop(niter) 
! ------------------------------------------------------------
! ------------------------------------------------------------
! Estimate old mO, m' and m-alpha multipliers 
! Denominator for old mO 
*do,nvol,emin,emax, 1 
den_inl =den_ inl +((astrs(nvol)**2)*evol(nvol)) 
tevol=tevol+evol(nvol) 
*enddo 
den_ fn 1 =sqrt( den_ in 1) 
! Estimate old mO 
armoo(niter)=sm *sqrt(tevol)/den _ fn 1 
ratio_ old(niter)=tevol/den _ in1 
! Estimate old m' 
mnuml=2*armoo(niter)*sm*sm 
mdinl =(sm*sm)+((armoo(niter)* *2)*m*m) 
armpo(niter)=mnum 1/mdin 1 
! Estimate old m-alpha 
instr=rnlsm 
a 1 =( armoo(niter)* *4 )*(instr* *4 )+4 *( armoo(niter)* *2)*(instr* *2)-1 
b 1 =( -8*(armoo(niter)**3)*(instr**2)) 
cl =4*(armoo(niter)**3)*instr 
dl=bl**2-4*al*cl 
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*if,d 1 ,gt,O,then 
armao(niter)=((-1 *b 1)+sqrt(b 1 **2-4*a1 *c1))/(2*a1) 
*endif 
! ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
! ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
! Estimate new mO, m' and m-alpha multipliers 
! First estimate dinominator for new mO 
*do,nvol,emin,emax, 1 
den_in2=den_in2+(astrs(nvol)**2)*evol(nvol)/arex(nvol,niter+ 1) 
*enddo 
den_ fn2=sqrt( den _in2) 
! Estimate numerator for new mO 
*do,nvol,emin,emax, 1 
num _in=num _in+evo1(nvol)/arex(nvo1,niter+ 1) 
*enddo 
num _fn=sqrt(num _in) 
! Estimate new mO multiplier 
armon(niter)=sm*num _ fn/den _ fn2 
ratio_ new( niter) = num _in/den _in2 
! Estimate new m' multiplier 
mnum2=2*armon(niter)*sm*sm 
mdin2=(sm*sm)+((armon(niter)**2)*m*m) 
armpn(niter)=mnum2/mdin2 
! Estimate new m-alpha multiplier 
instr=m/sm 
a2=( armon(niter)* *4 )*(instr* *4 )+4 *( armon(niter)* *2)*(instr* *2)-1 
b2=( -8*( armon(niter)* *3 )*(instr* *2)) 
c2=4*(armon(niter)**3)*instr 
d2=b2**2-4*a2*c2 
*if,d2,gt,O,then 
arman(niter)=(( -1 *b2)+sqrt(b2 **2-4*a2 *c2))/(2 *a2) 
*endif 
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
! Estimate Ponter's lamda 
! Estimate dinominator for lamda 
*do,nvol,emin,emax, 1 
den_ in3=den _in3+( astrs(nvol)* *2)*evol(nvol)/arex(nvol,niter+ 1) 
*enddo 
! Estimate numerator for lamda 
*do,nvol,emin,emax, 1 
num _in2=num _in2+(astrs(nvo1)*evol(nvol)/arex(nvol,niter+ 1 )) 
*enddo 
! Estimate Ponter's upper bound multiplier 
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armop(niter)=sm*num _in2/den _ in3 
! ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
! Estimate m" multiplier 
! Estimate dinominator for new m" 
*do,nvol,emin,emax, 1 
prod1 =( armoo(niter)*astrs(nvol) )* *2 
prod2=sm*sm 
prod3=prod3+((prod 1-prod2)* *2)*evol(nvol) 
*enddo 
tprod=sqrt(prod3)/sqrt(tevol) 
mnum3=2*armoo(niter)*sm*sm 
mdin3=2 *sm *sm+tprod 
armpp(niter)=mnum3/mdin3 
term1(niter)=tprod/(2*sm*sm) 
term2(niter)=armoo(niter)/( 1 +term 1 (niter)) 
! ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
/post! 
set, last 
tevol=O 
cvol=O 
tstrs=O 
ref_ betastrs _mO. txt 
etable,censtrs,s,eqv ! centroidal stress 
*vget,cstrs(1 ),elem,etab,censtrs,,O 
! calculate the product before sorting in ascending order 
*do,count,emin,emax, 1 
us or( count )=cstrs( count) 
*enddo 
!calculate total volume of the model 
total=O 
*do,count,emin,emax, 1 
tevol=tevol+evol( count) 
*enddo 
! copy the unsorted product from us or array to sor array 
!also copy the usorted volume from evol array to svol array 
*do,count,emin,emax, 1 
*enddo 
sor( count )=us or( count) 
svol( count)=evol( count) 
volnum( count)=count 
!perform sorting of sor and svol array in ascending order 
*do, count, em in, emax -1, 1 
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*do,ncou,count+ I ,emax 
* if,sor( count ),lt,sor( ncou ), then 
dum I =sor( count) 
dum2=svol( count) 
dum3=volnum( count) 
sor( count)=sor(ncou) 
svol( count)=svol(ncou) 
volnum( count)=volnum(ncou) 
sor(ncou)=dumi 
svol(ncou)=dum2 
volnum(ncou)=dum3 
*endif 
*enddo 
*enddo 
!Calculate the ratio of appropriate volume to total volume 
!corresponding to the sorted product 
!to identify at which volume ratio the reference mo volume 
*do,count,emin,emax, 1 
cvol=cvol+svo1(count) 
tstrs=tstrs+(sor( count)* *2)*svol( count) 
cumvol( count)=cvol 
cumstrs( count )=tstrs 
rvol( count)=cvol/tevol 
*enddo 
*vwrite,niter 
("At iteration=",f3.0,/) 
*vwrite, 
("Order of Volumes",/) 
*vwrite,volnum(l) 
(f8.2) 
*vwrite,niter 
("At iteration=",f3.0,/) 
*vwrite, 
("Volume ratios",/) 
*vwrite,rvol( 1) 
(fl0.8) 
!calculate the reference mo's 
*do,count,emin,emax, 1 
rmo(count)=sm*(sqrt(cumvol(count)))/sqrt(cumstrs(count)) 
ref _ratio( count)=cumvol( count)/cumstrs( count) 
*enddo 
*vwrite,niter 
("At iteration=",f3.0,/) 
*vwrite, 
("Reference mo's old",/) 
*vwrite,rmo( 1) 
(fl2.8) 
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*vwrite,niter 
("At iteration=",f3.0,/) 
*vwrite, 
("Reference roo's old ratio",/) 
*vwrite,ref_ratio( 1) 
(f35.30) 
!Reference parameters s 1, s2 and m" 
*do,count,emin,emax, 1 
elem _ num=volnum( count) 
temp 1 =temp 1 +((cstrs(elem _ num)**4)*evo1(elem_num)) 
temp2=temp2+(-2*(cstrs(elem_num)**2)*evol(elem_num)) 
cum_ s 1 (count )=temp 1 
cum_ s2( count)=temp2 
*enddo 
*do,count,emin,emax, 1 
ref_ s 1 ( count)=cum _s 1( count)/(sm**4 *cumvol( count)) 
ref_s2(count)=cum_s2(count)/(sm**2*cumvol(count)) 
term _r( count)=(ref_ s2( count)* *2)-( 4 *ref_ s 1 (count)) 
term_g(count)=(((rmo(count)**4)*ref_s1(count))+((rmo(count)**2)*ref_s2(count))+ 1) 
*enddo 
*vwrite,niter 
("At iteration=",f3.0,/) 
*vwrite, 
("Reference s 1 bar",/) 
*vwrite,ref _ s 1 ( 1) 
(±25.22) 
*vwrite,niter 
("At iteration=",f3.0,/) 
*vwrite, 
("Reference s2bar",/) 
*vwrite,ref _ s2( 1) 
(±25.22) 
*vwrite,niter 
("At iteration=",f3.0,/) 
*vwrite, 
("Reference Term R(zeta)",/) 
*vwrite,term _r(1) 
(f25.22) 
*vwrite,niter 
("At iteration=",f3.0,/) 
*vwrite, 
("Reference Term G(zeta)",/) 
*vwrite,term _g( 1) 
(f35.30) 
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* cfopen, file_ name,res 
*vwrite, 
("M-BETA METHOD RESULTS",/) 
*vwrite, 
("Values before iteration",/) 
*vwrite,elas 
("Max. nodal eqv. elastic stress =",fl6.4,//) 
*vwrite,lb 1 
("Classical Lowerbound=" ,fl6.4,/) 
*vwrite, 
("Old Mo m' mal",/) 
*vwrite,armoo 1 ,armpo 1 ,armao 1 
(fl2.4,fl2.4,fl2.4) 
*vwrite, 
results. txt 
("New Mo m' mal Ponter's mo",/) 
*vwrite,armon 1 ,armpn 1 ,arman 1, armop 1 
(fl2.4,fl2.4,fl2.4,fl2.4) 
*vwrite, 
("new multiplier",/) 
*vwrite,armpp 1 
(fl4.5) 
*vwrite, 
("terms for new mult" ,/) 
*vwrite,termll 
(fl6.7) 
*vwrite, 
("Values after iteration",/) 
*vwrite, 
("Iterative Maximum Stresses",/) 
*vwrite,shake( I ),loop( 1) 
(fl6.4,fl6.4) 
*vwrite, 
("lowerbound values",/) 
*vwrite,lb(l) 
(fl2.4) 
*vwrite,tevol 
("Total volume =",fl2.4,/) 
*vwrite, 
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("Old Mo",/) 
*vwrite,armoo( 1) 
(f12.4) 
*vwrite, 
("Old m"',/) 
*vwrite,armpo( 1) 
(f12.4) 
*vwrite, 
("Old mal",/) 
*vwrite,armao( 1) 
(f12.4) 
*vwrite, 
("New Mo",/) 
*vwrite,armon( 1) 
(f12.4) 
*vwrite, 
("New m"',/) 
*vwrite,armpn( 1) 
(f12.4) 
*vwrite, 
("New mal",/) 
*vwrite,arman( 1) 
(f12.4) 
*vwrite, 
("Pouter's Mo",/) 
*vwrite,armop( 1) 
(f12.4) 
*vwrite, 
("new multipliers",/) 
*vwrite,armpp( 1) 
(f14.5) 
*vwrite, 
("Term term I",/) 
*vwrite,terml(l) 
(f16.7) 
*vwrite, 
("Term term2 based on mo(old)",/) 
*vwrite,term2(1) 
(f16.7) 
*cfclose,file _name,res 
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Input file for Thick Flat Head under Internal Pressure 
/prep7 
p_int=50 
r_in=254.0 
f thk=101.6 
s_thk=101.6 
fil rad=101.6 
cyl_len=406.4 
sm=207 
ex=207e3 
nuxy=0.47 
k,1,r_in 
k,2,r _ in+s _ thk 
k,3,r _in+s _thk,cyl_len-f_thk-fil_rad 
k,4,r_in+s_thk,cyl_len 
k,5,r_in-fil_rad,cyl_len 
k,6,0,cyl_len 
k,7,0,cyl_len-f_thk 
k,8,r _in-fil_rad,cyl_len-s _thk 
k,9,r_in-fil_rad,cyl_len-f_thk-fil_rad 
k, 10,r _ in,cyl_len-f_thk-fil_rad 
I arc, 1 0,8,9 ,fil_rad 
ldiv,1 
ldiv,1 
ldiv,2 
1,3,4 
1,4,5 
ldiv,5 
ldiv,6 
a,1,2,3,10 
a,3,14,12,10 
a,14,4,11,12 
a,4, 15, 13,11 
a,15,13,8,5 
a,5,6,7,8 
et, 1, 182,, 1 
mp,ex,1,ex 
mp,nuxy, 1 ,nuxy 
lesize, 11 ,, 12,112 
lesize,9, 12,2 
lesize, 12,, 14 
lesize, 10,, 14 
lesize, 13,, 12,112 
lesize, 14,, 12,112 
1esize, 15,, 12,112 
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lesize, 16,, 12,2 
lesize,19,,12 
lesize, 17,, 12 
lesize, 18,, 12,112 
eshape,2 
esize,10 
amesh,all 
sfl, 12,pres,p _ int 
sfl, 1,pres,p _ int 
sfl,3,pres,p _int 
sfl,2,pres,p _ int 
sfl,4,pres,p _ int 
sfl, 19 ,pres,p _ int 
nsel,r,loc,y,O 
d,all,uy,O 
nail 
/solu 
solve 
Input File for Welded-in Flat Head under Internal Pressure 
/prep? 
p_int=10 
r in=200 
f thk=43 
s thk=21.5 
w rad=18 
sm=300 
ex=200000 
nuxy=0.47 
et, 1 ,42,, 1 
mp,ex,1,ex 
mp,nuxy, 1 ,nuxy 
k,1 
k,2,r_in+2-(w_rad*2)-s_thk 
k,3,r_in+2-w_rad 
k,4,r _in+s _thk 
k,5,r _in+s _thk,f_thk 
k,6,r_in+2,f_thk 
k, 7 ,r _in+ 2-(2 *w _rad),f_thk 
k,8,r_in+2-(w_rad*2)-s_thk,f_thk 
k,9,0,f_thk 
k,10,r_in+2-w_rad,f_thk-w_rad 
k, 11,r_in+2-w_rad,f_thk 
larc,7,10,11,w_rad 
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ldiv, l 
larc,6,10,1l,w_rad 
ldiv,3 
a,1,2,8,9 
a,8,2,12,7 
a,2,3,10,12 
a,3,4,13,10 
a,4,5,6,13 
k,14,r_in+s_thk,r_in+f_thk 
k, l5,r _in,r _ in+f_thk 
k, 16,r _ in,f_thk 
k,17,r_in-8,f_thk 
k,l8,r_in-8,f_thk+ 10 
1,15,16 
larc,6, 18, 17,10 
boptn,keep,yes 
lcsl, I8, I7 
ldel,I7,I8,l 
Ide l,2I ,22, I 
kdel,I6,I8,I 
k,20,r_in+s_thk,49 
a,6,5,20, 19 
a,l9,20,I4,I5 
eshape,2 
esize,5 
amesh,all 
sfl, 7 ,pres,p _int 
sfl, I O,pres,p _int 
sfl, I ,pres,p _int 
sfl,2,pres,p _int 
sfl,4,pres,p _ int 
sfl,3, pres,p _ int 
sfl, I9 ,pres,p _ int 
sfl,20,pres,p _ int 
/solu 
nsel,r,loc,y,r_in+f_thk 
d,all,uy,O 
nail 
solve 
Limit Analysis of Thick Welded Flat Head Under Internal Pressure 
/prep7 
p_int=50 
r in=254.0 
f thk=I01.6 
s thk=I01.6 
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fil rad=101.6 
cy1_1en=406.4 
sm=207 
ex=207e3 
tb,bkin, 1,1 
tbdata, 1 ,sm 
nuxy=0.3 
k,1,r_in 
k,2,r _ in+s _ thk 
k,3,r _in+s _thk,cy1_1en-f_thk-fil_rad 
k,4,r _in+s _thk,cy1_1en 
k,5,r _ in-fil_rad,cy1_1en 
k,6,0,cy1_1en 
k,7,0,cy1_1en-f_thk 
k,8,r _in-fil_rad,cy1_1en-s _thk 
k,9,r_in-fil_rad,cy1_1en-f_thk-fi1_rad 
k, lO,r_ in,cy1_1en-f_thk-fil_rad 
1arc, I 0,8,9,fil_rad 
1div, I 
Idiv, I 
1div,2 
1,3,4 
1,4,5 
1div,5 
1div,6 
a,I,2,3,IO 
a,3,I4,I2,10 
a,I4,4,II,12 
a,4,I5,I3,II 
a,I5,13,8,5 
a,5,6,7,8 
et,I,42,,I 
mp,ex,I,ex 
mp,nuxy, I ,nuxy 
1esi, I ,,8 
1esi,2,,8 
1esi,3,,8 
1esi,4,,8 
1esize,I1,,I2,114 
1esize,9 ,, I2,4 
1esize, I2,,20 
1esize, I 0,,20 
1esize, I3, I2, 114 
1esize, I4,, I2, I/4 
1esize, I5,, I2, 114 
1esize, I6,, I2,4 
1esize, I9 ,, I8 
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lesize, 17 ,, 18 
lesize, 18,, 12,1/4 
eshape,2 
amesh,all 
nsel,r,loc,y,O 
d,all,uy,O 
nail 
/solu 
p_int=40 
time,p_int 
deltim,p_int 
sfl, 12,pres,p_int 
sfl, I ,pres,p _ int 
sf1,3 ,pres,p _ int 
sf1,2,pres,p _ int 
sf1,4,pres,p _ int 
sfl, 19 ,pres,p _ int 
Is writ 
solve 
p_int=96 
time,p_int 
deltim,2, I ,3 
sfl, 12,pres,p _ int 
sfl, I ,pres,p _ int 
sf1,3,pres,p _ int 
sf1,2,pres,p _int 
sf1,4,pres,p _ int 
sfl, 19 ,pres,p _ int 
outres,all,all 
autots,on 
pred,on 
Is writ 
p_int=IIO 
time,p_int 
deltim,0.2,0.1 ,0.25 
sfl, 12,pres,p _ int 
sfl, I ,pres,p _ int 
sf1,3,pres,p _ int 
sf1,2,pres,p _ int 
sf1,4,pres,p _int 
sf1,19,pres,p_int 
outres,all,all 
autots,on 
pred,on 
Is writ 
solve 
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Limit Analysis of a Welded-in Flat Head under Internal Pressure 
/prep7 
r in=200 
f thk=43 
s thk=21.5 
w rad=18 
sm=300 
ex=200000 
tb,bkin,1,1 
tbdata, 1 ,sm 
nuxy=0.3 
div1 = 12 
div2 = 30 
div3 = 8 
div4 = 40 
et, 1, 182, 1 
mp,ex,1,ex 
mp,nuxy, 1 ,nuxy 
k,1 
k,2,r_ in+2-(w _rad*2)-s _thk 
k,3,r_in+2-w_rad 
k,4,r_in+s_thk 
k,5,r _in+s_thk,f_thk 
k,6,r _in+ 2,f_ thk 
k, 7 ,r _in+ 2-(2 *w _rad),f _ thk 
k,8,r_in+2-(w _rad*2)-s _thk,f_thk 
k,9,0,f_thk 
k,10,r_in+2-w_rad,f_thk-w_rad 
k,11,r_in+2-w _rad,f_thk 
larc,7,10,11,w _rad 
ldiv,1 
larc,6, 10, 11, w _rad 
ldiv,3 
a,1,2,8,9 
a,8,2,12,7 
a,2,3,10,12 
a,3,4,13,10 
a,4,5,6,13 
k, 14,r _ in+s _thk,r _ in+f_thk 
k, 15,r_in,r_in+f_thk 
k, 16,r _ in,f_ thk 
k,17,r_in-8,f_thk 
k, 18,r _in-8,f _ thk+ 10 
1,15,16 
larc,6, 18, 17,10 
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boptn,keep,yes 
lcsl, 18,17 
ldel, 17, 18,1 
1del,21 ,22, 1 
kdel, 16, 18,1 
k,20,r _in+s _thk,49 
a,6,5,20, 19 
a, 19,20, 14,15 
lesi, 1 ,,div 1 
lesi,2,,div 1 
lesi,3 ,,div 1 
lesi,4,,div 1 
lesi,6,div 1, 115 
lesi,9,,div1, 1/5 
lesi, 1 O,,div 1,5 
lesi, 12,,div 1,115 
lesi, 14,,div 1,115 
lesi, 16,,div1, 115 
lesi, 7 ,,div2 
lesi,8,,div 1,3 
lesi, 18,,div1, 1/5 
lesi, 19 ,,div3 
lesi,20,,div4 
lesi,22,,div1, 115 
eshape,2 
amesh,all 
/solu 
nsel,s,loc,y,r _ in+f _ thk 
d,all,uy,O 
nall 
time,1,e-5 
lswrit 
p_int=8 
time,p_int 
deltim,p _ int 
sfl, 7 ,pres,p _ int 
sfl, 1 O,pres,p _int 
sfl, 1 ,pres,p _ int 
sfl,2,pres,p _ int 
stl,4,pres,p _int 
sfl,3,pres,p _int 
sfl, 19 ,pres,p _ int 
sfl,20,pres,p _ int 
lswrit 
p_int=26 
time,p_int 
deltim, 1 ,0.5,2 
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sfl, 7 ,pres,p _ int 
sfl, 1 O,pres,p _int 
sfl, l,pres,p_ int 
sfl,2,pres,p _ int 
sfl,4,pres,p _ int 
sfl,3,pres,p _int 
sfl, 19 ,pres,p _ int 
sfl,20,pres,p _ int 
outres,all,all 
autots,on 
pred,on 
lswrit 
solve 
p_int=29 
time,p_int 
deltim,0.05,0.025,0.1 
sfl, 7 ,pres,p _ int 
sfl, 1 O,pres,p _ int 
sfl, 1 ,pres,p _int 
sfl,2,pres,p _ int 
sfl,4,pres,p _ int 
sfl,3 ,pres,p _ int 
sfl, 19,pres,p _int 
sfl,20,pres,p _ int 
outres,all,all 
autots,on 
pred,on 
lswrit 
solve 
Input file for Plate with a Center Crack 
/prep7 
a=l 
1=5 
w=5 
ex=30e6 
sm=25e3 
nuxy=0.3 
load=20e3 
len=l 
et, 1 ,plane82,,2 
mp,ex,l,ex 
mp,nuxy, 1 ,nuxy 
k,l 
k,2,w-a 
k,3,w-a,l 
k,4,-a,l 
k,5,-a 
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1,1,2 
1,2,3 
lesize,2,,4 
1,3,4 
lesize,3 ,,4 
1,4,5 
lesize,4,,6,0.2 
1,5,1 
esize,5 
kscon, 1,0.15,1,8 
al, 1 ,2,3,4,5 
amesh,1 
/solu 
dl, 1 , 1 ,symrn 
dl,4, 1 ,symrn 
st1,3,pres,-load 
solve 
Limit Load Analysis of a Plate with a Center Crack 
/prep? 
a= I 
ex=30e6 
sm=25e3 
nuxy=0.3 
len=! 
tb,bkin,l 
tbdata, 1 ,sm 
mp,ex,1,ex 
mp,nuxy,l,nuxy 
k,1 
k,2,4 
k,3,4,5 
k,4,-1,5 
k,5,-1 
1,1,2 
1,2,3 
lesize,2,,4 
1,3,4 
lesize,3 ,,4 
1,4,5 
lesize,4,,6,0.2 
1,5,1 
et, 1 ,plane82,,2 
esize,5 
kscon, 1 ,0.15, 1,8 
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al, 1 ,2,3,4,5 
amesh,1 
/so1u 
load=25000 
dl,1,1,symm 
dl,4,1,symm 
sfl,3,pres,-load 
so leon, on 
nropt,auto 
autots,on 
nsubst, 150,200,150 
neqit,50 
outres,all,all 
time,25000 
solve 
Input File for Compact Tension Specimen 
/prep7 
a=0.0466 
b=0.003 
w=0.1 
w1=0.125 
h=0.060 
r=0.0125 
e=0.0275 
s=0.003 
d1=0.080 
d2=0.075 
load=20e3/5 
ex=211e09 
sm=488.43e06 
nuxy=0.47 
mp,ex,1,ex 
mp,nuxy, 1 ,nuxy 
k,1,a 
k,2,w 
k,3,w,h 
k,4,h 
k,5,(w-w1),h 
k,6,(w-w1),s 
k,7,s 
k,8,(w-d1),s 
k,9,(w-d2) 
k, 10,e 
k, 11,e,e 
circle,lO,r,11,4,8 
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1,1,2 
*repeat,8, 1,1 
1,9, 1 
1,4,12 
1,16,7 
ksel,s,loc,x, -1 e-6, 1 
lslk,s, 1 
al,all 
ksel,s,loc,x,-1, 1 e-6 
lslk,s, 1 
al,all 
ksel,all 
lsel,all 
et, 1 ,plane2,,3 
r,1,b 
esize,a/4 
kscon, 1,a/16, 1,9 
amesh,all 
wsort,x 
finish 
/solution 
antype,O 
nsel,s,loc,y 
nsel,r,loc,x,a,w 
d,all,uy,O 
nsel,r,loc,x,a 
d,all,ux,O 
nsel,all 
f,515,fy,load 
f,516,fy,load 
f,8,fy,load 
f,9,fy,load 
f,6,fy,load 
solve 
Limit Load Analysis of a Compact Tension Specimen 
/prep? 
a=0.046 
b=0.003 
w=0.1 
w1=0.125 
h=0.06 
r=O.Ol25 
e=0.0275 
s=0.003 
d1=0.08 
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d2=0.075 
ex=211e9 
sm=488.43e06 
nuxy=0.3 
1oad=20000/5 
tb,bkin,1 
tbdata, 1 ,sm 
mp,ex,1,ex 
mp,nuxy, 1 ,nuxy 
k,1,a 
k,2,w 
k,3,w,h 
k,4,h 
k,5,(w-w1),h 
k,6,(w-w1 ),s 
k,7,s 
k,8,(w-d1),s 
k,9,(w-d2) 
k, 10,e 
k, 11,e,e 
circle, 1 O,r, 11 ,4,8 
1,1,2 
*repeat,8, 1,1 
1,9,1 
1,4,12 
1,16,7 
kse1,s,1oc,x,-1 e-6, 1 
1s1k,s, 1 
a1,all 
kse1,s,1oc,x,-1, 1 e-6 
1s1k,s, 1 
a1,all 
kse1,all 
1se1,all 
et, 1 ,p1ane2,,3 
r,1,b 
esize,a/4 
kscon, 1 ,a/16, 1,9 
amesh,all 
wsort,x 
finish 
/so1u 
antype,O 
nse1,s,1oc,y 
nse1,r,1oc,x,a, w 
d,all,uy,O 
nse1,r,1oc,x,a 
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d,all,ux,O 
nsel,all 
f,515,fy,load 
f,516,fy,load 
f,8,fy,load 
f,9,fy,load 
f,6,fy,load 
so leon, on 
nropt,auto 
autots,on 
nsubst,75,100,75 
neqit,50 
outres,all,all 
time,20000 
solve 
Input File for a Plate with Multiple Cracks 
/prep7 
ex=210000 
sm=480 
nuxy=0.3 
load=-300 
et, 1 ,plane2 
mp,ex,1,ex 
mp,nuxy, 1 ,nuxy 
k,1 
k,2,10 
k,3,15 
k,4,25 
k,5,32.5 
k,6,40 
k,7,50 
k,8,0,5 
k,9,15,5 
k,10,27.5,5 
k, 11 ,32.5,5 
k,12,50,5 
k,13,20,10 
k, 14,27.5, 17.5 
k, 15,35,25 
k,16,27.5,17.5 
k,17,0,50 
k,18,27.5,50 
k,19,50,40 
k,20,50,50 
k,21,50,100 
k,22,0,100 
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a,1,2,3,9,8 
a,3,4,5,11,10,9 
a,5,6, 7, 12,11 
a,8,9, 13, 14, 18,17 
a,9,10,16,13 
a,10,11,12,19,15,16 
a, 14, 15,19,20,18 
a, 17, 18,20,21,22 
kscon,2,2, 1, 12 
kscon, 13 ,2, 1,6 
kscon,15,2,1,6 
esize,2 
lesize,2,8 
amesh,1,2 
esize,4 
lesize, 15 ,, 10 
lesize,23 ,, 15 
lesize, 16,, 12 
lesize,21 ,, 12 
lesize,24,, 12 
lesize,25,, 12 
amesh,3 
amesh,4,5 
amesh,6,7 
esize,10 
amesh,8 
finish 
/solu 
nsel,s,1oc,x,O 
d,all,ux,O 
nsel,all 
nse1,s,loc,y,O 
nsel,r,loc,x, 10,50 
d,all,uy,O 
nsel,all 
nsel,s,loc,y, 100 
sf,all,pres,1oad 
nsel,all 
solve 
Limit Analysis of a Plate with Multiple Cracks 
/prep7 
ex=210000 
sm=480 
nuxy=0.3 
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et, 1 ,plane2 
tb,bkin,1 
tbdata, 1, sm 
mp,ex,1,ex 
mp,nuxy, 1 ,nuxy 
k,1 
k,2,10 
k,3,15 
k,4,25 
k,5,32.5 
k,6,40 
k,7,50 
k,8,0,5 
k,9,15,5 
k, 10,27 .5,5 
k, 11 ,32.5,5 
k,12,50,5 
k,l3,20,10 
k,14,27.5,17.5 
k,15,35,25 
k,16,27.5,17.5 
k,17,0,50 
k,18,27.5,50 
k,19,50,40 
k,20,50,50 
k,21 ,50, 100 
k,22,0,100 
a,1,2,3,9,8 
a,3,4,5,11,10,9 
a,5,6,7,12,11 
a,8,9, 13, 14, 18,17 
a,9, 10, 16,13 
a, 10, 11, 12, 19, 15,16 
a, 14, 15,19,20,18 
a, 17,18,20,21,22 
kscon,2,2,1,12 
kscon,13,2,1,6 
kscon,15,2,1,6 
esize,2 
lesize,2,,8 
amesh,1,2 
esize,4 
lesize, 15,, 10 
lesize,23,,15 
lesize, 16,, 12 
lesize,21 ,, 12 
lesize,24,, 12 
lesize,25,,12 
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amesh,3 
amesh,4,5 
amesh,6,7 
esize,10 
amesh,8 
finish 
/solu 
load=-300 
nsel,s,loc,x,O 
d,all,ux,O 
nsel,all 
nse1,s,loc,y,O 
nsel,r,loc,x, 10,50 
d,all,uy,O 
nsel,all 
nsel,s,loc,y, 100 
sf,all,pres,load 
nsel,all 
so leon, on 
nropt,auto 
autots,on 
nsubst, 100,150,100 
neqit,50 
outres,all,all 
time,300 
solve 
Macro for Evaluating Limit Loads of Anisotropic Components 
! Enter number of iterations in EMAP 
iter=10 
! initial iteration: elastic solution 
niter= 0 
! Enter the ANSYS input file name 
/inp,file _name, txt 
finish 
/prep7 
/nopr 
nsel,all 
esel,all 
rejnew.txt 
! Obtain the minimum and maximum number elements and nodes 
*get,emin,elem,num,min !get min element number as emin 
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*get,emax,elem,num,max !get max element number as emax 
*get,nmin,node,num,min !get min node number as nmin 
*get,nmax,node,num,max !get max node number as nmax 
! Get material properties for the initial iteration 
! Get Young's and Shear Modulus 
*get, ex, ex, 1 
*get,ey,ey,l 
*get,ez,ez, 1 
*get,gxy,gxy,l 
* get,gyz,gyz, 1 
* get,gxz,gxz, 1 
! Get Poisson's ratios 
* get,nuxy,nuxy, 1 
* get,nuyz,nuyz, 1 
* get,nuxz,nuxz, 1 
! Arrays for iteration results 
*dim,loop,iter ! for maximum centroidal stress 
*dim,lb,iter ! for cl. lb results 
*dim,armon,iter ! for mo new results 
*dim,armop,iter ! for ponter's mo results 
*dim,armoo,iter ! for mo old results 
*dim,armpn,iter ! for mp new results 
*dim,armpo,iter ! for mp old results 
*dim,armao,iter ! for rna old results 
*dim,arman,iter ! for rna new results 
*dim,armpp,iter ! for mpn (mp) new results 
! Array for Young's Moduli in each element 
! matrix for element youngs and shear moduli 
*dim,arex,emax,iter+ 1 
*dim,arey,emax,iter+ 1 
*dim,arez,emax,iter+ 1 
*dim,argxy,emax,iter+ 1 
*dim,argyz,emax,iter+ 1 
*dim,argxz,emax,iter+ 1 
! Arrays for Reference Volume mO's 
*dim,usor,emax !unsorted product 
*dim,sor,emax !sorted product 
*dim,svol,emax !corresponding sorted volumes 
*dim,rmo,emax !reference mo's 
*dim,rmon,emax !reference new mo's 
*dim,rvol,emax !reference volume ratios 
*dim,volnum,emax !order of volumes 
*dim,cumvol,emax !cumulative volumes 
*dim,cumstrs,emax !cumulative stresses 
*dim,ref_ratio,emax !reference ratio for mO-old 
! Reference Parameters for m" 
*dim,ref_s1,emax ! Term s1bar 
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* dim,ref _ s2,emax 
*dim, term _r,emax 
*dim, term _g,emax 
*dim,ref_ mpp,emax 
*dim,cum_s1,emax 
*dim, cum_ s2,emax 
*dim,evol,emax 
! Term s2bar 
! Term R(zeta) 
! Term G(zeta) 
! Reference m" 
! Cumulative S 1 
! Cumulative S2 
!elem volume 
! Arrays for normal and shear stresses in x,y,z directions 
*dim,sx,,emax 
*dim,sy,emax 
*dim,sz,emax 
*dim,sxy ,emax 
*dim,syz,emax 
*dim,sxz,emax 
*dim,cstrs,emax !equivalent stress (Hill's criterion) 
finish 
/postl 
etable,xstrs,s,x 
etable,ystrs,s,y 
etable,zstrs,s,z 
etable,xystrs,s,xy 
etable,yzstrs,s,yz 
etable,xzstrs,s,xz 
*vget,sx( 1 ),elem,etab,xstrs,,O 
*vget,sy( 1 ),elem,etab,ystrs,,O 
*vget,sz( 1 ),elem,etab,zstrs,,O 
*vget,sxy( 1 ),elem,etab,xystrs,,O 
*vget,syz( 1 ),elem,etab,yzstrs,,O 
*vget,sxz( 1 ),elem,etab,xzstrs,,O 
etable,evoltab,volu ! table for element volume 
*vget,evo I( 1 ),elem,etab,evoltab,, 0 
*do,count,emin,emax, 1 
*enddo 
arex( count, 1) = ex 
arey( count, 1) = ey 
arez( count, 1) = ez 
argxy( count, 1) = gxy 
argyz( count, 1) = gyz 
argxz( count, 1) = gxz 
niter=O ! setting iteration number to be zero 
! Evaluate limit load multipliers at the initial iteration 
/inp,aniso _ init,txt 
finish 
! Perform elastic modulus modification for each iteration and solve 
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*do,niter, 1 ,iter, 1 
! read stresses and calculate new elastic modulus at each element 
! write new elastic modulus values to arex array 
/inp,aniso _ cen,txt 
/solu 
/nopr 
solve 
finish 
/postl 
/nopr 
set, last 
! Limit load multiplier evaluations 
/inp,aniso _ mult,txt 
! Enter the iteration number in which the reference volume is to be calculated 
*if,niter,eq,20,then 
*enddo 
/inp,refr _ betastrs _ mO,txt 
*endif 
finish 
! write results out to file 
/inp,results,txt 
save 
/exit,all 
aniso _in it. txt 
tevol=O 
m=O 
prod1=0 
prod2=0 
prod3=0 
term11 =0 !product (term2) for new form m" 
tprod=O !total product for new form m" 
den in1=0 !din.term of old mo 
den in2=0 !din.term of new mo 
den in3=0 
den fn1=0 
den fn2=0 
num in=O 
num in2=0 
num fn=O 
/postl 
set, last 
!din.term ofp's mo 
!final din. term of old mo 
!fmal din.term of new mo 
!num.term of new mo 
!num.term of new mo 
!Calculate Effective stress according to Hill's criterion 
sm=smx 
a12=sm**2*(1/smx**2+ llsmy**2-llsmz**2) 
a23=sm**2*( -llsmx**2+ 1/smy**2+ llsmz**2) 
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a31 =sm**2*(1/smx**2-l/smy**2+ l/smz**2) 
a44=( sm/ smxy )* *2/3 
a55=(sm/smyz)* *2/3 
a66=(sm/smxz)**2/3 
*do,count,emin,emax, 1 
effl =0.5 *(al2 *(sx( count)-sy( count))* *2+a23 *(sy( count)-sz( count))**2+a31 *(sz( count)-sx( count))**2) 
eff2=3*(a44*sxy(count)**2+a55*syz(count)**2+a66*sxz(count)**2) 
cstrs( count)=( effl +eff2)**0.5 
*enddo 
!Finding maximum elemental stress 
*do,nvol,emin,emax, 1 
*if,cstrs(nvol),gt,m,then 
m=cstrs(nvol) 
*endif 
*enddo 
loop1=m 
lb 1 =sm/loop 1 
! ------------------------------------------------------------
!Estimate new mO, Ponter's mO, m' and m-alpha multipliers 
!Estimate dinominator for new mO 
*do,nvol,emin,emax, 1 
den_ in2=den _in2+( cstrs(nvol)* *2)*evol(nvol)/ex 
den _in3=den _ in3+( cstrs(nvol)**2)*evol(nvol)/ex 
*enddo 
den_ fn2=sqrt( den_ in2) 
!Estimate numerator for new mO 
*do,nvol,emin,emax, 1 
num _in=num _ in+evol(nvol)/ex 
num _in2=num _in2+( cstrs(nvol)*evol(nvol)/ex) 
*enddo 
num_fn=sqrt(num_in) 
!Estimate new mO, Ponter's lamda multiplier 
armon1=sm*num fn/den fn2 
- -
armop 1 =sm*num _in2/den _in3 
!Estimate new m' multiplier 
mnum2=2*armon1 *sm*sm 
mdin2=(sm*sm)+((armon1 **2)*m*m) 
armpn 1 =mnum2/mdin2 
!Estimate new m-alpha multiplier 
instr=m/sm 
a2=(armon1 **4)*(instr**4)+4*(armon1 **2)*(instr**2)-1 
b2=(-8*(armon1 **3)*(instr**2)) 
c2=4*(armon1 **3)*instr 
d2=b2**2-4*a2*c2 
*if,d2,gt,O,then 
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annan 1 =(( -1 *b2)+sqrt(b2* *2-4*a2*c2))/(2 *a2) 
*endif 
! ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
!Estimate new m' multiplier 
!Estimate dinominator for new m' 
*do,nvol,emin,emax, I 
prod! =(armonl *cstrs(nvol))**2 
prod2=sm*sm 
prod3=prod3+((prod l-prod2)* *2)*evol(nvol) 
*enddo 
tprod=sqrt(prod3 )/sqrt( tevo 1) 
mnum3=2*armonl *sm*sm 
mdin3=2 *sm *sm+tprod 
armpp 1 =mnum3/mdin3 
mnum4=2 *armonl 
mdin4= 1 +(arm on 1/armoo I)* *2 
armps I =mnum4/mdin4 
term II =tprod/(2*sm*sm) 
! ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
aniso cen.txt 
/postl 
set, last 
! Element tables for normal and shear stresses in x,y,z directions 
etable,xstrs,s,x 
etable,ystrs,s,y 
etable,zstrs,s,z 
etable,xystrs,s,xy 
etable,yzstrs,s,yz 
etable,xzstrs,s,xz 
*vget,sx( I ),elem,etab,xstrs,,O 
*vget,sy( I ),elem,etab,ystrs,,O 
*vget,sz( I ),elem,etab,zstrs,,O 
*vget,sxy( I ),elem,etab,xystrs,,O 
*vget,syz( I ),elem,etab,yzstrs,, 0 
*vget,sxz( I ),elem,etab,xzstrs,,O 
!Calculate Effective stress according to Hill's criterion 
sm=smx 
al2=sm**2*(1/smx**2+ l/smy**2-llsmz**2) 
a23=sm**2*(-llsmx**2+ llsmy**2+ 1/smz**2) 
a31 =sm**2*(1/smx**2-llsmy**2+ l/smz**2) 
a44=(srn/smxy)**2/3 
a55=(srn/smyz)**2/3 
a66=(srn/smxz)**2/3 
*do,count,emin,emax, I 
effl =0.5 *(al2*(sx( count)-sy( count))* *2+a23 *(sy( count)-sz( count))* *2+a31 *(sz( count)-sx( count))**2) 
eft2=3*(a44*sxy(count)**2+a55*syz(count)**2+a66*sxz(count)**2) 
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cstrs(count)=(effl +eft2)**0.5 
*enddo 
! Perform elastic modulus modification 
index=l.O 
*do,count,emin,emax, I 
rf= (srnlcstrs(count))**index 
arex( count,niter+ I) = arex( count,niter)*rf 
arey( count,niter+ I) = arey( count,niter)*rf 
arez( count,niter+ I) = arez( count,niter)*rf 
argxy( count,niter+ I) = argxy( count,niter)*rf 
argyz( count,niter+ I) = argyz( count,niter)*rf 
argxz( count,niter+ I) = argxz( count,niter)*rf 
*enddo 
finish 
/prep7 
/nopr 
! modify each elements ex 
*do,count,emin,emax, I 
uimp,count,ex,ey,ez,arex( count,niter+ I ),arey( count,niter+ I ),arez( count,niter+ I) 
uimp,count,nuxy,nuyz,nuxz,nuxy,nuyz,nuxz 
uimp,count,gxy,gyz,gxz,argxy( count,niter+ I ),argyz( count,niter+ I ),argxz( count,niter+ I) 
mat, count 
*enddo 
finish 
emod,count 
aniso mult.txt 
tevol=O 
prod I =0 !product (term2) for new form m' (added) 
prod2=0 !product (term3) for new form m' (added) 
prod3=0 !product (strain energy) for new form m' (added) 
m=O 
tprod=O !total product for new form m' (added) 
den_inl=O !din.term of old mo 
den in2=0 !din.term of new mo 
den in3=0 !din.term ofponter's mo 
den ful =0 !fmal din. term of old mo 
den fn2=0 
den fu3=0 
num in=O 
num fu=O 
num in2=0 
/post I 
set, last 
etab le,xstrs,s,x 
etable,ystrs,s,y 
etable,zstrs,s,z 
etable,xystrs,s,xy 
etab le,yzstrs,s,yz 
etable,xzstrs,s,xz 
!fmal din.term of new mo 
!final din.term ofponter's mo 
!num.term of new mo 
!num.term of new mo 
!num.term ofponter's mo 
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*vget,sx( I ),elem,etab,xstrs,O 
*vget,sy( I ),elem,etab,ystrs,,O 
*vget,sz( I ),elem,etab,zstrs,,O 
*vget,sxy( I ),elem,etab,xystrs, 0 
*vget,syz(I ),elem,etab,yzstrs,,O 
*vget,sxz(I),elem,etab,xzstrs,,O 
!Calculate Effective stress according to Hill's criterion 
sm=smx 
ai2=sm**2*(1/smx* *2+ 1/smy* *2-llsmz**2) 
a23=sm**2*( -I/smx**2+ llsmy**2+ l/smz**2) 
a3I =sm**2*(1/smx**2-llsmy**2+ I/smz**2) 
a44=(srnlsmxy)**2/3 
a55=(srnlsmyz)**2/3 
a66=(srnlsmxz)**2/3 
*do,count,emin,emax, I 
effl =0.5 *(ai2*(sx( count)-sy( count))**2+a23 *(sy( count)-sz( count))**2+a3I *(sz( count)-sx( count))* *2) 
eff2=3*(a44*sxy(count)**2+a55*syz(count)**2+a66*sxz(count)**2) 
cstrs(count)=(effl +eff2)**0.5 
*enddo 
!Finding maximum elemental stress 
*do,nvol,emin,emax, I 
*if,cstrs(nvol),gt,m,then 
m=cstrs(nvol) 
*endif 
*enddo 
loop(niter)=m 
lb( niter )=srn!loop( niter) 
! ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
! Estimate new mO, m' and m-alpha multipliers 
! First estimate dinominator for new mO 
*do,nvol,emin,emax, I 
den_ in2=den _ in2+( cstrs(nvol)**2)*evol(nvol)/arex(nvol,niter+ I) 
*enddo 
den_ fn2=sqrt( den _in2) 
! Estimate numerator for new mO 
*do,nvol,emin,emax, I 
num _in=num _in+evol(nvol)/arex(nvol,niter+ I) 
*enddo 
num_fn=sqrt(num_in) 
! Estimate new mO multiplier 
armon(niter)=sm *num _ fn/den _ fn2 
ratio_new(niter) = num_in/den_in2 
! Estimate new m' multiplier 
mnurn2=2*armon(niter)*sm*sm 
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mdin2=(sm*sm)+((armon(niter)**2)*m*m) 
armpn(niter)=mnum2/mdin2 
! Estimate new m-alpha multiplier 
instr=m/sm 
a2=( armon(niter)* *4 )*(instr* *4 )+4 *( armon(niter)* *2)*(instr* *2)-1 
b2=( -8*(armon(niter)* *3)*(instr* *2)) 
c2=4*(armon(niter)**3)*instr 
d2=b2**2-4*a2*c2 
*if,d2,gt,O,then 
annan( niter)=( ( -1 *b2)+sqrt(b2 * *2-4 *a2 *c2) )/(2 *a2) 
*endif 
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
! Estimate Ponter's lamda 
! Estimate dinominator for lamda 
*do,nvol,emin,emax, 1 
den _in3=den _ in3+( astrs(nvol)* *2)*evol(nvol)/arex(nvol,niter+ 1) 
*enddo 
! Estimate numerator for lamda 
*do,nvol,emin,emax, 1 
num _ in2=num _in2+( cstrs(nvol)*evol(nvol)/arex(nvol,niter+ 1 )) 
*enddo 
! Estimate Ponter's upper bound multiplier 
armop(niter)=sm *num _ in2/den _ in3 
! ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
! Estimate m" multiplier 
! Estimate dinominator for new m" 
*do,nvol,emin,emax, 1 
prod 1 =( armoo(niter)*cstrs(nvol) )* *2 
prod2=sm*sm 
prod3=prod3+((prod l-prod2)* *2)*evol(nvol) 
*enddo 
tprod=sqrt(prod3)/sqrt(tevol) 
mnum3=2 *armoo(niter)*sm *sm 
mdin3=2 *sm *sm+tprod 
armpp(niter)=mnum3/mdin3 
term1(niter)=tprod/(2*sm*sm) 
term2(niter )=armoo( niter)/( 1 +term 1 (niter)) 
! ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Equivalent Stress for Fourth-order Criterion 
p=0.5153796 
q=14.39346 
r=5.24605 
t=10.31122 
yl=0.2553 
y2=yl 
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y3=3 
st1 =0.5*(sx(count)+sz(count)) 
st2=0.5 *(sx( count)-sz( count)) 
st3=sxz( count) 
eff11 =p*st1 **4+q*(st2**2+st3**2)**2+r*(st1 **2 *(st2**2+st3 **2)) 
eff12=t*st1 *st2*(st2**2-3*st3**2) 
effl=(effll+eff12)**0.5 
eff21 =y 1 *sy( count)**2-y2*(sy( count)*(sx( count)+sz( count))) 
eff22=y3 *(sxy( count)* *2+syz( count)* *2) 
eff2=eft21 +eft22 
cstrs(count)=(effl +eft2)**0.5 
Input file for Orthotropic cylinder under Internal Pressure 
/prep7 
ri=30 
ro=40 
div=30 
hi=(ro-ri)/div 
prsr=250 
xx=579.2 
yy=472.3 
zz=630.9 
rr=262.9 
ss=262.9 
tt=262.9 
yrnx=xx**2 
yrny=yy**2 
yrnz=zz**2 
srnxy=rr**2 
srnyz=ss**2 
srnxz=tt* *2 
pxy=0.47*yy**2 *( 1/xx* *2+ 1/yy* *2-llzz**2) 
pyz=0.47*zz**2*( -llxx**2+ 1/yy**2+ llzz**2) 
pxz=0.47*zz**2 *(1/xx* *2-1/yy**2+ l!zz**2) 
et, 1,42 
keyopt, 1 ,3, 1 
uirnp, 1 ,ex,ey,ez,yrnx,yrny ,yrnz 
uirnp, 1 ,nuxy,nuyz,nuxz,pxy,pyz,pxz 
uirnp, 1 ,gxy,gyz,gxz,srnxy ,srnyz,srnxz 
k,1,ri,O 
k,2,ro,O 
k,3,ro,hi 
k,4,ri,hi 
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l, 1 ,2,div, 1 
1,2,3,1 
l,3,4,div, 1 
1,4,1,1 
a,1,2,3,4 
amesh,1 
/solu 
d,all,uy,O 
nsel,s,loc,x,ri 
sf,all,pres,prsr 
nsel,all 
solve 
finish 
Limit Analysis of Orthotropic Cylinder 
/prep7 
ri=30 
ro=40 
div=30 
hi=(ro-ri)/div 
prsr=250 
xx=579.2 
yy=472.3 
zz=630.9 
rr=262.9 
ss=262.9 
tt=262.9 
ymx=100993 
ymy=95793.6 
ymz=100593 
smxy=36147.6 
pxy=0.3610 
pyz=0.345 
pxz=0.3406 
et, 1,42 
key opt, 1 ,3, 1 
uimp, 1 ,ex,ey,ez,ymx,ymy,ymz 
uimp, 1 ,nuxy,nuyz,nuxz,pxy,pyz,pxz 
uimp, 1 ,gxy ,gyz,gxz,smxy,smyz,smxz 
tb,aniso,1 
tbmodif, 1, I ,xx 
tbmodif, 1 ,2,yy 
tbmodif, 1,3 ,zz 
tbmodif,3, I ,xx 
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tbmodif,3 ,2,yy 
tbmodif,3 ,3 ,zz 
tbmodif,5, I ,rr 
tbmodif,5,2,ss 
tbmodif,5,3,tt 
k, l,ri,O 
k,2,ro,O 
k,3,ro,hi 
k,4,ri,hi 
I, I ,2,div, I 
1,2,3,1 
1,3,4,div,l 
1,4,1,1 
a,l,2,3,4 
amesh,l 
/solu 
time, I 
autots,l 
kbc,O 
nsubst, I 00,500,20 
neqit,40 
outres,all,all 
d,all,uy,O 
nsel,s,loc,x,ri 
sf,all,pres,prsr 
nsel,all 
solve 
finish 
Input file for Bridgman Notch Specimen 
/prep7 
load=500 
dl=26.416 
d2=2l.082 
r=6.858 
h=30 
smx=579.2 
smy=472.3 
smz=579.2 
smxy=262.9 
smyz=262.9 
smxz=366.6 
mod ex=smx**2 
mod_ ey=smy* *2 
mod ez=smz**2 
mod _gxy=smxy* *2 
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mod _gyz=smyz* *2 
mod _gxz=smxz* *2 
nuxy=0.47*smy* *2 *(1/smx* *2+ llsmy**2-llsmz**2) 
nuyz=0.47*smz**2*( -llsmx**2+ 1/smy**2+ 1/smz**2) 
nuxz=0.4 7*smz**2 *(1/smx**2-llsmy* *2+ 1/smz* *2) 
et, 1 ,plane 182 
keyopt, 1 ,3, 1 
uimp, 1 ,ex,ey ,ez,mod _ex, mod_ ey,mod _ ez 
uimp, 1 ,nuxy,nuyz,nuxz,nuxy,nuyz,nuxz 
uimp, 1 ,gxy ,gyz,gxz,mod _gxy,mod _gyz,mod _gxz 
blc4,0,0,dl/2,h 
cyl4,d2/2+r,O,r 
asba,1,2 
k,lO,O,h/2, 
k,ll,dl/2+1,h/2, 
kbet, 7 ,9,0,rati,0.5, 
1,10,11 
1,2,10 
asbl,3,1 
asbl,2,2 
lesize,4,,20, 10, 
lesize, 12,,20,0.1, 
lesize,9,,20,0, 1, 
lesize, 1 ,, 12,1, 
lesize,3, 12, 1, 
lesize,5,, 12,1, 
lesize,6,, 12,1, 
lesize, 7,, 12, 1, 
lesize,8,, 12, 1, 
lesize, 1 0,, 12,1, 
asel,all 
amesh,all 
csys,O 
nsel,s,loc,y,O 
d,all,uy,O 
nall 
nsel,s,loc,x,O 
d,all,ux,O 
nall 
/solu 
nsel,s,loc,y ,h 
sf,all,pres,-load 
nsel,all 
solve 
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Input file for Equivalent Solid Model of a Tubesheet for Hill's Yield Criterion 
/prep? 
phri=77.5 ! Primary head inside radius 
phro=phri+7 ! Primary head outside radius 
ro=72.0644 ! outermost tube center radius 
ri=I6.8592 ! innermost tube center radius 
ttp=l.O ! Tube pitch 
ttd=0.758 ! Tubehole diameter 
h=ttp-ttd ! nominal width ofligament between tubes 
cr=l!I6 ! corrosion allowance 
trs=ro+0.25*(ttp-h) ! Tubesheet R* 
trsi=ri-0.25*(ttp-h) ! Tubesheet Ri* 
tsro=I67*0.5 ! Tubesheet outer diameter 
tthk=3+25/32-cr ! thickshell thickness at tubesheet 
! Secondary shell inside radius 
! Tubesheet thickness 
! Primary head height 
ssri=tsro-tthk 
tst=2I.5-cr 
phh=50.44 
dcen=I1.125 ! distance from bottom of TS to Prim head center 
phct=phh+dcen ! Primary head centre 
dhp=phct-phh 
dhs=-phct+phh+tst 
divi = I6 
div2 = 2 
div3 = 4 
div4 = 3 
div5 = I6 
pri_pres=2.5e3 
sec _pres=250 
smx=9.2704e3 
smy=I2.853e3 
smz=9.2704e3 
smxy=6.287e3 
smyz=6.287e3 
smxz=5.5909e3 
sm=smx 
mod ex=smx**2 
mod_ ey=smy* *2 
mod ez=smz**2 
mod _gxy=smxy* *2 
mod _gyz=smyz* *2 
mod _gxz=smxz* *2 
nuxy=0.49*smy**2*( 1/smx* *2+ 1/smy* *2-llsmz**2) 
nuyz=0.49*smz**2*( -llsmx**2+ llsmy**2+ llsmz**2) 
nuxz=0.49*smz**2*( l/smx**2-I/smy* *2+ l!smz**2) 
et, I ,solid I86 
uimp, I ,ex,ey,ez,mod _ ex,mod _ ey,mod _ ez 
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uimp, 1 ,nuxy ,nuyz,nuxz,nuxy ,nuyz,nuxz 
uimp, 1 ,gxy,gyz,gxz,mod _gxy ,mod _gyz,mod _gxz 
k,1 
k,2, trs, -dhp 
k,3,trs,dhs 
k,4,trsi,-dhp 
k,5,trsi,dhs 
!could be tbs OD (this is final) 
!could be tbs OD (this is final) 
!tbs IR 
k,6,0,-dhp+(phro-phri)*0.5 !related to tbs 
k,7,tsro,-dhp+(phro-phri)*0.5 !related to tbs 
k,8,0,dhs-(tsro-ssri) !related to tbs 
k,9,tsro,dhs-(tsro-ssri) !related to tbs 
a,2,3,5,4 
1,6,7 
1,8,9 
lcsl,5, 1 
lcsl,9,3 
lcsl,5,6 
lcsl,8,13 
ldel,9,11,2 
ldel,6, 10,4 
k,,-trs 
k,trs 
1,1,15 
lcsl,6,14 
ldel,8 
!arc, 15, 14,1 ,trs 
a,4,2,10,11 
a,11,10,15,16 
a,16,15,13,12 
a, 12, 13,3,5 
lesize,4,,div1 
lesize, 12,,div1 
lesize, 16,,div 1 
lesize,2,,div 1 
lesize, 11 ,,div 1 
lesize, 1 ,,div2 
lesize,5,,div2 
lesize,3,,div2 
lesize, 7 ,,div2 
lesize,8,,div3 
lesize,9,,div3 
lesize, 1 O,,div4 
lesize, 13 ,,div4 
lesize,6,,div5 
adel,1 
type,1 
vdrag,2,3,4,5,,6 
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vmesh,all 
asel,s,6 
asel,a,, 10 
asel,a,, 14 
asel,a,, 18 
nsla,s, 1 
d,all,ux,O 
d,all,uz,O 
d,all,uy,O 
nall 
nsel,s,loc,x,O 
d,all,ux,O 
nall 
nsel,s,loc,z,O 
d,all,uz,O 
nall 
sfa, 19 ,pres, sec _pres 
sfa, 1 ,pres,pri_pres 
allsel 
/solu 
solve 
Input file for Tubesheet with Fourth Order Yield Criterion 
/prep? 
phri=77 .5 ! Primary head inside radius 
phro=phri+7 ! Primary head outside radius 
ro=72.0644 ! outermost tube center radius 
ri=16.8592 ! innermost tube center radius 
ttp=l.O ! Tube pitch 
ttd=0.758 ! Tubehole diameter 
h=ttp-ttd ! nominal width ofligament between tubes 
cr=l/16 ! corrosion allowance 
trs=ro+0.25*(ttp-h) ! Tubesheet R * 
trsi=ri-0.25*(ttp-h) ! Tubesheet Ri* 
tsro=167*0.5 ! Tubesheet outer diameter 
tthk=3+25/32-cr ! thickshell thickness at tubesheet 
! Secondary shell inside radius 
! Tubesheet thickness 
! Primary head height 
ssri=tsro-tthk 
tst=21.5-cr 
phh=50.44 
dcen=11.125 ! distance from bottom of TS to Prim head center 
phct=phh+dcen ! Primary head centre 
dhp=phct-phh 
dhs=-phct+phh+tst 
pri_pres=2.5e3 
sec _pres=250 
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smx=9.271e3 
smy=12.853e3 
smz= 12.296e3 
smxy=6.287e3 
smyz=6.287e3 
smxz=5.5909e3 
sm=0.242*45e3 
nuxy=O 
nuyz=O 
nuxz=(smy* *2-smxz* *2)/( smy* *2+smxz* *2) 
mod_ ex=smy* *2 
mod_ ey=smxz* *2 
mod_ ez=smy* *2 
mod_gxy=(smy**2*smxy**2)/(2*smxz**2*(1+nuxz)) 
mod_gyz=(smy**2*smxy**2)/(2*smxz**2*(1+nuxz)) 
mod_gxz=smy**2/(2*(1+nuxz)) 
et, 1 ,solid 185 
uimp, 1 ,ex,ey ,ez,mod _ex, mod_ ey,mod _ ez 
uimp, 1 ,nuxy,nuyz,nuxz,nuxy,nuyz,nuxz 
uimp, 1 ,gxy,gyz,gxz,mod _gxy,mod _gyz,mod _gxz 
k,1 
k,2,trs,-dhp 
k,3,trs,dhs 
k,4,trsi,-dhp 
k,5,trsi,dhs 
!could be tbs OD (this is final) 
!could be tbs OD (this is final) 
!tbs IR 
k,6,0,-dhp+(phro-phri)*0.5 !related to tbs 
k,7,tsro,-dhp+(phro-phri)*0.5 !related to tbs 
k,8,0,dhs-(tsro-ssri) !related to tbs 
k,9,tsro,dhs-(tsro-ssri) !related to tbs 
a,2,3,5,4 
1,6,7 
1,8,9 
lcsl,5, 1 
lcsl,9,3 
lcsl,5,6 
lcsl,8,13 
ldel,9, 11,2 
ldel,6, 10,4 
k,,-trs 
k,trs 
1, 1,15 
lcsl,6,14 
ldel,8 
larc,15,14,1,trs 
a,4,2, 10,11 
a,ll,10,15,16 
a,16,15,13,12 
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a,12,13,3,5 
lesize,4,, 16 
lesize, 12,, 16 
lesize, 16,, 16 
lesize,2, 16 
lesize, 11 ,, 16 
lesize, 1 ,,2 
lesize,5,,2 
lesize,3 ,,2 
lesize, 7 ,,2 
lesize,8,4 
lesize,9 ,,4 
lesize, 1 0,,3 
lesize, 13,,3 
lesize,6,, 16 
adel,1 
type,1 
vdrag,2,3,4,5,,6 
vmesh,all 
asel,s,,6 
asel,a,, 10 
asel,a,, 14 
asel,a,, 18 
nsla,s, 1 
d,all,ux,O 
d,all,uz,O 
d,all,uy,O 
nail 
nsel,s,loc,x,O 
d,ail,ux,O 
nail 
nsel,s,loc,z,O 
d,all,uz,O 
nail 
sfa, 19 ,pres, sec _pres 
sfa, 1 ,pres,pri_pres 
ailsel 
/solu 
solve 
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